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CHAPTER-1 

a) Introduction 

b) Historical Background 



Introduction 

Kashmir is well known for its amazing natural beauty. Its natural beauty 

is the creation of its geography, which played a vital role in determining the 

course of its history. The archeological remains and monuments of Kashmir 

ha\e extensively added to its natural beauty as well as its historical perspective. 

Kashmir has strikingly preserved its cultural continuity and identity throughout 

the ages, which may further be testified by its well preser\'ed monuments. 

Annexation of Kashmir by the Mughals under Akbar in 1586 A.D. is the 

starting point of the present project. The Mughal Emperors ruled over Kashmir 

for about one hundred and sixt\' six years through their governors and subedars. 

All the Emperors from Akbar to Aurangzeb and down to later Mughals tried to 

keep their hold over Kashmir firml}-. After the decline of Mughal empire. 

Afghans (1752-1819 A.D.). Sikhs (1819-46 A.D.) and finally the Dogra 

Rajputs (1846-1947 A.D.) held their swa\- over Kashmir. 

During the period under study, a large number of monuments, especially 

during the Mughal period have been constructed. Palaces, forts, canals, sarais. 

bridges, wells, mosques, tombs, shrines and royal gardens etc were constructed 

during this period. The project aims at a detailed and comparative stud}' of 

these monuments right from the Mughal Annexation of Kashmir by Akbar in 

1586 A.D. down to the modern period c 1900 A.D. 

Wooden architecture has a special significance in the archeological 

histoi'} of Kashmir. Kashmir is considered as seismic zone of severe intensitx'. 

Wooden architecture is the product of this geographical phenomena. The 

wooden architecture of Kashmir added fuel to the incidents of conflagration, 

which is proceeded or succeeded b\- the earthquakes in Kashmir. The 

calamities of earthquake and catastrophic fire incidents in Kashmir valley are 

recorded b>' the chroniclers in quite a large number. Such incidents have also 

been attested \)\ several travellers" accounts. 



Sources : 

The study of the Project is based on the following sources: 

I) Contemporary Persian and Urdu sources including local histor}'. 

II) Travellers' Accounts 

III) Modern works (Monographs) 

IV) Epigraphical sources 

V) Archaeological Reports, compiled b}' the Archaeological Surve>' of 

India 

VI) Numismatic sources. 

VII) Field Sur\'eys (selected) 

I. Contemporary Persian and Urdu sources including local 

history 

(a) Akbarnama by Abul Fazl 

It is a very significant work of Abul Fazl as far as its historical and 

literarN qualities are concerned. Kashmir was annexed by Akbar in 1586 A.D. 

During all the three visits of Akbar to the valley, the writer and court historian. 

Abul Fazl accompanied him. He has provided a detailed and interesting 

account of Kashmir, viz. Mughal-Chak relations, topography, description of 

routes, chronology and buildings highlighting the architecture e.g. construction 

of Fort on Hari Parbat (Koh-i-Maran) in Srinagar etc. 

(b) Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri 

Tiizuk-i-Jahangiri is the collection of memoirs of Jahangir. He himself 

wrote this important historical book based on his own period's political events, 

experiences and observations regarding man\' spheres of life. Tuziik-i-Jahangiri 

also gi\es information about every aspect of natural history viz. birds, flowers. 



fruits, agriculture and gardens etc. Some archaeologicaily important features of 

the period are also given in chronological order carrying explanations here and 

there. Shahjahan nama of Qazvini. Badshah noma of Lahori. and Amal-i-Saleh 

b\ Kambu contain informations about administrative, social and economic 

condition and various other aspects such as building activities etc. Detailed 

description of the gardens and monuments of this period is remarkably 

interesting and worthv of notice. 

Lahori and Kambu have produced a comprehensive account of the 

routes leading to Kashmir and the sarais (inns) constructed on the routes. 

The sources pertaining to the period of Aurangzeb do not contain any 

no\el information about architecture. 

(d) Some Local literary and historical works used as source of 

information: 

(i) Rajatangini h\ Shrivara written in 1597 A.D. is the onh' 

contemporarN' Sanskrit source of Kashmir. 1 have consulted the English 

translation by M. A. Stein to seek some new information and old names. 

(ii) Tariklt-i-Kashmir b}' Malik Haider Chadura. is a comprchensi\e 

histor\- from the earlier times down to 1620 A.D. Jahangir assigned the 

historian, the Zamindari of his native place. The history gives us information 

about social and political history and also a ver}' lucid account of architecture 

e.g. the rebuilding of .Tamia Masjid of Srinagar afresh by the writer himself in 

compliance of the order of Emperor Jahangir. 

(iii) Waqiat-i-Kashmir by Mohammad Azam Didamari was compiled 

in 1748 A.D. It consists of three divisions. The first is based on Kalhana's 

Rajafarangnl. The second covers the Sultanate period and the third gives the 



account ofcxcnls during Mughals. It also throws ample light on the life of Sufi 

saints and Scholars. 

(iv) Tarikh-i-Hasan by Pir Ghulam Hasan Shah Khuihami 

It is a late 19"̂  century work compiled in four volumes. The first \olume 

contains the geography of Kashmir. Second contains socio-political conditions. 

The third deals with religious movements and informations about the life of the 

Sufi Saints and the last one gives us miscellaneous informations. 

(e) Gulab Noma by Diwan Kirpa Ram 

The book throws light on the political and administrative condition of 

Maharaja Gulab Singh, the founder of .lammu and Kashmir State in 1846 A.D. 

He repaired and rebuilt various forts and temples in the state. 

II Traveler's accounts 

(a) Bernier Account 

Bernier starts his narrative about Kashmir as soon as he enters the 

Imperial camp at Bhimber territor\'. His topographical information is quite 

reliable. His account is rich in description of arts and crafts alongwith the social 

and economic life of the people. 

(b) George Forester 

The account of George Forester is published in two volumes. He visited 

Kashmir in 1783. His topographical and archaeological informations are 

reliable to a great extent. He has also elucidated the social and economic 

conditions of the country (Kashmir). 

There are also various other accounts of the travellers who had visited 

Kashmir in nineteenth centurv. Some of them are Moorcraft. G.T. Viane. 
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Francois Younghusband, Fredric Drew, W. Wakefield. Baron Charles Hugel et 

al. 

III Epigraphical Sources 

Inscriptions on monuments are the most authentic evidences providing a 

lot of significant pieces of information such as inscription on one of the Hari 

Parbat fort, built by Akbar. The inscriptions on the Jamia Masjid at Srinagar 

gives us information about the abolition of certain taxes etc. There are some 

other important inscriptions on the gates of Mosques. Khanqahs. gardens and 

springs etc. bearing relevant and historically valuable information. The text of 

these inscriptions is also available in some modern works. 

IV Archaeological Reports 

These are the reports on the archaeological aspects compiled by 

Archaeological Survey of India. The reports are compiled till 1947. Some of 

them are important as they provide useful infonnation regarding Archaeology 

of Kashmir such as James Fergusson's report and his work on "History of 

Indian and eastern Architecture". He has made a scientific analysis of some of 

the monuments of Kashmir with a brief reference to some other monuments 

with similar architectural features in Himalayas. 

W. H. Nicholas came over to Kashmir and submitted his conservation 

note on certain monuments and also report on Mughal gardens at Srinagar in 

September 1906. 

There are several other reports on the monuments, inscriptions and 

manuscripts. Marshall in the year 1908. in his "note on Archaeological work in 

Kashmir" gives information about old temples. Muslim monuments and 

Muehal eardens. 



The "Indian Archaeology - A Review" after Independence of country 

furnishes us a lot of information alongwith development in reconstruction and 

repair works in archeological field. 

V Numismatic Sources 

The numismatic studies have also revealed a plethora of historical 

information regarding Kashmir and its political events. Pratap Singh Museum 

Srinagar. Kashmir has got in its custody quite a good number of coins, which 

have been studied and published in the form of articles from time to time. 

Only a very concise glimpse of sources has been furnished here. A 

selective bibliography of the sources used in this thesis is provided at the end 

bringing to light "Archaeology of Kashmir" (1586 - 1900 A.D.). 



Historical Background 

I End of Chaks Rule 

Fascinated with the natural beauty of Kashmir valley, Babur, the 

founder of Mughal Empire, was keen to annex it. In the reign of Chaks he sent 

his son Kamran to invade Kashmir but was defeated. Ghazi Chak' defeated the 

noble of Akbar"s court Shah Abdul Mali" who invaded an allied force of some 

Mughals and large number of Kashmiri nobles in 1558 A.D. 

Later Akbar the great imperialist and the grandson of Babur was anxious 

to conquer Kashmir but he had to wait for a suitable strategy and opportunity. 

He had learnt all about the brutal killings and anarchy of the ruler of Kashmir 

and wanted to enforce his own administration. He sent his army under Qara 

Bahadur, the cousin of Mirza Haider Dughlat to invade Kashmir in 1561 A.D.. 

but met with crushing defeat. 

During the rule of Hasan Shah Chak (1562-69 A.D.). Akbar again made 

an attempt to implement the rule of law in the troubled state. He sent his two 

envoys Mir Muqim and Mir Yaqub to the court of Kashmir's Sultan in 1568 

A.D. They were well received at the Sultan's court and were given many 

presents on their departure to the Mughal court. The Sultan also sent his 

daughter for marriage with Akbar" s son Salim. Meanwhile. Akbar had learnt 

about the partisan attitude of his envoys in the affairs of Kashmir. He hanged 

them after their return to Mughal court. He also returned Sultan's daughter and 

presents. 

Akbar sent the second time Mulla Ashqi and Qazi Sadaruddin as envoys 

to Kashmir in year 1573 A.D. in the reign of Ali Shah (1556-79 A.D). The king 

received them with great respect and cancelled himself in a position of Mughal 

vassal. 



The Khutba was read and coins were minted bearing the legend "Akbar 

Badshah.^ He sent his envoy, Muhammad Qasim to Mughal court and offered 

the marriage of his niece to prince Salim. 

In 1579 A.D. Yusuf Shah ascended the throne. He married the charming 

and beautiful singer. Habba Khatun. They lived happily and lead a luxurious 

life neglecting his duties as a Sultan. This provided the chance to his nobles to 

revolt against him. One of his noble. Sajid Mubarak Khan became ven' 

powerful and finally defeated Sultan Yusuf Shah on account of his debauchery 

within a short period of only two months the new Sultan was expelled by 

nobles, abdicating the throne in favour of the cousin of the deposed king. Lobar 

Chak. 

Yusuf Shah presented himself before Akbar in January 1580 A.D. to 

seek help regarding his restoration as Sultan. This was the great opportunity 

Akbar was looking for. He readily agreed to offer his help. Akbar sent the 

Mughal force under Raja Man Singh to restore Yusuf Shah to the throne. The 

Sultan. Lobar Chak (1579-80 A.D.) and his Kashmiri nobles who w-ere afraid 

of the Mughal invasion sent a message to Yusuf Shah to abdicate his throne in 

his favour. Lobar Chak was captured and imprisoned. Hence the throne was 

restored to Yusuf Shah in 1580 A.D. In his second term he abolished all types 

of taxes and aimed at stability in governing Kashmir, but was surrounded by 

hostile nobles. Soon he silenced them. 

In 1581 A.D. Akbar sent his two envoys to Sultan Yusuf Shah with a 

letter asking him to present himself at the Mughal court. He received them with 

honour and sent back with costly presents and also his minor son Haider Khan. 

Akbar did not agree with Sultan"s offer doubting his sincerity consequently he 

sent back his son next year. Later on Emperor sent repeated calls to Sultan to 

present himself in the royal court but all in vein. Therefore. Yusuf Shah in 1586 

A.D. sent his "eldest son Yaqub Shah with costly presents to Akbar with a 

request that in view of the hazardous journe\. his personal presence might be 



exempted. Akbar misunderstood his plea and thought that Sultan deliberately 

avoided his personal presence. 

Akbar sent his force, on December 20th 1585 A.D.. under the command 

of Raja Bhagwan Das, Mirza Shah Rukh. Shah Quli Mehram and others 

through Pakli route, which connects Kashmir via Muzaffarabad-Abottabad-
Li 

Mansiehra road. Unwillingly Sultan was compelled by his nobles and sent his 

arm\ against royal army which fought at Buliasa. Severe cold and heavy rains 

took heavy tolls of Mughal Army. Raja Bhagwan Das wrote to the Sultan that 

another attempt would be made which would prove disastrous for Sultan's 

force. On the other hand Sultan secretly fled to the Mughal court on February 

14''' 1586 A.D. despite resistance from his nobles and presented himself to 

Mughal Court where Akbar treated him as a political prisoner. In Kashmir his 

nobles learnt of the cowardly action of Sultan and proclaimed his son. Yaqub 

Shah as Sultan. The struggle continued against Mughals and they again faced 

heav}' loss but the landlords of Kashmir joined the Mughal army. This forced 

Kashmiris to conclude a peace treaty. According to the peace terms, it was 

agreed that the throne will be retained by Yusuf Shah. The Khutba should be 

read in Akbar"s name and the revenue should be paid to the royal treasury. 

Akbar did not approve the peace terms and also imprisoned the Sultan Yaqub 

Shah who was accompanied by Raja Bhagwan Das to Mughal Court. Bhagwan 

Das struck himself with a dagger, in order to save his honour. Yusuf Shah was 

released after two years political imprisonment and was not allowed to return to 

Kashmir. After his separation from Habba Khatun he died in exile on 

September 1592 A.D. and was buried at Biswak. Bihar. 

Yaqub Shah received no support from Kashmiris or from his ministers, 

and fled to Kishtwar. Consequently. Mirza Qasim Khan sent by Akbar 

successfully entered Srinagar. on 16''̂  of October 1586 A.D. and Akbar was 

proclaimed himself as the sovereign of Kashmir. 



Mirza Yusuf Khan Rizvi replaced Mirza Qasim in 1588 A.D. by the 

Emperor. Mirza Yusuf Khan, an experienced man. won the hearts of the people 

of Kashmir. His liberal policy impressed the nobles and the people as well. He 

inflicted a crushing defeat to Shams Chak who was the most rebellious noble 

who was arrested and sent to the Mughal court 

II. Kashmir under Mughals 

(a) Kashmir under Akbar 

Akbar reigned over Kashmir from 1586 A.D. to 1606 A.D. During his 

reign four of his subedars or governors were posted to look after his interest. 

Mirza Qasim (1586 - 87 A.D.) 

Mirza Qasim faced anned opposition from Yaqub Shah and Shams 

Chak. In spite of being an admirable commander he could not handle the law 

and order situation in Kashmir. He became oppressive, suppressed Kashmiris 

ruthlessh' and arrested nobles. Mirza Qasim in his reign of one year got tired of 

intrigues and troubles and being compelled with circumstances presented his 
r-

resignation to Akbar. 

Mirza Yusuf Khan Rizvi (1587-93 A.D.)^ 

He was the son of Mir Ahmed Rizvi. who was a sayyid of Mashed. He 

was liked by Akbar. Akbar sent him to Kashmir in 1587 A.D. to succeed 

Qasim Khan. He engaged himself to establish peace in the valley by his clever 

but libera] policy.^ He became successful in winning the hearts of people and 

nobles. Then with the help of Kashmiris he inflicted a crushing defeat to 

Shams Chak. who rebeled after Yaqub Shah. The two rebels have been called 

two scoundrels.^ 

During Yusuf Khan Rizvi"s governorship of Kashmir, the most 

important event that occurred was the submission of Yaqub Shah. He 

apologized and alongwith his father was sent to remain under the custody of 



Raja Man Singh, the Governor of Bihar. Raja Man Singh guaranteed him Jagir 

of Behera in Bihar. Yaqub was poisoned and died on 5'''October. 1593 A.D. 

Akbar first visited Kashmir during his reign in 1589 A.D. He was keen 

to pay his visit to the delightful climate and selected the Bhimber route. The 

route was difficult so he sent in advance three thousand stone cutters mountain-

miners and splinters of rocks and two thousand beldars (diggers) to level the 

ups and downs of the road.'̂ '̂  Akbar arrived at Srinagar on 5''̂  of June 1589 A.D. 

\ia Bhimber. Pir Panjal and Hirapur and sta\ed at the official residence, a lofty 
/a 

palace erected by Mirza Yusuf Khan. 

During his stay of about two months he visited various places in 

Kashmir. His visit was not for pleasure only but he had in his mind some more 

significant steps to be taken regarding political and administrative set up. The 

people of all communities were happy to accept and follow the changes. 

Akbar proved to be a kind ruler. He established peace and prosperity by 

removing internal disorders. As he himself was a religious tolerant he 

propounded the same for every one. He abolished jizya and also begar. He 

forbade the Mughal anny personals in Kashmir to stay in the private houses. 

Akbar"s most important and real contribution to Kashmir was the 

revenue administration. He sent his officials to assess the land revenue on the 

lines of Todar Mai. The new assessments were resented by the Kashmiris and 

Mughal soldiers posted in the valley were disliked. The Mughal officials were 

convinced that if the levying of revenue were enhanced there would be nothing 

left for them. Consequently the people revolted and they elected governer's 

cousin Mirza Yadgar as their leader, the governor's cousin. He assumed the 

royal title and ordered the Khutba to be read in his name. Qazi Ali had lost his 

life in fighting and Hasan Beg one of the two envoys of Akbar escaped and 

fied to Royal court and unfolded the sad story to the Emperor. Akbar 

immediately sent his three army contingents to suppress the revolt. First under 

Zaina Khan from Jhelum valley second via Tosha Maidan pass and the last 



through Jammu. The forces suppressed the revolt. Mirza Yusuf Khan Rizvi 

resigned accepting himself as an unworthy administrator. 

On October 7''' 1592 A.D.. Akbar entred the valley for the second time' 

via Pir Panjal road. During his visit he celebrated Dewali. He ordered that the 

boats on the bank of Jhelum river and private houses at Srinagar should be 

illuminated with lamps. The Emperor wanted to create a cordial relation 

between Mushals and Kashmiri nobles. For this he encouraged them to enter 

into matrimonial relations. 

Mohammad Quli Khan^( 1593-99 A.D.) 

Akbar appointed Mohammad Quli Khan as the governor of Kashmir 

after return of Asif Khan to Lahore in 1593 A.D. 

The first architectural work of Mughal Kashmir was done during the 

governorship of Kuli Khan. He supervised the construction of wall around Hari 

Parbat and the Mughal palace. More then two hundred skilled builders from all 

parts of the countr)' were sent to Kashmir to construct the Nagar Nagar fort. 

The fort was completed at the cost of one crore and ten lakh rupees. High 

wages were given to men and women both. Married women received six annas 

while single women four annas per day. The city inside the fort was named 

Nagar Nagar. The chief motive of Emperor was to offer economic relief to the 

famine stricken Kashmiris^ by giving them employment. He also took 

measures to save them from constant menace of the Mughal soldiery. The outer 

wall was started in 1597A.D. while rest of the residential buildings inside the 

fort^S\ ere completed 

Akbar paid his third visit to Kashmir from Lahore in April 1597 A.D. to 

enjo)' the beauty and climate of the valle\'. Before reaching Srinagar he ordered 

his men to complete the palace. He arrived in Srinagar in 1597 A.D.^ 

accompanied by Father Jerome Xavier^and Bendict Goez. as guests of the 

Emperor Mohammad Quli Khan was recalled in 1601 after completing eleven 



\ears senice as governor of Kashmir. Under his governorship Kashmir \\as 

entire!} peaceful. 

Mirza AH Akbar 

Mohammad Quii Khan succeeded by Mirza Aii Akbar. Under his rule. 

several unfortunates out brakes of epidemic, famine and floods occurred. He 

was the least governor of Kashmir under Akbar who died in 1605 A.D. He 

continued as governor further for a period of three years down to the period of 

.lahangir. 

(b) Kashmir under Jahangir (1605- 27 A.D.) 

Jahangir ascended the throne after his father's death in 1606 A.D. He 

had abundant love for natural beauty of Kashmir. He had visited Kashmir with 

his father Akbar first of all in 1589 A.D. He praised and declared "Kashmir as 

a garden of eternal spring" r' He visited Kashmir several times with his queen 

Nurjahan. In his time various gardens. Sarais. palaces and mosques were 

erected in Kashmir. He governed Kashmir through his infra cited governors 

after Mirza AH Akbar (1606 - 07 A.D.). Nawab Qili Khan'^(1607-12 A.D.). 

Safder Khan'^ 1612-15 A.D.). Ahmed Beg (1615-18 A.D.). Dilawar Khan 

(1618-20 A.D.). Iradit Khan (1620 - 22 A.D.). ftqad Khan (1622-23 A.D.). 

Ahmed Beg (1615- 18 A.D.) 

A horrible epidemic of plague broke out in 1615 A.D. Causing heavy 

tolls, ft had occurred for the first time in the countr)'. Another catastrophe 

succeeding the plague was the great fire in 1619 A.D. which completely gutted 

down the northeastern quarters of the city. About three to twelve thousand 

houses were bumf^ Jamia Masjid of Srinagar was also burnt completely, 

-lahangir ordered Haider Malik to rebuilt the mosque with his own expenses. 

Dilawar Khan (1618-20A.D.) 

He was appointed as the governor of Kashmir by Jahangir in 1618 A.D.̂ '̂  

to conquer Kishtwar. His army invaded Kishtwar from two sides taking 
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different routes. He divided his ami}' into two divisions. One headed by his son 

Jalal. dispatched through Dusu and he in person lead the other division and 

inarched b\ the way of Srinagar. The Raja of Kishtwar was defeated by 

Dilawar Khan and was made captive. He was brought before the Emperor at 

Srinagar. The Emperor was highh- pleased with the success of Dilawar Khan 

granting him one year's revenue from Kishtwar as reward. 

Iradit Khan (1620-22 A.D.) 

He was the next governor, who had great passion for natural beauty. He 

spent most of his time in designing and laying out beautiful gardens in 

Kashmir. He built a beautiful building of wood in Seventy Baton Yar in Nati 

pora." The famous Shalimar garden was laid out by the Emperor in the year 

1619 A.D. Another beautiful garden known as Nishat Bagh was laid out by 

Nurjahan's brother. Asaf Khan. The famous springs of Vemag and Achhabal 

with their lovely waterfalls were dressed up by the Mughals who gave fine 

artistic shape to these natural objects. In 1620 A.D. Jahangir got constructed an 

octagonal tank of carved stones made round the Vernag spring. Nurjahan did 

the same at another spring Achhabal situated at a distance of nine kilometers 

from Islamabad (Anantnag). She also laid out a garden near it and named Bag-

i-Begmabad or Bagh-i-Sahibabad. 

Itaqad Khan (1622-27 A.D.) 

He remained on the chair of governor for about eleven years. His tenure 

is known to be marked with cruelty and harsh treatment through out the 

province. The Jamia Masjid of Poonch was constructed under supervision of 

Haider Malik.-^ 

In 1627 A.D. Jahangir paid his last visit to Kashmir. His disease took a 

serious turn at Behramgala on his way and he breathed his last on Nov 7"̂  1627 

A.D.-̂ " 



c) Kashmir under Shahjhan (1627-58 A.D.) 

After the death of his father he took over the reigns of Kashmir in 1627 

A.D. He manifested a great interest in the development and welfare of Kashmir 

left b\' his father. He visited Kashmir several times and the beauty of Kashmir 

fascinated him. 

As a great builder, he built a number of gardens. Sarais and mosques, 

under his direction. Shahjahan governed Kashmir through his following 

subedars. 

Itqad Khan 

He was the last governor of Jahangir who continued to hold the office 

for a further six years after the accession of Shahjahan to the throne. He was a 

relati\e of Nurjahan Begum. Under his tyrant rule people preferred to cut down 

their fruit trees and gardens, preferring to keep the land uncultivated rather than 

yielding its fruit to the unscrupulous governor."' He was replaced by Zaffar 

Khan Ahsan. 

Zaffar Khan Ahsan 

He succeeded Itqad Khan. He was a brave soldier and in a very short 

time he developed a soft comer for the people. Zafar Khan went on improving 

the living conditions of Kashmiris. 

Zafar Khan laid out several gardens in Kashmir. The most famous of 

them a "Gulshan" at Buta Kadal. Srinagar. and "Hassanabad" on the bank of the 

Dal Canal and Bagh-i- Zafarabad."' 

The reconstruction of Jamia Masjid was taken over by him which took 

se\enteen years to complete after its great damage by fire during Jahangir"s 

period."'" 

In 1614 A.D. Zafar Khan was replaced by Prince Murad"'"' who ver\' 

soon was replaced b)' Ali Murdan Khan."' 
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AH Murdan Khan (1642-45 A.D.) 

He also laid out a number of gardens, like their predecessors. One of his 

beautiful gardens is Chisma-i-Shahi. near Srinagar. He built a network of roads 

in Kashmir and got planted trees on either side of the roads. Nearly all the 

Sarais on the Imperial road leading to Pir Panjal were built by him.''" 

During his term of seven years (from 1642 A.D.) he continued to build 

canals, gardens and planted fruit trees in Kashmir. 

Tarbiat Khan (1646-49) and Lashkar Khan (1658-59 A.D.) were the 

other governors of Kashmir under Shah Jahan. During Tarbiat Khan"s 

go\'ernorship a famine struck causing a substantial loss of the lives of human 

beings and animals. In general people were happy during the latter"s reign. He 

laid out a garden at Bagh (Parganah) on the North of Dal Lake. Besides, he also 

has to his credit construction of many other constructed canals, fountains and 

springs in Kashmir."" 

d) Kashmir under Aurangzeb 

Aurangzeb achieved the throne in the year 1658 A.D. after getting over 

the bloody war of succession against his brothers. He visited Kashmir only 

once in 1665 A.D. during his entire span of reign. In his visit to Kashmir he 

was accompanied by his daughter Roshanara. During his reign of forty-nine 

\ears. Aurangzeb reigned over Kashmir through more than twelve governors. 

Most of them professed Shia faith. 

The following is the list of his governors who ruled over Kashmir. 

Important events of their tenures are also here under briefly mentioned below. 

Itmad Khan (1659-62 A.D.) 

He succeeded Lashkar Khan, the last governor of in 1659 A.D. He also 

laid out a beautiful garden in Kashmir. As an Shahjahan administrator he 

established a beneficial government."' 

Ibrahim Khan (1662-64 A.D.) 
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Replaced Itmad Khan, son of AH Murdan Khan, the famous diplomat 

and builder architect of the reign of Shahjahan. Being Shia he took possession 

of some holy places of Sunnis and unnecessar}- offended them. He was 

dismissed by Aurangzeb in 1664 A.D. after the judgement was given against 

hnn. 

Islam Khan (1664-65 A.D.) 

Succeeded Ibrahim Khan. He was a great poet and well-mannered 

administrator. He was also a builder but being religious he devoted most of his 

energ\- and time to spread Islam. He rebuilt the AH Masjid at Idgah where a 

sixteenth centur}' mosque was already in ruins. He also got planted the Chinar 

trees while beautifying and extending the Mosque." 

The most important event of his governorship was the first and last visit 

of Aurangzeb in 1665 A.D. Francois Bernier. the European visitor was alread\-

there when the Emperor reached Kashmir. During his three months stay, he 

visited many pleasure spots. In city of Srinagar. Aurangzeb stayed in the palace 

on the Hari Parbat, He did not approve of the anti-Islamic activities such as -

he found women moving about without drawers, cultivation of opium in 

Kakapore and worst of them was the performances of indigenous actors" etc. 

Aurangzeb ordered to control all the un-Islamic deeds prevailing in Kashmir. 

SaifKhan (1665-68 A.D.) 

Saif Khan succeeded Islam Khan. He was a man of strong will and 

efficient administrative capacity. He strongly abolished all sorts of corrupt 

practices prevailing in the valley and strong punishment was given to the 

persons found guilty of not behaving accordingh'. One of the examples was the 

lashing to death of Khawaja Mohammed Sadiq. a revenue collector, who was 

found guilty of submitting false accounts. He also tried to spread Islam in 

western Tibet, where he built a Jamia Masjid. In Tibet he recited Khutba and 

coins were struck in the name of Emperor Aurangzeb."̂ "̂  Saif Khan was also a 



great builder. His contribution in this sphere was the construction of a garden at 

Saifabad on the banks of Dal lake. 

Mubariz Khan (1668 - 69 A.D.) 

He was the next governor of Kashmir. He was of conservative 

disposition and tortured the erring people. " He used to offer prayers in Jamia 

Mas)id of Srinagar. 

SaifKhan (1669-72 A.D.) 

Became governor of Kashmir second time in 1669 A.D. During his 

tenure some important events occurred. One of them was a devastating 

earthquake which dismantled a large number of houses in Kashmir. "' He 

implemented his grow-more-food scheme on large scale. He built a bridge over 

Jhelum in Srinagar in 1670 A.D.. which was latter on known as Safa Kadal. He 

also founded the new town of Mahmudabad and assigned land to the tillers. 

Iftikhar Khan (1672-75 A.D.) 

He replaced SaifKhan in 1672 A.D. During his time in 1673 A.D. a 

great fire destroyed about 12.000 houses alongwith Jamia Masjid in Srinagar. 

The Jamia Masjid which \\as rebuilt by Haider Malik and his father in 

Jahangir's reign after a great fire in 1618-19 A.D. was again renovated and 

restored. This time Aurangzeb rebuilt the mosque stronger than before."*"* 

Qamamuddin Khan (1675-78 A.D.) 

Succeeded Iftikhar Khan in 1675 A.D. He was an Iranian. He showed no 

mercy to the lawbreakers. His contribution in architectural field was the 

construction of Idgah ' and gardens. 

In 1678 A.D. Ibrahim Khan was appointed for second time. It was 

during his second tenure that, in 1683 A.D. the continuous rain flooded the 

river Jhelum and destroyed a lot of houses and crops. In 1684 A.D. a severe 

earthquake caused heavy tolls. He also had to face Shia Sunni conflicts in 1685 

A.D. 



Abu Nasir Khan (1692-98 A.D) 

He had a greedy nature and tried to coerce even the last coin from 

people. 

Fazil Khan (1698-1701 A.D.) 

He engaged himself in maintaining law and order and also abolished the 

heav)' taxes, which were being lavyed during the period of Mubariz Khan. He 

is known to have also introduced mamabdari system in Kashmir. 

He was a great builder and architect. At Haft Chinar. near Hazari Bagh 

he built a dam to save the city from the heavy floods of Doodganga. 

The most important event of his reign was the arrival of the Prophet's 

Hair (Mui Mubarak) in 1699 A.D, Khawaja Nuruddin Ishebari. who was a 

Kashmiri merchant brought the holy Hair relic to Bijapur. From there the hair 

was brought to Srinagar and lodged at the Mosque of Hazrat Bal. 

Ibrahim Khan (1701-06) 

Aurangzeb chose him as a governor of Kashmir for the third time in 

1701. For his better ways of maintaining peace, he was given the title of Sulah 

Kul by the Emperor. 

Nawazish Khan Rumi (1706-7 A.D) 

He was the last governor of Kashmir under Aurangzeb. 

Ill Kashmir Under Latter Mughals (1707-52 A.D.) 

After the death of Emperor Aurangzeb at Ahmednagar on March 3'''. 

1707 A.D.. his three sons Muzzam. Azam and Kam Bakash fought the battle of 

succession to the throne. After the bloody war of succession the eldest of them. 

Muzzam. succeeded in proclaiming himself the Emperor'̂  . with the title of 

Bahadur Shah in 1707 A.D, At the age of 69. he breathed his last in 1712 A.D, 

During his reign the following governors ruled over Kashmir. 

Nawazish Khan (1707-07 A.D.) 

He was a poet and was interested in calligraphy and poetry more. 
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Jafar Khan (1707-09 A.D.) 

He was addicted to drinking. His reign caused much distress to the 

people of Kashmir. 

Ibrahim Khan (1709-09 A.D.) 

He was also known as Ali Murdan Khan. He took the governorship in 
i n 

1709 A.D. and died after three months . He laid gardens and planted trees. 

Nawazish Khan (1709-11 A.D.) 

Bahadur Shah appointed him as governor of Kashmir, for the second 

time. His deputy. Asif Khan established peace in province. In his time heavy 

rainfall destroyed the crops. A great fire in Safakadal in Srinagar. destroyed 

about 40.000 houses."*̂  

Inayat UUah Khan (1711-12 A.D.) 

In his time, the deputy governor Aamanat Khan died while in the years 

1712 A.D. Emperor Bahadur Shah himself died. 

Jahander Shah 

He proclaimed himself the Emperor after the usual war of succession. 

He was the eldest son of Bahadur Shah. Zulfiqar Khan who was father's 

minister, murdered him after the reign of eleven months. Under his reign Inayat 

Ullah Khan was the governor of Kashmir. It was his second term as governor. 

Furrakh Siyyar. proclaimed himself became the emperor in 1713 A.D. 

After a long conflict with Syyed brothers, he was blinded and killed by them in 

1719 A.D. During his reign of seven years Kashmir was governed by two 

governor. Sadat Khan and Inayat Ullah Khan. It was the third term for Inayat 

Ullah Khan. 

Sadat Khan (1713-17A.D.) 

In his time. Abdur Razak Khan, the rebel chief of Gujjars of Poonch. 

was forced to pay indemnity for causing unrest. 
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Inayat Ullah Khan (1717-20)'" 

He was chosen as governor for the third time. He continuously remained 

occupied in maintaining the law and order in Kashmir. 

Mohammad Shah 

He became Emperor in 1719 A.D. and he kept the crown till his death in 

1748. During his reign Nadir Shah invaded Delhi in 1738-39A.D. Under his 

reign Kashmir was governed by a number of-govemors. The list of governors 

and their description is as follows 

Inayat Ullah Khan continuously held the governorship till 1720 A.D. In 

the \'ear 1720 A.D. serious Hindu-Shia-Sunni conflict were caused by Mulla 

Abdunabi. 

Abdul Samad Khan (1721 -23 A.D.) 

He cleverly suppressed the communal conflict of Shias-Sunni and 

Hindus in the year 1722 A.D. and restored order in Kashmir.'' He was 

dismissed in 1723 A.D. 

Azam Khan (1723-24 A.D.) 

The notable event of his tenure as governor was the severe famine of 

1723 A.D. which ravaged a considerable area.'" 

Inayat Ullah Khan (1724-25 A.D.) 

It was his last term as governor of Kashmir, but after only a few some 

months he died in 1725 A.D. 

Aqidat Khan (1725-27 A.D.) 

His rule is remembered for deterioration of administration and 

prevailing of disorder. ''̂  

Aghar Khan (1727-29 A.D.) 

Under his tvrant rule evervone suffered ' 



Amir Khan (1729-36 A.D.) 

In 1731 A.D. people of Kashmir saw a severe famine. Under his 

governorship Khanqah-i-Mualla Mosque was rebuilt in 1733 A.D. In 1735 

A.D. a great flood destroyed the dwellings and crops. 

Dil Diler Khan (1736-37 A.D.) 

The Gujjars of Poonch once again rose and created disorders and Chaos 

in 1737 A.D.-'-

Fakharuddoullah (1737-38 A.D.) 

Mir Jafar's rebellion against the governors was a notable event. He was 

deposed in the year 1738 A.D,'^ 

Inayat Ullah Khan II (1738-40 A.D.) 

Nadir Shah sent in with a mandate to rule over Kashmir. His deputy Abu 

Barkat Khan murdered him. in 1740 A.D. 

Asad Ullah Khan (1740-44 A.D.) 

His rule faced the rebellion of Basar Ullah Khan. 

Abu Mansur Khan (1745-48 A.D.) 

Kashmiris suffered because of a wide spread famine during his 

governorship. Afrasiyab Khan the deputy of Abu Mansur Khan, ruled over 

Kashmir ruthlessly. The rule of the former was known to be the darkest period 

in the \alley. 

Ahmed Shah Abdali became Emperor in 1748 A.D. He ruled over 

Kashmir appointing his two governors and five deputies. When Afrasyab Khan 

was assassinated in 1751 A.D. Mir Muqim Khan was appointed deput}' 

governor. He was the first leading Kashmiri noble who alongvvith Khawaja 

Zahiruddin requested Ahmed Shah Abdali to annex Kashmir. The poverty, 

chaos, disorder, civil war etc encouraged Ahmed Shah Abdali to annex 

Kashmir to the kinsdom of Afshan. 
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IV. Kashmir under Afghans (1753 - 1819 A.D.) 

In 1752 A.D. Ahmed Shah Abdali invaded Punjab for the third time 

when Abul Qasim Khan governed Kashmir. Mir Muqim and Khawaja 

Zahiruddin Didamari. the Kashmiri nobles sent offer to Ahmed Shah Abdali to 

annex Kashmir. He was already looking for an opportunity to annex Kashmir 

to expand his Afghan Kingdom. He immediately dispatched his army under 

Abdullah Khan Ishaq Aqasi. who marched with 15.000 Afghan soldiers to 

conquer Kashmir. In 1753 A.D. the army of Kashmir governor. Abul Qasim 

Khan was defeat at Shopiyan within 15 days while facing Afghans. He was 

arrested and imprisoned in Kabul. Thus in 1753 A.D. Abdullah Khan Ishaq 

Aqasi established the Afghan supremacy over Kashmir. Afghans rules over 

Kashmir for 66 years. Adopting the policy of Mughals they also appointed 

governors and their deputies. 

Ahmad Shah Abdah (1753-72 A.D.) 

He was a Pathan by origin. He carved out a large kingdom around 

Kabul, which he made his capital. In the third battle of Panipat. which took 

place on the 14 January 1761 A.D.. he inflicted a crushing defeat to the 

Maratha confederacy.'^ He died in 1773 A.D. 

Following are the names of his governors appointed to administer 

Kashmir: 

Abdullah Khan Ishaq Aqasi (1753 A.D.) 

He conquered Kashmir for Ahmed Shah Abdali's Empire, at the cost of 

the blood and tears of the Kashmiris. He ruled over Kashmir for about six 

months. B)' torture he collected huge amount of money. He carried with him 

boot}- of one crore rupees to Kabul. He destroyed the famous Mughal gardens 

and some of them were deprived of their precious stones. He quitted the valley 

after handing over his charge to Khawaja Abdullah Khan. 



Raja Sukhjewanmal (1753-62 A.D.) 

He was the first Hindu ruler of Kashmir after a gape of four hundred 

years."̂ ** He proclaimed himself as the governor after assassinating Khawaja 

Abdullah Khan the deputy of Abdullah Khan Ishaq Aqasi and his two sons. 

Abul Hasan Bandey. the most popular Kashmiri noble, was chosen as his 

minister. His tenure of administration was overall beneficial and peaceful. But 

Ahmed Shah Abdali treated him as a rebel. He confirmed him as governor and 

appointed Khawaja Kijak as the deputy governor. Khawaja Kijak was a trusted 

official of Ahmed Shah, who watched over the governor's activities. Ahmed 

Shah demanded tribute equal to ten times of the revenue of Kashmir. 

Sulehjewanmal was dissatisfied and revolted with the help of his chief 

minister Abul Hasan Khan Bande%. They crushed the army of Khawaja Kijak 

and other agents of Ahmed Shah Abdali at Baramullah. The triumphant Raja 

proclaimed the sovereignty of the Mughal Emperor Alamgir II. and was 

conferred the title of Raja by him. 

Ahmed Shah Abdali dispatched Abullah Khan Ishaq Aqari with a large 

army of 30.000 to suppress the Raja. Sukhjewanmal faced a crushing defeat 

at Poonch (Hyderabad). Many of his troops were killed and many other were 

made prisoners. 

In 1761 A.D.. Ahmed Shah Abdali defeated the Maratha confederacy at 

Panipat. After his triumph at Panipat. he dispatched his general Nuruddin 

Bamzi against Raja Sukhjewanmal in June 1762 A.D. The two armies met at 

Chera Udar where the forces of Raja had to suffer a crushing defeat and he 

himself was captured, blinded and taken to Lahore before Ahmed Shah Abdali. 

where he was trampled to death by an elephant in 1763 A.D. 

Buland Khan Bamzai (1763-65 A.D.) 

Nuruddin Bamzai. who defeated Raja Sukhjewanmal at Chera Udar. was 

appointed as governor. He left for Kabul after three months leaving behind him 

the charge to Buland Khan Bamzai. Later term had to witness Shia-Sunni 
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conflict while Zadibal was set on fire. The Shia populace was looted 

indiscriminately. 

Nuruddin Khan Bamzai (1765-66 A.D.) 

He succeeded Buland Khan Bamzai. Durins his second term. Nuruddin 

had to face with conflicts among his ministers and nobles. 

Lai Khan Khatak (1766 A.D.) 

He was a trusted counsel of Nuruddin. He was powerful and wealthy 

who constructed a fort in District Biru. 

Lai Khan suppressed Jan Mohammad Khan and proclaimed himself as 

governor. The news of his rebellious attitude. t\'ranny and plundering reached 

Ahmed Shah Abdali. He immediately sent Khuram Khan to suppress him. The 

term of his tyrannical rule was only six months. 

Khurram Khan (1766-67 A.D.) 

Khurram Khan was the next governor of Kashmir who had to face the 

rebellion of Faqir UUah Khan. He was defeated by the army of later Khan in 

Sopore and fled to Kabul. 

Faqir Ullah Kanth (1767-68A. D.) 

He treated Hindu population miserably and imposed heavy taxes over 

them. He also compelled them to embrace Islam. About 2.000 of them were 

forcibly converted to Islam.""" His cruelties and misdeeds were heard by Ahmed 

Shah Abdali who consequently sent Nuruddin Khan once more, to crush him. 

Nuruddin Khan Bamzai (1768-69 A.D.) 

After deposing Faqir Ullah Khan he became busy in improving the law 

and order situation in the valley. In the mean time. Ahmed Shah Abdali sent 

Mohammad Khazanchi to succeed him. He did not accept him and fought a 

decisive war against him. Ahmed Shah was infuriated with his rebellious 

behavior. He sent Pandit Kalesh Dar with Khurram Khan to depose him. Being 

afraid of the armv of Ahmed Shah Abdali he fled to Jammu. 
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Taimur Shah (1772-93 A.D.) 

Ahmad Shah Abdali died in 1772 A.D. leaving his son. Taimur Shah to 

succeed him. Taimur Shah ordered Amir Khan Jawansher to hold the office of 

the governor and also bestowed upon him the title of Dilawar Jang 

Khuram Khan (1770 A.D.) 

In his second term he ruled over Kashmir only for six months. 

Amir Khan Jawansher (1770-76 A.D.) 

Khurram Khan was succeeded by Amir Khan Jawansher in 1770 A.D. 

He was a great builder and has to his credit many buildings and gardens during 

his rule. The building on Sona Lank in the Dal Lake was reconstructed which 

was originally built by Zainul Abidin in the 15''̂  century A. D. It was a seven 

storied mansion. He also renovated the bridge of Amira Kadal. He laid out the 

Aminabed garden and erected a beautiful pavilion out of polished black stones, 

which were taken away from the pavilion of Mughal garden. 

Amir Khan Jawansher constructed the Sherghari fort '̂ at the site of Dara 

Bagh in Srinagar. He was defeated and deposed by Haji Karimdad Khan, who 

was sent by Timur Shah against him. in 1776 A.D. 

Haji Karimdad Khan (1776-83) 

He held the office after defeating Jawansher. History remembers him as 

a great tyrant. He mercilessly imposed heavy taxes on the Kashmiri people. 

Some of the Burdensome taxes w-ere - presentation tax (zariniaz) on Jagirdars 

and mamabdais. grain tax {zari hiibiib) on cultivators, property tax (Zori 

ashkhos) on middle-class. He also imposed religious tax {zaridudah) on Hindus 

(Pandit). Haji Karimdad Khan conquered Kishtvvar during his period. After a 

t}'rant rule of about seven years he was succeeded by his son Azad Khan. 

Azad Khan (1783-85 A.D.) 

He oppressed the population in innumerable ways. His cruelty surpassed 

his father.̂ " For even a small fault he inflict capital punishment. It was the 
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worst time for the Kashmiri population. At that time Cholera broke out which 

took a heavy toll of about twenty thousand people. 

Maindad Khan (1786-88 A.D.) 

During his reign Shia-Sunni conflicts were on climax. The gates of 

Jamia Masjid and Khangal Mullah were closed people in general from offering 

abstained prayers as a mass protest against the Pandit's anti-Sunni attitude. 

Juma Khan Alkozai (1788-93 A.D.) 

He succeeded Mullah Gaffar Khan the governor who succeeded 

Miandad Khan Mullah Gaffar remained governor for four months. He 

appointed his son. Abdullah Khan, the Qazi to control the income from both 

ci\il and criminal departments of justice Juma Khan was summoned to the 

court of Taimur to submit the tribute. He appointed his son Muhabbat Khan, in 

charge of government of Kashmir. But his absence provided opportunity to the 

Shia's to build new mosques in Zadibal and Hasanabad. The Sunnis looted 

them and killed some of their leaders. "̂' Rehmatullah Khan succeeded his 

father after his death. He was replaced by Malik Hazar Khan who was 

appointed the governor by Taimur Shah. 

Zaman Shah (1793-1801 A.D.) 

Tirmur Shah died in May 1793 A.D. at Kabul. He was succeeded by 

Zaman Shah who demanded the revenue of Kashmir from Malik Hazar Khan 

but he refused to pay the revenue and rebelled. 

Rehmat Ullah Khan took the charge of government in 1793 A.D. But 

like .luma Khan he held the charge, which lasted within a few months. Malik 

Hazar Khan once again governed Kashmir. He was defeated by Zaman Shah's 

army, who dispatched Rehmat Khan as the head of his army. Rehmat Khan 

fought decisive battle against Hazar Khan at Baramulla. and made him 

prisoner. Rehmatullah Khan was summoned to the Afghan court after only four 

months. 
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KifayatuUah Khan (1794-95 A.D.) 

During his regime Shia-Suni relation became more strained. Therefore 

Zaman Shah deposed him and appointed Arsalan Khan in his place. The new 

governor appointed Mohammad Khan Jawansher as his deputy. 

Mohammad Khan Jawansher (1795-96 A.D.) 

During his stay in Kashmir he met with various troubles within his 

government. Abdullah Khan Alkozai was the person who assumed the charge 

after him. 

Abdullah Khan Alkozai (1796-1800 A.D.) 

Abdullah Khan entrusted his charge to Rahmatullah Khan and went to 

Kabul. In the meantime, the Bomba free boaters intruded into Baramullah and 

looted the population there. To restore peace and order. Zaman Shah once 

again sent back Abdullah Khan to Kashmir. He now changed his policy and 

expelled many officers and appointed new once. He took keen interest in 

ameliorating the condition of the common people. 

Atta Mohammed Khan Alkozai (1800-05 A.D.) 

He was the brother of Abdullah Alkozai. During his times Kashmir had 

to face unprecedented woes. It was in 1804 A.D. that the country faced a 

terrible earthquake, which dismantled many dwellings. At the same time the 

serious and non-stop rainfall unfortunately destroyed the crops. In 1805 A.D.. 

owing to ver}' low temperature all rivers and lakes were frozen and people 

could walk freely over them.̂ "* 

Shah Shuja and Mohammad Shah (1805-19 A.D.) 

In 1801 A.D.. Zaman Shah was dethroned and blinded by his brother. 

Mohammad Shah. The news spread like fire, which threw entire Afghan 

countr\' into confusion. In the mean time. Abdullah Khan arranged to secure his 

release and escaped to Srinagar. He proclaimed himself an independent ruler of 

Kashmir in 1805 A.D. Once again Zaman Shah deposed Mahmmad Shah. Shah 



Shuja succeeded Zaman Shah. During' 1805-19 A.D. Kashmir was governed by 

the following governors: 

Abdullah Khan Alkozai and Atta Muhammad ruled over Kashmir for 

more than eleven years. Sher Mohammad Khan and his son Atta Mohammad 

Khan (1806-13) held the office for seven years while Qazi Path Mohammad 

Khan (1813-13 A.D.) remained in for power months only few months. Sardar 

Mohammad Azam Khan (1813-15 A.D.) held Kashmir for six months. Jabar 

Khan was the lost in charge of Kashmir when Ranjit Singh's general entered 

the Sherghari fort. After a decisive battle against Pathan ruler in June 1819 

A.D.. the arm)' of Ranjit Singh succeeded in annexing Kashmir. 

V. Kashmir under Sikh rule 

The history of Sikh rule in Kashmir begins from 1819 A.D. when Misar 

Di\\an Chand. the able commander of Ranjit Singh ended the Pathan rule by 

defeating them in a decisive battle on June 15''̂  1819 A.D. Sikhs ruled over 

Kashmir through their following ten governors. 

Misr Diwan Chand 

Misr Diwan Chand was the first governor of Kashmir. There is nothing 

\\orth)' to be taken note of during spell of his brief governorship except leading 

a successful expedition to Kashmir. 

Diwan Moti Ram 

Diwan Moti Ram succeeded Misar Diwan Chand. He was the son of 

Diwan Mohkam Chand. one of the generals of Maharaja Ranjit Singh. He was 

appointed governor of Kashmir twice. During his first short term he was 

assisted b)' Pandit Birbal Dhar. a revenue collector. The relafion between Sikh 

and Kashmiri Muslim were at their lowest ebb. Excesses which were 

committed by the Sikhs are herewith briefly mentioned. Diwan Moti Ram 

closed the doors of Jamia Masjid of Srinagar and other mosques. ^ They were 

forbidden to offers nimaz and sa\' azan All the meetings organized b\' the 
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Muslims \\ere prohibited. The leaders were specially watched lest they might 

hatch a plot against Sikhs 

Phula Singh, an over-zealous commander of Sikhs, tried to blow Shah 

Hamdan Mosque, on the pretext that it had been constructed on the site of a 

Hindu temple.^^ A Muslim deputation, lead by Syyed Hassan Shah Qadri 

Khan\'ari. approached Birbal Dhar to save the mosque. He helped them b) 

ordering to save the structure from vandalism.̂ '̂  

Diuan Moti Ram resigned after 14 months being dejected due to the 

death of his son who was killed^^ in 1820 A.D. 

Sardar Hari Singh Nalwa 

He was appointed as governor of Kashmir by Maharaja Ranjit Singh 

following Diwan Moti Ram"s resignation. He was an incompetent governor 

ha\ing no idea of governance. The entire Kashmir was passing through 

confusion and Chaos. He imposed burdensome taxes on the poor taxpayers 

whom were already hard pressed with the existing taxes system. 

Sardar Hari Singh Nalwa introduced a new currency in Kashmir named 

Hari Singly rupee. This rupee continued to circulate for a long time even after 

him. The taxes, custom duties etc were paid in terms of Hari Singh rupees. He 

was called back by Maharaja Ranjit Singh who appointed Diwan Moti Ram in 

his place once again 

Diwan Moti Ram (2"'' term 1820-1825 A.D.) 

In his second term. Diwan Moti Ram fried to ameliorate the poor 

condition of Kashmiri population till he was recalled in 1825 A.D. 

Diwan Chuni Lai (1826-27 A.D.) 

During his period the revenue was seriously effected due to weak 

economic condition of the people. Maharaja summoned him to present the 

accounts before him. Fearing a harsh treatment he committed suicide b\' 

consuming poison while on his way to Lahore to be present before Maharaja. 
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Diw an Kripa Ram (1827-31 A.D.) 

He was the son of Diwan Moti Ram. During his tenure the following 

notable events occurred A severe earthquake of 1827 A.D. destroyed the 

properties and the lives of people at large scale. After few months later 

epidemic of Cholera broke out which was a further blow mounting the tolls to a 

higher scale. 

Diwan Kripa Ram defeated Zabardast Khan who revolted in 

Muzaffarabad. Initially Diwan's army met with serious defeat and heav)' 

losses. But the Sikh commander Ganesh Pandit Dhar defeated all the rebels 

after which Zabardast Khan surrendered. 

He got constructed some fine buildings and laid out beautiful gardens. 

Ram bagh'̂ ''̂  is one of his constructions situated on the bank of the Dudh Ganga 

Ri\'cr. adjacent to Natipurah in Srinagar 

Bhim Singh Ardali 

Maharaja Ranjit Singh summoned Diwan Kirpa Ram to Lahore and 

appointed Bhim Singh Ardali as the acting governor of Kashmir. In his tenure 

only one event worth notice occurred i.e. the Shia-Suni riot in which Zadibal. 

adjacent to Natiparah^' having a Shia concentration was burnt in 1829 A.D. 

Prince Sher Singh 

He was the son of Maharaja Ranjit Singh. Maharaja appointed him as 

the governor of province in 1832 A.D. During his term Ranjit Singh started to 

\'isit Kashmir. When he reached Poonch. Jamadar Khushal Singh and Shaikh 

Ghulam Mohiuddin told him about the deteriorating condition of Kashmir. 

Consequently Ranjit Singh returned to Lahore from Poonch. 

In October a heavy snowfall destroyed the entire field of paddy which 

was about to be harvested. The result was a devastating famine. Thousands of 

people lost their lives due to starvation and many more migrated to Punjab. 

Prince Sher Singh did not make an}' effort to help the star\'ing people. On the 

complaints of people in general Colonal Mian Singh replaced him. 



Colonal Mian Singh 

He took some measures for the advancement of agriculture aiming to 

ameliorate farmers from the prevailing miserable conditions. Proper weights 

were introduced and fraudulent middlemen were punished. Colonal Mian Singh 

decided cases quite quickly and with justice consequently he won a great 

reputation in Kashmir. ' Mian Singh was considered the ablest of the Sikh 

governors. ' 

The troublesome frontier region exerted a great strain on the financial 

resources of Sikhs. Mian Singh imposed heav\- taxes on the already have 

pressed Kashmiri people to improve the condition of Sikh army. After the 

death of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, the Kashmir was revolted against Mian Singh 

and assassinated him in his bedchamber on 17 April 1841 A.D. Maharaja Sher 

Singh became the ruler of Punjab after the death of Ranjit Singh. He sent 

Maharaja Gulab Singh, with a strong force in 1842 to suppress the revolt with 

an iron hand. 

Sheikh Gulam Mohiuddin (1842 - 45 A.D.) 

He was the first Muslim to govern Kashmir under the Sikhs who 

appointed him in 1842. He was an enlightened and able administrator. 

Sheikh Ghulam Mohiuddin opened the gates of Jamia Masjid of Srinagar̂ "* 

which had been closed by Diwan Moti in 1819 A.D. and allowed the Muslims 

to say ozan and offer nimaz thereafter. He rebuilt and installed a new lingum in 

the Shankerachariya temple too^"\ 

Sheikh Imamuddin (1845-46 A.D.) 

Imamuddin was the son of Sheikh Ghulam Mohiuddin. He was 

appointed on the recommendation of Maharaja Gulab Singh''̂  with the aim 

exercising effective control over Kashmir, but the anarchy prevailing all over 

Punjab did not allow him to consolidate the administration of Kashmir. The 

rapid changes of the rulers in Punjab and anarchy after the death of Maharaja 

Ranjit Singh weakened the Sikh powers. The result was First Sikh war of 1846 



A.D. Sikh met with crushing defeat. A Lahore treaty was concluded between 

British and Sikh government. Hence the Sikh rule over Muslim Kashmir^' 

ended by the treaty of Amritsar in 1846 A.D. In which Kashmir was sold to 

Maharaja Gulab Singh at the rate of 75.000 rupees. 

VI. Kashmir under Dogra rule 
Kashmir was governed by Dogra dynasty from 1846-1947 A.D. During 

this period four rulers of the same dynast\' ascended the throne. Maharaja 

Gulab Singh was the first of them and founder of Jammu and Kashmir state. He 

started his carrier as a soldier in the force of Maharaja Ranjit Singh. The first 

Sikh was (1846 A.D.) was the turning point of his rule over Kashmir. He 

remained himself aloof till battle of Sobraon (1846 A.D.). He entered into 

negotiation with British Government and finally became the advisor of Sir 

Henr)' Lawrence. The defeat of Sikh army compelled them to conclude two 

treaties in 1846 A.D. First was signed at Lahore on March 9'"" 1846 A.D. by 

which the state of Lahore was handed over to the British as compensation of 

one crore of indemnity. Second treaty was signed at Amritsar on 16''̂  March. 

1846 A.D. by which the Kashmir valley was made over to Gulab Singh for 7.5 

lakhs of sterling (equivalent of 75 lakh Nanak Shahi rupees). 

Maharaja took over charge of Kashmir in 1486 A.D. when the entire 

valley was under deplorable condition. The fiscal structure was completel)' and 

needed a lot of efforts to bring it on normal footings. He first tried to reform the 

revenue administration after the consolidation of his administration. He 

abolished begar system from Jammu and Kashmir.^° 

To consolidate Jammu and Kashmir Maharaja rebuilt and renovated the 
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age-old forts in all over the state. The important among them were Poonch. 

Reasi and Mastgarh etc.^" He died in 1856 A.D. and installed Rambir Singh, 

his son and successor, on the gaddi in 1856 A.D. British approved his 

accession to the seat of governance in his father's lifetime. 



During his rule the economy of state gradually started improving quite 

like the days of his father. He introduced a number of reforms in Kashmir 

administration.^^ He established three main departments, revenue, civil and 

military. The Judicial system and penal code was introduced on the line of 

Macaulay's Code of British India. 

For the development of trade and commerce. Maharaja constructed few 

pathwax's and roads. The cart road between Rawalpindi and Srinagar also 
o 1 

started b)' him. A road between .lammu and Srinagar was built via Banihal. 

Maharaja was a religious person therefore he construct a number of 

temples in Jammu and Srinagar. In Jammu. Raghunath temple is one of the 

most famous temples of Dogra rule. As a religious tolerant, he built water duct 

for ablution in Jamia Masjid of Nohata Srinagar. He got it repaired three or 

four times. " He also laid out a number of gardens in valley. Important among 

them are Bagh-i-Rampur. Doabgah. Bagh-i-Rambiri. and Bagh-i-Raghunath.**^ 

After the death of Maharaja Rambir Singh in 1885 A.D., his son Pratap 

Singh became the Maharaja of Jammu and Kashmir. Kashmir went into the 

control of government of India after Queen Victoria's assumption of the title of 

Empress of India on 1" January 1877 A.D. The later Dogra rulers ruled (as 

the vassals of government of India over Kashmir) till 1947 A.D. 
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CriAPTER- II 

RELIGIOUS MONUMENTS: -

a) Mosques 

b) Shrines (Ziarats) 

c) Temples 



Mosques 

Mosque construction has witnessed various developments in stages and 

has envisaged changes in its architectural style from time to time and place to 

place. In the beginning when Islam was in its infancy in west Asian countries 

there was no specific style of mosque construction, no arch or dome, mahrab or 

mimber (pulpit) aiwan or dalan, maqsura or minar. The first, mosque of Islam 

was constructed by Prophet Mohammad in 622 A.D., at Quba in the suberb of 

Madina in Arabia. It was the most simple design which was executed by palm 

logs, on the four mud walls over which a roof was made using thatch of palm-

lea\es and mud.' In northern India the first mosque is Quatul Islam in Delhi. It 

was in the later stages that the arch and domes were introduced in the 

architecture of the mosque during medieval period." Thus with the passage of 

time mosque has attained specific structure and some essential parts as describe 

and explained infra. 

Mehrob: (̂ Concave recess) a semicircular small chamber in the western 

wall indicating the Qibla. (In India it is towards west) imam stands here to lead 

the prayers having rows of followers behind him. 

Mimber (Plinth): Just to the right of mehrab a three-stepped chair was 

introduced for the purpose of addressing the congregation preaching through 

Khiitba (sermon). 

Sahan (open quadrangle): The open extension of mosque enclosure 

looking like a courtyard generally having an ablution tank in the middle for the 

use of congregation intending to perfonn the prayers. 

Minar. (Minarets): it is a long pillar type projection generally executed 

on the four corners attached to the mosque building. It was borrowed from the 

Syrian Church"'. It is not found in Kashmiri style of architecture except new 

Hazratbal Mosque which has been shaped on the pattern of Prophet's mosque 



Masjid Nabavi. in Madina. It was rebuilt by Sheikh Mohammad Abdullah in 

1969 A.D. 

The most striking aspect of the mosque architecture of Kashmir is that 

its chief building material is timber. The plan of the mosques built of timber in 

Kashmir, is of two types. 

The first type consists of a single square hall while the other comprises 

of a group of square halls. Mosque of Shah Hamadan and mosque of Madani 

are the examples of former and Jama Masjid of Srinagar represents the later. 

The square chamber is covered with a wooden pyramidal roof, rising in the 

tiers and covered with a fine spire. The tiered may exceed up to four in number. 

The .lamia Masjid at Nohata in Srinagar is typical of Kashmir's wooden 

mosque structure, originally constructed in 1393-94 A.D.) by Sultan Sikandar. 

Tha Pathar Masjid and mosque at Hari Parbat were built entirely of 

stone displaying the Mughal style of architecture as adopted in the cities of 

Delhi. Agra and Lahore. The only difference is that local gray limestone was 

senerallv used for face work." 

1. Jamia Masjid Srinagar: 

The most impressive and outstanding representation of wooden structure 

in Kashmiri style of architecture is the Jamia Masjid at Srinagar. Originalh' 

founded by Sultan Sikander Butshikan'' as early as 1393 A.D. Sadaruddin 

Harasani was the engineer of the mosque.^ After a time it was burnt, but was 

rebuilt by Sultan Hussain (1472-84 A.D.) and enlarged by Sultan Zainul 

Abdin. his successor and son in 1503-04 A.D. Ibrahim Maarev. wizir of Sultan 
p 

Hussan finished it handsomely. During the reign of Jahangir. a fire broke out 

and near!) three thousand houses were burnt. Jamia Masjid also burnt the T^ 

time on the occasion of Eid. Haider Malik Chadura '"states that the Sunnis 

had suspected him and his father. Malik Mohammad Naji. for causing damage 

to the mosque. It was vengeance that the destruction of the Khanqah of 
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Shamsuddin Iraqi was caused by the Sunnis during the reign of Haider Malik. 

The Sunnis also made petition to Jahangir for Justice. By the order of Jahangir 

Malik Haider Chadura rebuilt the mosque in 1620 A.D. (1029 A.H). " The 

inscription on the gate of the Mosque shows that Malik Haider Chadura built it. 

The mosque again caught fire during the reign of Aurangzeb in 1672 

A.D. while the governorship was in the hands of Iftikhar Khan (1672-75 A.D.). 

It was the third occasion when mosque was devastated by the fire.'" The 

inscription over the south doonvay of the Mosque mentions that the mosque 

was rebuilt b)' Aurangzeb''. The plan is the same as Sultan Sikandar's original 

construction.'""Aurangzeb. however, got the mosque rebuilt, stronger and more 

majestic than ever before.'" Although a considerable portion of the mosque was 

raised oTi its original construction in brick masonry still it"s interior contains a 

large amount of woodwork. ^̂  mosque retained its original form in spite of 

being subjected to drastic changes as far as its" composition is concerned. The 

final reconstruction effected by the Mughal Emperor Aurangzeb (1058-1707 

A.D.) seems to have followed in most respects the original plan. 

The great mosque is composed of four huge and wide colonnades 

representing the magnificence of the Jamia Masjid. The space covered with 

pyramidal colonnade is not the invention of Muslims in Kashmir, but is the 

reminiscent of the architectural style of the stupa-court of the Buddhist 

monasteries or the cellular prototype of Hindu temples. '̂  The roughly square 
I O 

building is of Serasenic character measured about (240 x 240 feet), each side 

ha\ing a colonnade with pyramidal roof The western colonnade represents the 

mehrab usually indicating the direction of Khana-i-Kaaba. The other three, 

eastern, northern and southern colonnades have arched entrance. The southern 

one is larger serving as main entrance. It also has a stone slab with Persian 

inscription in nastaliq script. The centre of the mosque is an open space with a 

large tank or haiiz represents a fountain in the centre enhancing the beauty of 

the mosque. Each square colonnade is capped with two tiered pyramidal roof 
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which rises forming with a pinnacle giving it a characteristic perception of a 

sikhara or a spire of a Buddhist or a Hindu temple. To support the roof 

decorated huge pillars of deodar trunk had been used. The pillars are 378 in 

number in the building. They a varying in height from 25 to 50 meters. The 

pillars which support the roofs of colonnades are higher while rest are less in 

height. Each pillar stands on the square plinth of sandstone adding to the beauty 

of .Tamia Masjid. The oldest umbrella molding was probably constructed during 

Aurangzen"s reign. 

In 1819 A.D.. Diwan Moti Ram, the Sikh governor of Kashmir closed 

the .lamia Masjid. The Muslims were forbidden to say 'azan' and to offer 

praNcrs {nimaz)}^ But the gate was reopened and Muslims were allowed by 

Sheikh Ghulam Mohiuddin (1842-45 A.D.) to perform call for prayers."" It was 

during the governorship of Sheikh Ghulam Mohiuddin that a temple on 

Shankaracharya Hills in Srinagar was built and a new lingum was installed"'. 

During the Dogra rule over Kashmir Rambir Singh, the son and 

successor of Maharaja Gulab Singh, constructed water ducts for ablution in the 

mosque. It was a kind of magnificence, which was not witnessed even during 

the Muslim rule of Kashmir. Maharaja repaired the said mosque three or four 

times." He allowed only Friday prayers. The members of the cost-committee. 

Khawaja Rahim Shah. Azim Drabu and Ghafoor Shah Naqashbandi collected 

huge funds and Maharajas Rambir Singh also granted Rs 6.000 for its 

reconstruction. Maharaja sanctioned a separate grant of Rs. 9.000 so that 

Lachmi Kul could be repaired.""' 

In the year 1915-25 A.D. brick work and colonnades were reconstructed 

with rapid and admirable progress. '"*A committee of Muslims continued the 

work of repair and maintenance of the mosque. The roof of the mosque was 

laid out with the birch-bark over the wooden logs and covered with mud. mixed 

with grass. In 1953 it was replaced by waterproof sheets.'" (see plan-3. plate-1. 

2.3 and 4). 



Mosque of Shah Hamdan 

The mosque of Shah Hamdan better known as Khanqah-i-Mualla. is 

situated on the right bank of Jhelum river in Srinagar. above Zainakadal. The 

construction of mosque is said to have originally undertaken over the ruins of a 

Hindus shrine of Goddess Kali. Within the mosque there is a flowing spring, 

which is considered sacred by the Hindu, who offer their worship of Goddes 

Kali. 

The place for present mosque was selected by Sayyed Ali Hamdani. 

also known" as Ali-Sani. He was known to be one of the most remarkable 

personalities of the 14'"̂  century Islamic world. "̂ He was bom in Hamdan in 

1314 A.D.. After completing his education he travelled all around the Muslim 

world. '''But his visit to Kashmir became an important event. He reached 

Kashmir in 1372 A.D. for the first time and paid his second visit to Kashmir in 

1379 A.D. in the reign of Sultan Qutubuddin (1373-89 A.D.). He took up this 

residence in Ailauddinpura and constructed there a siiffa (raised floor) to 

perform his nimaz (prayer) and recited Quran in the morning and evening." In 

1393 A.D.. Sayyed Mohammad Hamdani. son and successor of Swed Ali 

Hamdani arrived in Kashmir in the reign of Sultan Sikandar (1389-1413 A.D.). 

Sultan Sikandar who was a great builder may be credited to have built the 

Khanqah in 799 A.H.= 1396-97 A.D. later on known as Khanqah-i-Mualla.''' 

This style of constriction was an example adopted by the subsequent Kashmiri 

rulers till the time of Mohammad Shah.'' 

Sultan Zainul Abidin (1420-70 A.D.) rebuilt the Khanqah. Amir 

Shamsuddin Mohammad Iraqi in the days of Malik Chaks rule undertook the 

work of reconstruction and extension of Khanqah-i-Mualla. 

The mosque of Shah Hamdan is the prototype of every mosque in 

Kashmir. The mosque does not exactly resemble a Chinese temple and is also 

unlike the Indian architecture.^ But it was a novelty of wooden structure 

evolved in the valley for the first time. The foundation of mosque is composed 
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of the material remains of an ancient temple. It is nearly square in plan. The 

lower portion of walls is constructed by decorated logs of deodar finely carved 

and placed alternatively. The wooden structure provides with arcades, porticos 

and verandahs. One of the outstanding features is the pyramidal roof, which 

crowns the whole building. The crowned three tiered pyramid is covered with 

the laNcr of a mixed material of 2rass and earth over the birch bark. There is a 

wide pavilion under the steeple, which is supported by 20 small wooden pillars. 

Decorate and astonishing beautiful latticework on ceiling and walls indicates 

the deftness of the master hands involved in executing of the woodwork which 

is the distinction of the province. Each corner of the roof is adorned with 

hanging bells. A golden ball is installed on the summit of the pyramid. Such 

type of construction of roof is common in the province, which is the 

outstanding features of the Buddhist or a Hindu temple.^" The ornamentation of 

walls resembles with Orrian style."'"' 

The mosque is in two stories. The lower portion is comprised of a large 

hall which is decorated with finely carved wood while the upper story is quite 

simple. There are fourteen chambers out of which seven number are at each 

southern and northern side of the hall. These small chambers measure as 63-x 

43 ft. The decorated wooden pillars support the entire hall from the four 

corners. Each pillar is about 20 ft in height. However, the mosque with its eight 

sided pillars with foliated bases and capitals, arched and recessed mehrab, 

paneled walls, painted ceilings and fine lattice treatment are meant to provide a 

place in the realm of uniqueness and beaut\'. The balconies in the upper stories 

ma}- be approached by two series of stairs provided at the ends. 

The mosque was destroyed by fire for the first time in the days of Sultan 

Hassan Shah (1772-84 A.D.). He rebuilt it in 1479 A.D. ''The mosque was 

burnt for the second time in the days of Abul Barakat Khan, who was the 

deput)- governor of Kashmir appointed by the Emperor Mohammad Shah. It 
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was asain rebuilt bv the order o f Mohammad Shah in 1733 A-D/*^ (See plan-7. 

plate 6) 

Pathar Masjid 

Pathar Masjid in Zainakadal is situated on the left bank of Jhelum river. 

There are two other massive stone structures of Mughal workshop. One of 

them is a fort on Hari Parbat and the other one is the mosque of Akhun Mulla 

Shah. Both of these structures are executed in the gray limestone readily 

available in the valley." 

The Nur Masjid or Pather Masjid or Masjid-i-Sangin has been built by 

Nurjahan. the consort of Emperor Jahangir. in 1622 A.D. It is also known as 

Shahi Masjid. The mosque was constructed under the supervision of Haider 

Malik Chadura. 

The interior is divided into three passages by two rows of arches 

composed of heavN' and massive stones. The passage extends from one end to 

another. The roof of the compartment between them is being handsomely 

ribbed and vaulted. The fa9ade consists of nine arches including a large one in 

the centre. 

Practically the style of architecture is same as adopted by the Mughals at 

Agra. Delhi and Lahore and as such has no outstanding architectural merit."^ 

Due to non-availability and difficulty in transportation of white marble the 

emphasis was laid on the available local material i.e. gray limestone. 

The construction of mosque has been undertaken on the plinth of heaw 

stone boulders used as foundation going down a few feet deeper than the 

existing ground level. The enclosure of mosque has been executed in brick 

masonry. A porch is in the centre with four arched openings on either side to 

enter the hall meant for prayers. The construction of the arches may be credited 

to Nurjahan's personal interest. On both the northern and eastern sides of the 

prayer hall are window openings executed in stone. The mehrab is in the wall 
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of western side usually indicating the direction of ka"aba. A mimber is 

provided just near the mehrab on the right side. The stone pillars support the 

domes, in the interior of the mosque. The central dome is the largest of all. On 

the either sides of the porch staircases are provided. The small windows for 

ventilation have been provided along the shelves. The roof was laid out by 

stone slabs and the gaps were filled with terracotta pipes. The usual square tank 

or any hammam for ablution is not seen. 

The restoration of almost all the parts of the mosque has already been 

undertaken. The roof and walls were substantially repaired in 1976 A.D. 

During this repair water proofing of the roof was done and arches on southern 

side were rebuilt."*" The floor of prayer hall has been paved with the finely 

dressed stone slabs. The main entrance from the riverside was also repaired by 

replacing the damaged stones. "' The dome ceiling and the archway pillars were 

plastered"̂ "̂  while the surrounding area of its was beautified by landscaping. ' 

(See plan-2. plate-10 and 46). 

Mosque at Hazratbal 

The mosque at Hazratbal is situated on the western bank of the Dal 

Lake. It was originally built by Shahjahan. It is a mixture of Mughal and 

Kashmiri architecture. The walls were built in brick masonr}' on dressed stone 

plinth. The three-tiered wooden roof presents the traditional style of 

architecture of the province. 

The name of Hazratbal has been derived from mixing of two words. 

Hazarat meaning Prophet and bal meaning hair. It is named after the arrival 

and display of the holy relic of Prophet Mohammad in Srinagar. 

The Mill Miibark' of Prophet Muhammad arrived at Srinagar in the 

time of Fazil Khan, "'̂ governor of Emperor Aurangzeb. Originally the sacred 

hair passed on from father to son and so on. Finally it reached in the hands of 

Sa>>ed Abdullah, who was mutawalli of Prophet Mohammad's shrine at 
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Madina. Sa\yed Abdullah bought the sacred hair with him when he came to 

Bijapur in 1636 A.D. He settled in Bijapur where he was granted ajagir by the 

ruler of the area. After twenty-three years the holy relic passed on to his son 

Sayyed Hamid. For some years the holy relic remained in Bijapur. But at the 

time when Aurengzeb conquered Bijapur in 1692 A.D. Sayyed Hamid went to 

Jahanabad to restore his jagir. In the meantime a Kashmiri trader. Khawaja 

Nuruddin Ashwari. who was looking his business at Jahanabad requested him 

to give him the holy relic, but the owner reftised to hand it over to him at any 

cost. But one night Prophet Mohammad directed him in dream to hand it over 

the hair to Khawaja Nuruddin. He left Jahanabad ft)r Srinagar with the sacred 

hair but in the way at Lahore Aurangzeb detained him. Emperor Aurangzeb 

wanted to keep the holy relic at Agra. Nuruddin died after expressing his last 

wish to Khawaja Mednish that the relic should be taken to Kashmir and be 

placed there sacredly at a suitable place. But at night Aurangzeb was directed 

by Prophet in a dream to hand over the sacred Hair to Khawaja Mednish. 

Aurangzeb complied and handed over the relic to Khawaja. who carried it to 

Srinagar and placed it in the Khanqah of Maqasband. After sometime the relic 

was transferred to the mosque built by Shahjahan at Hazratbal. 

Originally the mosque was built in a garden known as Bagh-i-

Sadiqabad. which was laid out on the western bank of Dal Lake by a Mughal 

nobleman Sadiq Khan (now the garden does not exist). The mosque was built 

on the pattern of Mughal style. Three tiered roof of mosque was being the 

traditional form of Islamic structure of Kashmir. It was a mixture of Mughal 

and Kashmiri architecture. Emperor Shahjahan used to offer prayers during his 

first visit to Kashmir in the mosque in 1684.. The mosque came into 

prominence after placing the Holy Hair in 1699. In 1969 Sheikh Mohammad 

Abdullah replaced the old structure by a white marble mosque on the pattern of 

mosque of Prophet's mosque of Madina. (See plate-7and -33) 
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Mosque of Akhum Mulla Shah: 

The mosque was built on the scarp of Koh-i-Miran (Hari Parbat) below 

the ziarat of Makhdum Sahib. Dara Shukhu the eldest son of Shahjahan 

alongwith his sister Jahanara built it for their spiritual preceptor Akhun Mullah 

Shah (1585-1661 A.D.). He was a great scholar and saint of Qadri Silsilah 

(order). He died in 1661 A.D. and was buried near the tomb of Mian Mir. 

When Shahjahan visited Kashmir in 1634 A.D. he also was to see the Khanqah 

and the mosque where he met with Mullah Shah. Dara Shukuh himself 

patronized the construction of Akhun Mullah Shah Mosque. It was completed 

at the cost of forty thousand rupees. The entire structure is rectangular in plan 

which resembles with the .lamia Masjid at Nohatta (Srinagar) in its form. It has 
Si 

two domed colonnades one is on the west while the other is on the east. There 

is a square courtyard which is provided with a tank for ablution. The main 

prayer hall is on the western end. The eastern gate which has a highly 

decorated roof is used as the main entrance of the mosque. The mehrab and 

mimber (recess) are usually at the western wall indicate the direction of Khan-i-

Kaaba. 

The renovation of the mosque was under taken in around 1977 A.D. The 
old mortar on the inner walls of the mosque was removed and a new coating of 

Si-

lime cement was applied. The steps of the main entrance were also restored and 

water tight. The inner chambers comprising of the rubble stone masonrv and 

some other dilapidated portions were restored. The cracks in the domes and 

walls were filled up and painted. The enclosing structures on the north having 

openings were provided with new wooden doors.(See plan-1. plate-5) 

Mosque at Chirar Sherief: 

The mosque at Chirar Sharief was built in the honour of Sheikh Nurudin 
St 

Wali. by Ata Mohammad Khan an Afghan governor. The central chamber of 

the mosque is about 80 feet by 60 feet. It is a large building with wings 
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extending on either sides. The roof of the mosque is of the Kashmiri style of 

architecture. The structure is supported by four wooden pillars. The pyramidal 

wooden roof is crowned by a round ball. 

Janiia Masjid Shopiyan : 

It is situated in Shopiyan which is 29 kms south of Srinagar. It was built 

in traditional Kashmiri style with all its salient features found in windows. 

doors, cornice and arches. It has a very rich lattice work which is executed 

with a high degree of craftsmanship. It was rebuilt on the pattern of Jamia 
it" 

Masjid of Srinagar in 1944-45 A.D. at the cost of 85.000 rupees. It is a square 

building having adorned with a pulpit (inimber) on the right side of a decorated 

luelvab on the western wall. There is a set of niches on either sides of the 

mehrab. Mehrab could be seen while entering the arched gate in the eastern 

wall. 

The mosque was built by Saifullah Khan, a governor of Emperor 

Aurangzeb. It was built after the occupation of Tibet by Mughals. The Khutba 

was recited and coins were struck in the name of Emperor. 

Mosque at Poonch : 

The mosque is situated in Poonch. It was built by Nawab Atqad Khan 

(1032-1623 A.D.) during his governorship of Kashmir which he received from 

Jehangir. The construction of mosque was performed under the supervision of 

Haider Malik Chaudra, who is also credited to have rebuilt the Jamia Masjid of 

Srinagar after receiving orders from the Emperor Jahangir since it was 

damaged by a devastating fire in 1617 A.D. 

Mosque at Banihal: 

A small mosque has been built in the village Banihal. Forester says that 

it was entirely built by the wood. Now the mosque is reconstructed using stones 

in its walls having a wooden roof over it. 
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Mosque of Pampore : 

The mosque of Pampore is said to be an imitation of ziarat (shrine) of 

Shah Hamdan in Srinagar. Except the stone walls the entire structure has been 

handled with Kashmiri style of wooden building. The three tiered pyramidal 

wooden roof presents the real beauty of mosque and the style of wooden 

structure is a example of Kashmir architecture. The roof has been crowned with 

a long spire. 

Mosque of Haji Daud 

The mosque is situated on the summit of a hill, which is standing 

between Sonagam and Shahabad village. It has a rectangular prayer hall and a 

single entrance from the eastern side. On the stone built walls wooden logs 

were placed which were covered with earth and grass to provide a roof 

Wooden windows on the northern and southern walls are provided to fulfill the 

requirements of ventilation and light in the mosque. 

Mosque at Rajal (Nowshera) 

Raja! is a place on the left bank of river mini Tawi. at Nowshera. 

Nowshera was a halting place of Mughal Emperors in their way to Kashmir via 

Fir Panjal range. A mosque built of stone is standing. It was designed and 

completed in around 1830 A.D. 

Mosque at Rajauri 

The mosque was raised at the Mughal fort at Rajouri on the left bank 

of river mini Tawi. It was built on a plinth made of local stones. The walls 

made of bricks are plastered. The mosque has a raised courtyard. The western 

wall is still standing which has a mehrab and it is also provided with two 

arcades, one of which in the right side of mehrab and other is in the left. The 
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mosque is now in ruins. The sight is now occupied by Govt, buildings i.e.. 

Bo\s Higher Secondary School and district Hospital. 

Mosque in Kangan village 

It is situated on the right bank of river Sindh in Kashmir. A mosque was 

built during the Mughal or Afghan period. It is a big square structure in pure 

Kashmiri style, provided with three tiered wooden roof. On the top of the roof a 

kalasha is placed. 

Mosque near the shrine of Mulla Mohammad Parsa 

The mosque is situated in Srinagar. It was built by Iftikhar Khan a 

Mughal governor of Kashmir in 1672 A.D. . The structure was decorated and 

completed with woodwork over the stone walls. It is in usual Kashmiri style of 

architecture. The western wall has mehrab and on the right side of the melvab 

is pulpit {mimber). In opposite of the western wall the archway of the mosque 

has been constructed which adorned with carved wooden pieces. The roof has 

been crowned with the traditional art of woodwork. 

Mosque of Mir Khuda Dad 

In Nowshera (Srinagar) a fine mosque was constructed by Mir Khuda 

Dad. He was a great saint of Aurangzeb's time. He is also given the credit of 

constructing a Khanqah for himself near the mosque where he was buried after 

his death in 1697 A.D. ̂ '̂  

The mosque is simple in appearance as well as in its construction. It was 

roofed with deodar (Himalayan Cedar) logs by placing them on the square 

structure of walls. The door for entr)' in the eastern wail of the mosque. 

Southern and northern walls are decorated with fine woodwork. 
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Mosque at Lari Mari Pargana Wular 

It is situated on the foothill of a mountain. It was built near a spring by 

Baba Abdullah who was a famous saint of 17''' centur>'. He built it near his 

chillagah (a place for spiritual prayers). He also built hammams and wells in 

the mosque for ablution. 

Mosque at Chingus 

A famous place and sarai where entrails of Jahangir are buried. A 

mosque is situated inside the sarai's enclosure. The mosque having three 

arched entrances is built of bricks and local stone having plaster. It's dome 

shaped roof is also of bricks. The area of rectangular structure is about 25 x 40 

feet. There are two minars on the corners of the front face while two smaller 

ones are in front of the dome. The mosque has also an open courtyard. The 

entire mosque is treated with snowcem. (See plan-6. plate-8) 

Mosque in Muradpur 5'flrfl/ 

Muradpur village is about 7 km to the south of Rajouri town. The 

mosque was built during the Mughal period. The walls were constructed of 

rubble stones with lime surkhi mortar. The entrance of mosque is on the eastern 

wall, the western wall contains mehrab and mimber. It is, now. in dilapidated 

condition. 

Rani Mosque at Nowshera (Rajouri) 

Nowshera is 48 km from Rajouri. It has been a halting place of Mughal 

Emperors while they used to come to Kashmir from Lahore. There are two 

mosques one of them is inside the Nowshera sarai and other stands opposite 

the main arched entrance of the sarai. 

The single domed mosque inside the sarai was built by Nurjahan 

Begum known as Rani Masjid. It is about 70 feet away from the Rani Mahal. 
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The mosque is not a huge building, but it is a beautiful specimen. The single 

arched entrance is in the western wall. 

Today the mosque is in dilapidated condition and not in use perhaps due 

to apathy of archaeology department. The entire structure still stands in its 

original condition. It has the character of other domed mosque constructions of 

India. (See plan-4. plate-9) 

Mosque at Nowshera 

The other mosque stands on the opposite side of the main entrance 

ha\'ing no similarity with Rani Masjid. The roof is not domed instead it is 

simph designed. This structure is larger than Rani Masjid. The eastern wall has 

three fine arched entrances. The central arch is larger than the others. The main 

entrance is extended up to the height of the roof A large open verandah is 

enclosed with stone walls. In front of the main gate of the mosque there is a 

huge entrance having simple wooden doors. (See plan-5. plate-19) 
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' V;c. No ) 

Shrines (Ziarats) ? T-s7S'i >' 

The Ziarats are constructed on the graves of Sufi saints to manifest 

honour to their holiness and dedication in serving the human beings without 

any discrimination. The masses belonging to all castes or creeds use to visit 

these Ziarats to offer prayers (fatiha) and to seek mental solace. It is a general 

belief of Muslims that the place where a pious saint is buried is sacred and the 

Almighty will surely accept the prayers of the persons who ask for some favour 

while present at that sacred place. These Ziarats are usually square in plan (see 

plan 33) which are caped with purely wooden two or three tired pyramidal roof 

such as Ziarat of Sheikh Makhdum Hamza (See plate-11 and 12) which is 

crowned with beautiful glistering kalasha. 

With few exceptions usually the entire building has a single entrance 

which is usually found in the southern wall. A small window can occasionally 

be seen in the western wall. The roofs of Ziarat and mosque, in Kashmir, are 

most!}' built of wood which is a typical feature of Kashmiri architecture. 

The construction of Ziarats over the graves of Sufi saints commenced 

after the advent of Islam in Kashmir in fourteenth century when the Muslim 

rule was established. By this time entire middle East. Spain and almost whole 

of the subcontinent was brought under the sway of Muslim rule. In Kashmir the 

Sufi saints placed a vital role in disseminating the message of Islam based on 

equality and brotherhood. The first and the foremost Sufi was Sheikh Nuruddin 

Rishi. the founder of Rishi order' {silsilah). This order was deeply influenced 

by Saivism. Its development was a sort of social protest against the committed 

Ulmas' in Kashmir. The Sufii' of this order did not eat meat^ They wore on a 

typical type of dress"̂  which used to be long and loose robe . The next Sufi was 

Sheikh Hamza Makhdumi who founded Kubrivi order (silsilah) which was 

introduced in Kashmir by Sayyed Jamaluddin ". Naqashbandi order (silsilah) 

was introduced by Khawaja Baba Wali of Khwarism in 1550-91. Sheikh Yaqub 
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Sarfi introduced and organized Chishtia silsilah in Kashmir during Mughal 

period. During the period of Akbar and Jahangir there were more than two 

thousand Rishis living in Kashmir. Thousands of Sufi saints lived in Kashmir 

after annexation of Kashmir by Akbar in 1586 down to the modern period. It is 

difficult to mention the names and details of the entire clan of Sufi saints and 

their movements in this project. A very brief account of some very famous 

saints and their significant contributions to the society is herewith being briefly 

furnished 

Ziarat of Sheikh Baba Wall : 

The shrine of Sheikh is situated near Khanqah-i-Muallah (Mosque of 

Shah Hamdan) Srinagar. He was highly educated and was considered to be one 

of the intellectuals of his time. He was a disciple of Sheikh Hassin Khawarzmi. 

He is also known to have taken part in the holy wars. In 999 A.H. =1590 A.D. 

he arrived in Kashmir and settled there making Khanqah-i-Mualla his 

residence. During the rebellion of Mirza Yadgar he mediated and helped in 

subsiding and amicably settling the conflicts between Kashmiri people and 

Emperor Akbaf s noble. He died on Safar 1001 A.H. =1592 A.D.^ 

Sheikh Yaqub Sarfi : 

The shrine of Sheikh Yaqoob too is situated near Khanqah-i-Mualla. He 

was the son of Sheikh Hassan Ghani Asmi. He was bom in 928 A.H. =1522 

A.D. He is known to have memorized by heart the whole of Quran at the age of 

onh- seven. His teacher conferred on him the title of Jami-i-Sani. 

In his days the country was in deep distress. The rulers or persons 

wielding power were busy in settling their scores with each other which 

resulted into worst economic condition and misery of the masses. Un Islamic 

practices were a common sight. To restore the law and peaceful conditions he 
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worked hard and applied his physical as well as his spiritual powers both in 

handing over Kashmir to the Mughal nobles. 

Shrine of Sheikh Abdul Karim : 

The shrine is situated at Fatah Kadal in Allauddinpura in Srinagar. 

Sheikh Abdul Karim was one of the most famous saints of Akbar's time in 

Kashmir. It is said that when the people could not fight against the devastation 

of the great famine which occurred during his times, they went to him and 

collectively requested him to pray to God for restoration of normally in their 

lives. The country saw the fruit of his prayers. 

Shrine of Mir Mohammad : 

It is one of the most famous shrines of Kashmir situated at Pakli. This 

shrine was built in the form of Khanqah for him. After his death on 14 

Muharram 1015 A.H. = 22 May 1606 A.D.. he was buried in the Khanqah. He 

was disciple of Sheikh Yaqub Sarfi. 

Shrine of Ehla Reshi Baba : 

Rishi order of the Sufi saints was introduced in Kashmir by Sheikh 

Nuruddin Rishi'°. After he breathed his last in Akbar's time Ehla Reshi Baba 

was buried in Bijbihara in the area of Hazrat Sayyad Sadat Mohammad 

Qureshi. He led a ver)' simple life renouncing all the worldly comforts and 

conveniences. A simple maqbara of sandstone is built over his grave." 

Ziarat of Sheikh Rupi Baba Rishi: 

The Ziarat of Sheikh Rupi Baba Rishi is in village Habba Kadal. It is 

one of the most popular pilgrimages for the populace. He was the disciple of 

Sheikh Amir Hamza. He lived a long life of 120 years. The tomb is built in the 

same Kashmiri style over his grave.'' 
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Sheikh Haider Lari : 

He was one of the disciples of Hazrat Mahdum. The shrine of Sheikh 

Haider Lari is also popularl> known as Ziarot of Mir Haider. The Ziarat is 

situated in the village Telia Moulla of (Parganeh) Lar'''. The Ziarat is 

constructed on a square plinth with stones. 

Shrine of Sheikh Haji Aouter: 

He was the son of Hazrat Baba Daood. He perfomied the Hajj of Khana-

I-Qaba on foot. After arrival in Kashmir from Hajj he decided to live in 

Parganah Karohbin where he died and was buried at the place of his 

Chillagah}^ The Ziarat has been erected over his grave. 

Ziarat of Sheikh Kankhi Rishi : 

The shrine of Sheikh Kankhi Rishi is situated at Warrigham the village 

in (Parganah) Bankal. He died in 1007 A.H. (= 1598 A.D.)'-\ The walls of 

Ziarat are erected on a square base, which is covered with wooden roof 

Ziarat of Sheikh Asmiel Chishti : 

The tomb of Sheikh is situated at Malla Kowa. above the tomb of Qari 

Musa Shaheed'^. The tomb is built with sandstone and cement. 

Khawaja Hassan Qari: 

The tomb is very popular and hundreds of pilgrims used to pay their 

respectful visit there. The tomb is situated in Sheva village in (Parganah) 

Zinakadal. Khaja Hasan Qari was the disciple of Sheikh Amir Hamza from 

whom he received the mystic powers'^. The base of the square walls is built of 

stones over which the wooden structure has been raised 2ivin2 it a beautiful 

finishing in Kashmiri style. 



Sheikh Mohammad Yusiu Mautijo : 

The tomb of Sheikh Mohammad is in Baramulla. He died in 1011 A.H. 

= 1602 A.D. and was buried at the same place where he used to offer his 

pra)ers. Basically he was a merchant but later he renounced the worldly 

comforts and lived like a saint. The tomb is ver)' simple in appearance. There is 

a wide open space around the cemented grave. 

Maulana Shah Gudari: 

He himself had chosen a place for his Khanqah in Sopore. After his 

death in 1024 A.H. =1615 A.D. he was buried in his own Khanqah. The tomb 

is simple in construction having a cemented grave inside. 

Khawaja Daood Majzoob: 

The tomb of Daood Majzoob is in Boda Kabr. He died in the days of 

plague 1029 A.H. =1617 A.D. It is a simple grave bearing a hemistich which 

is mentioned to have occurred in Persian inscribed in nastaliq script 

Khawaja Habibullah Nowsheri : 

The tomb of Khawaja Habibullah Nowsheri is situated in Nowshera 

(Srinagar). It is one of the popular centres of pilgrimage. He died in 1029 A.H. 

= 1617 A.D. in the days of great epidemic of plague during Shahjahan's 

period.' 

Ziaral of Sayyad Nayamatullah Hassari : 

The shrine of Sayyed Nayamatullah Hassari is situated in Hazarat Bal. 

He chose this place for himself in his lifetime when he came to Kashmir in the 

days of Chak rule. The shrine is very popular in Kashmir. The tomb has been 

built over the srave of the saint with stones and wood. 
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Ziarat of Khawaja Yaqub Dar: 

The tomb and Khanqah of Khawaja Yaqub Dar is situated on the bank 

of river Behit (Jhelum) in the Mohalla Hind Sazgran. Thousands of people used 

to come daily to visit the tomb and offer their sincere prayers there. 

Ziarat of Khawaja Masood Pampuri: 

Khawaja Masood Pampuri was one of the most popular saints of the 

time. He ahva\s worked with devotion for the welfare of the masses. When he 

died he was buried at Pampur (Srinagar). His tomb is popular among people' . 

Ziarat of Sheikh Ibrahim: 

The tomb of Sheikh Ibrahim is near the (Parganah) Deo Sar. Herds of 

people are ahvays present around the tomb to pray for the redressal of their 

problems of life. Sheikh Ibrahim was the younger brother of a popular saint of 

Kashmir known as Sheikh Yaqub"'. 

Ziarat of Sheikh Musa Bildmeri Kabrivi: 

The Ziarat is situated in the courtyard of Khanqah-i-Mualla which is at 

Baldmir in Kashmir. The saint chose the place for his residence and khanqah 

after returning to Kashmir from Makka and other Islamic countries. He died in 

1026 A.H. = 1617 A.D. and was buried in the courtyard of Khanqah-i-Mualla. 

Ziarat of Khawaja Mohammad Yusuf Mantjo Sani: 

The Ziarat of Khawaja Mohammad Yusuf is situated in the foothills of 

Takliat-i-Suleman in Srinagar. He was also known as Sheikh Yaqub Sani."" 

Ziarat of Mir Hamza Kriri: 

The saint died in 1026 A.H. = 1617 A.D. in the village Kriri some 20 

km from Islamabad or Annantnag. He became famous as Hamza Kriri. The 

tomb of the saint is in the same village."'' 
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Ziarat of Sheikh Mohammad Sayyed : 

He was the disciple of Hazrat Hassim baba Rishi Malu. It was with the 

will of local people that he was buried in the area of the Ziarat of Rishi Malu in 

Islamabad (Anantnag).' 

Ziarat of Sheikh Baba Hussain : 

The tomb of the saint is in the village Allauddinpura in Fateh Kadal near 

his father's tomb who was also a saint. He is said to be the disciple of his 

mother."" 

Ziarat of Khawaja Sadiq Sood : 

The tomb is situated in Wamitpura in Baramulla. It is said that Sheikh 

Ahmed Soharawardi the great reformer has some links with the saint and used 

to write letters to him. Khawaja passed his whole life in disseminating 

education among the people." 

Ziarat of Sheikh Mehdi Ali Soporei: 

He was the great scholar and saint of his time. He also met with Sheikh 

Ahmed Sirhidi. There are some letters of Sheikh addressed to him in his Vol. 

II" Sopore was his residence and after his death he was buried there. The tomb 

of the saint is popular in Kashmir. 

Ziarat of Mehru Raza Akhun Mulla Hussain Habbaz : 

The shrine of this 2reat saint is situated in Mohalla Goswara. 

Ziarat of Shah Majzub : 

The tomb of Shah Majzub is within the courtyard of Khanqah-i-Mualla. 

The saint passed his whole life in fasting. 
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Ziaral of Mulla Mohammad Raza : 

He was buried in Mohalla Jamalta near his home. He was a great scholar 

and saint. Emperor Jahangir used to invite him to his court m Srinagar." 

Ziarat of Feroz Shah Majzub: 

The Ziarat of Feroz Shah Majzub is situated in Mohalla Feroz Shah in 

Bijbhara about 15 km from Anantnag. When Jahangir visited Kashmir he 

requested the saint to sit with him on the Shikara. The emperor presented him 

some money but he threw it in the water. 

Ziarat of Khawaja Tahbir Rafiq Sahawardi : 

The tomb of the saint is situated in the Mohalla Fateh Kadal in 

Srmagar. 

Ziarat of Hazrat Sayyed Ahmed Kirmani: 

He came to Kashmir from Kirman. People made a Khanqah for him 

which became the last resting place for him after his death. The tomb or 

Khanqah of the saint is in Mohalla Narwara. near the tomb of another saint 

Sheikh Bahauddin.^' 

Ziarat of Sayyad Jalaluddin or Jamaluddin : 

.lamaluddin was the disciple of sayyad Ahmed Kirmani. The tomb of 

Sa}'}ed Jamaluddin is situated in Khatera Aliya.'" 

Ziarat of Hazrat Sayyed Mohammad Aien Posh: 

The tomb of Hazrat Sayyed Mohammad Aien Posh is a famous 

pilgrimage in Mohalla Khool.''' The saint always kept his eyes closed as he did 

not like to see the world. Thus he became famous as Aien Posh (Aien mean 

eyes and posh means cover). 
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Ziarat of Khawaja Zainuddin Dar: 

The tomb of Khawaja is situated in Mohalla Kabil. The shrine is popular 

in Kashmir for pilgrimage. The saint died in 1042 A.H. (=1623-02 A.D.) in his 

Khanqah in Mohalla KatiP"* and was buried there. 

Ziarat oif Hazrat Abul Fuqara Baba Naseeb: 

Baba Naseeb was a great saint and scholar of Kashmir contemporar\' to 

Emperor Shahjahan.. He never stayed at one place because he used to wander 

in search of the poor and need}' persons to help. It is said that wherever he 

went he erected mosque. He died on 13''̂  Moharram 1047 =?"' .June 1637. The 

tomb of the saint is situated at Bijbahara town some twenty kilometers from 

Anantnag.''" 

Shrine of Hazrat Haja Babai Qadri : 

He belonged to Kangu tribe of traders. He was the disciple of Shah 

Niyamat Qadri. After the death of his mother he went to Madina. In Madina 

one night Prophet Mohammad asked him to return to Kashmir. He died in 1066 

A.H. = 1655-56 A.D.. The tomb of Baba Qadri is in Mohalla Bulbul Nagar."̂ ^ 

Z/V/rr//of Sheikh Shamsuddin : 

He was brother of Baba Naseeb and disciple of Sheikh Ishaq. The tomb 

of Sheikh Shamiuddin is located at Bijbhara. 

Ziarat of Sehba Reshi Baba : 

The tomb of Sehba Rishi Baba is located near Shalimar garden in Moza 

Dara in Parganah Bhag of Srinagar. The year of his death is 1048 A.H. = 1637-

38 A.D. 
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Shrine of Sheikh Nekar Reshi : 

Sheikh was caHph of Khawaja Masood Pampore. The shrine of Sheilch 

Nekar Reshi is in the Pampore near Srinagar.' 

Shrine of Yousif Turki : 

He was a great saint and disciple of Hazrat Khawaja Khawand 

Mehmood Naqashbandi. His tomb is on the bank of a river in village 

Didamer."'̂  

Shrine of Mulla Haji Towsi : 

Mulla Haji's tomb is in Moza Raniwari. He was a saint and scholar of 

Islamic studies. He was disciple of Hazrat Khawand Mehmood."' 

Ziarat of Mir Mohammad Baqir : 

The tomb of the saint is located in the \illage Karir some 20 kms north 

of Anantnag (Islamabad). 

Ziarat of Baba Majnoon Narori : 

He was a scholar having deep knowledge of many disciplines. He was 

known to have received the knowledge of Unani Medicines from Hafiz 

Mohammad Kafi Hakim and Khawaja Abdur Rahim. He spent his whole life in 

helping the poor. He died on 1066 =1656 A.D. and was buried in Mohalla 

Narori.^" 

Ziarat of Khawaja Mohammad Bazaz : 

Khawaja belonged to the community of traders of Kashmir. But he left 

the worldl)- life and engrossed himself with devotion in the prayers of God. He 

used to perform chillas one after the other in the Khanqah of his preceptor. 

Sheikh Musa Kabrivi in Mohalla Kati Atta. He died in the davs of Iftekhar 
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Khan's governorship of Kshmir. The grave of the saint is in Khanqah-i-Mualla 

near the tomb of Sheikh Baba Wah."" 

Ziarat of Khawaja Habibullah Ghani: 

From his early age he had strong incHnation towards reHgion and was 

always interested in gaining true knowledge. He received religious knowledge 

from Khawaja Yaqub Dar and after his death he met with Shah Qasim Haqqani 

who made him his disciple. He died in 1084 A.H. = 1673 A.D.. The tomb of 

Khawaja Habibullah is in Qutubuddinpura. " 

Ziarat of Hazrat Khawaja Mainuddin Naqshbandi : 

He is said to have introduced Naqshbandi order {silsilah) in Kashmir. ' 

At the age of 70 he breathed his last in the month of Muharram 1085 (= April 

1674). The tomb of Khawaja is in the courtyard of Khanqah Faiz Baksh."*"* 

Ziarat of Khawaja Mohammad Amin Sufi : 

From the ver}' childhood he lived in the service of Baba Naseeb. After 

the death of hisp/r he started residing in a Khanqah. He became gradually very 

popular. He decided to perform a chilla near Jami Masjid. The tomb of 

Khawaja Mohammad Amin Sufi is situated in Malakoh. 

Ziarat of Loza Baba Pakli : 

He was disciple of Baba Mohammad Ali Pampuri and passed a major 

part of his life there in a Khanqah in Pampur. The Ziarat of Baba Pakli is on 

the bank of Mar canal near Jami Masjid.'*'"' 

Ziarat of Khawaja Mohammad Hashim Maluka : 

The tomb of Khawaja Mohammad Hashim Maluka is situated in 

Ghojwara. near the Jami Masjid. He died in 1105 A.H. (=1693-4 A.D.). 
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Ziarat of Mehdi Resha Baba Kawri Kakapuri : 

The shrine of the saint is near the Jami Masjid. A building was erected 

over his grave, which consisted of wooden roof over the walls of stones. The 

saint died in 1090 A.H. =1678 A.D/^' 

Ziarat of Sheikh Hasan Lalu : 

Since he was Imam in the mosque of Lalu tribe therefore he became 

famous as Lalu. The tomb of Sheikh Hasan Lalu is on the foot of Koh -i-Maran 

(Hari Parbat) in Srinagar.'̂ ^ 

Ziarat of Khawaja Hasan Tamel: 

Kha\\aia was a famous scholar and saint. His tomb is near the bridge of 

Taotian. 

Ziarat oif Baba Daood Mushkati : 

He was pupil of Khawaja Haider Charkhi who was famous for the deep 

knowledge and teaching of tradition (Hadith). He also remained in the service 

of Khawaja Khawand Mehmood for a short period. In 1097 A.H. =1686 A.D. 

he breathed his last at the age of 80 years. The grave of the saint is in Kandpura 

N'illage. 

Ziarat of Mehda Baba : 

The Ziarat of Baba is near the Ahmeda Kadal in Katapura. It was built 

b)' Ruhullah Beg.̂ ^ 

Ziarat of Sheikh Mohammad Fazil : 

He was disciple of Khawaja Mohd. Hazar. After performing Hajj when 

he reached Kashmir he made his Khanqah in Habak on the bank of Dal Lake. 
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His tomb is near the Khanqah of Malla Baba in Mohalla Gunda Bun in 

Srinaaar. 

Z'larat of Hazrat Lala Baba: 

He received the knowledge of mysticism from his maternal uncle Sheikh 

Najamuddin Rishi Baba. He died in 1693 A.D. The tomb of Baba Lala is in the 

Zookra village. 

Ziarat of Haji-ul-Harman Haji Bahrain : 

The tomb of Haji Bahram is in Losapura. The shrine is very popular and 

herds of people may always be seen there around the shrine. Haji died in 1100 

A.H. = 1689 A.D.. The people reburied the body of saint at the present site of 

shrine, some days after his original burial took place."'° 

Ziarat of Khawaja Abdur Rahim Mantgu: 

The Ziarat is situated in the Mohalla Jamalta in Pampur in Srinagar. The 

Ziarat is considered to be sacred and attracts a lot of pilgrims."'̂ ' 

Ziarat of Sheikh Jalal Kundakari : 

He was buried at his own village Nandpura. People use to visit the 

shrine. 

Ziarat of Sheikh FaizuUah Zargar : 

Sheikh Faizullah Zargar spent his whole life in the sendee of poor and 

needy people. His tomb is at the foot of Koh-i-Maran (or Hari Parbat) towards 

the Sangeen Darwaza of Fort of Hari Parbat. 

Ziarat of Sheikh Yaqub Saadi: 

Sheikh was relative of Baba Naseeb. The tomb of Sheikh is situated in 

Islamabad (Anantnag)."' 
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Z/V/rr//of Sheikh Yousuf Kamva Ghanai : 

The shrine of the famous saint is situated at Koh-i-Maran (Hari Parbat). 

The tomb is on the same place where he himself dug a grave and performed a 

Chilla 

Ziarat of Khawaja Abdul Razak Kabrivi : 

He was son of Khawaja Mohammad Bazaz and descendant of Sheikh 

Musa Kabrivi. He died in 1114 A.H. ^1702 A.D. and was buried at Mohalla 

Palhmar in the Khanqah of his father. 

Ziarat of Sheikh Momin Bertehni : 

Sheikh was brother of Sheikh Sharif Bertehni. Bartehva is a village 

south of Srinagar city where the tomb of Sheikh exists. 

Ziarat of Mir Khuda Dad : 

He was son of Mir Shamsuddin Nowsheri and disciple of Maulana 

Mehdi Ali Kibravi. He died in 1109 A.H. =1697 A.D. The shrine of Mir 

Khuda Dad is situated at Nowshera. His khanqah and mosque are near his 

tomb.̂ "' 

Ziarat of Khawaj Ahmed Yasoi Naqshbandi : 

He was descendent of Sultan Khawaja Ahmed Yasoi Turkmnistani. He 

travelled in Islamic world and reached Kashmir where he got the mystic 

knowledge from Nuruddin Mohammad Aftab. Khawaja followed the 

Naqshbandi order. He died on 3'''' Zilhajj 1114 = April 1703 and was buried 

out side of the Ziarat of Khawaja Moinuddin Naqshbandi in a Khanqah. The 

tomb of Khawaja Ahmed Yasoi Naqshbandi is situated near the Faiz Baksh 

garden. Originally the tomb was built of wooden logs over the stone walls but 

in the later years it is said that tomb was rebuilt.'"''' 
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Ziarat of Eyba Babai Rainawari : 

He was one of the colleagues of Baba Naseeb. He died in 1117 A.H. 

= 1705 A.D. at his own residence at Rainawari in Srinagar. The Ziarat of the 

famous saint is also at Rainawari.''^ 

Ziarat of Sheikh Abdul Rahim Qadri : 

Abdur Rahim was disciple of Mian Mir Lahori. He spent his whole life 

in teaching Quran and tradition (Hadith) to his pupils. His disciples were from 

different orders such as Qadri. Naqshbandi and Suharawardi. He died in 

1115 A.H. =1703 A.D. His shrine at Zainakadal is the attraction of many 

pilgrims. 

Ziarat of Baba Ismail Qadri Ajari : 

The Ziarat of Baba Ismail is at the Achhar village. 

Ziarat of Hazrat Baba Usman Qadri: 

He was son and disciple of Baba Haji Qadri, He belonged to a famous 

tribe of traders known as Kanth. He died in 1117 A.H. = 1705m A.D. in Bulbul 

Nagar. The tomb of Baba is in Jachchabal in Srinagar.'*^ 

Ziarat of Lala Bayu Hamdani : 

Shrine of Lala Ba\u Hamdani is at Chandr Haru in Pampur. Srinagar. 

In a \er\- shorter period he became very popular and attracted large crowds of 

Zaireen. He died in 1122 A.H. =1710 A.D.'^ 

Ziarat of Mian Mohammad Hashim Chishti Khaniyari : 

He received education from Yahya Chishti Kashmiri. In Khaniyar he 

built a house and Khanqah where he was buried after his death in 1118 A.H. 

= 1706 A.D. Now his tomb is a place of attraction for lots of people. 
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Ziarat of Sheikh Abdur Rahim : 

Nachi Resha Baba converted himself to Islam. He established his 

Khanqah in Rainawari and made his tomb on the bank of river near the 

Khanqah of Mian Nazak Majzub." 

Ziarat of Mirza Hayat Beg : 

He was disciple and pupil of Sheikh Mohd. He died in 1120 A.H. 

= 1708 A.D. The shrine of Mirza Hayat is in the Hasanabad garden. 

Ziarat of Maularia Mulla Mohammad Mohsin Kashu : 

In a very short period he gained popularity and started attracting large 

crowds of visitors. He died in 1119 A.H. =1707 A.D. The tomb of Mauiana is 

above the Ziarat of Mulla Nazuk in Mohalla Tashwan. "̂  

Ziarat of Qazi Haider Qazi Khan : 

He belonged to Bachat tribe. The responsibility of educating prince 

Azimusshah was handed over to him therefore he had to live at Shahjahanabad. 

He died on 1121 A.H. =1709 A.D. in Decan and his dead body was brought to 

Kashmir for burial in the garden at Bachhapura.^° 

Ziarat of Sheikh Mohammad Murad Naqshbandi Qadri : 

He was son of Mufti Mohammad Ramahar. The tomb of Sheikh is at 

Mohalla Kotapura in Kashmir. The year of his death is 1130 A.H. =1718 A.D. 

Ziarat of Khawaja Ali Akbar: 

Khawaja Ali Akbar himself built a Khanqah and a mosque having some 

special features of wooden architecture. When he died on 1131 A.H. 

= 1718 A.D. he was buried in his own built tomb.''' 
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Ziaraf of Baba Mohammad Yusuf Su : 

He was a great scholar and saint known to be descendant of Khawaja 

Hussain Habbaz. The tomb of Baba Yusuf Su is near Mizar-i-Chishti outside 

the fort. 

Ziarat of Baba Mohammad Mehdi Sohanvardi : 

He died in 1151 A.H. =1739 A.D. as disciple of Baba Abdullah. The 

shrine is at Mohalla Say>ed Abdullah, which attracts a lot of people. It is said 

that Soharawardi order {silsiloh) was introduced in Kashmir by Syyed 

Jamaluddin.^' 

Z/V/rr//of Thug-i-Baba : 

On the left bank of river near Chattabal. there is tomb of Thug-i-Baba. 

The Ziarat is composed of white and black marble. A ver\' elegant work of the 

windows was completed by dressed stones'""'. The only work handled with 

white marble in Kashmir is the Ziarat of Thua-i-Baba^"*. 

Tomb of Sayyied AbduUahullah Khan Jokhan : 

The hoh' body of Syyed AbduUahullah Khan Jokhan has been buried on 

the Takhat-i-Sulaiman near Srinagar city.'̂ '"'̂  

Ziarat of Abu Shah Saad : 

The Ziarat is situated in Biru Gogharpur in Badgam. It was built in 

about 1784 A.D.'''' 

Tomb of Mohammad Madni: 

Madni was a great Sufi saint of Kashmir. His tomb is situated in Zadibal 

where Zaffar Khan constructed a garden with a building. Recently the work of 

reconstruction of tomb has been completed. The Khanqah bears the influence 

of central Asian architecture ha\ing wonderful paintings. 
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Sheikh Nuruddin Wali: 

The Ziarat of Sheikh Nuruddin WaU (also famous as Nuruddin Rishi) is 

a \er\ famous shrine of Kashmir.' People from every nook and corner of 

Kashmir \isit this Ziarat to seek mental satisfaction. It is also a centre known 

for m\sticism.' 

The Ziarat has been constructed on the grave of the saint. It is a square 

hall having an elegantly laid wooden roof It is adorned with fine pieces of 

car\'ed wood. The pyramidal roof is provided with beautiful crown, made of 

timber, displaying the beauty of the famous Ziarat. Few years ago it was burnt 

into ashes due to chaos and confusion prevailing in the valley since 1989 A.D. 

Now the work of reconstruction has been undertaken by the government to 

bring it back to its original condition. 

Ziarot of Mukhdum Sheikh Hamza '̂̂  

The Ziarat of Sheikh Hamza is situated at the foot of Koh-i-Maran. 

inside the fortress of Nagar-Nagar fort. The Ziarat is very popular since the 

da\s of Akbar. 

The construction of Ziarat has been undertaken in Kashmiri style. The 

p}ramid over the square building is the common wooden artistic style of 

Kashmir. The three-tiered roof is crowned with a long spire enhancing the 

beaut)' of ziarat. (See plate 11 and 12) 

Ziarat of Baba Ghulam Shah Badshah : 

Baba was the contemporan.' of Maharaja Gulab Singh. Once Baba 

foretold the Maharaja that he will be the coming Raja of .lammu and Kashmir 

state. It was the time when Maharaja was just a soldier in the army of Maharaja 

Ranjit Singh. 

The Ziarat is situated at a distance of six kilometers north-west of 

Thannamandi serai. It is in the same wooden st\ie of Kashmiri architecture. 
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Recently a garden around the shrine is laid out on the pattern of Nishat Bagh of 

Kashmir.(See plate-44) 
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Temples 

Temples, in Jammu and Kashmir region are nearly all built on the same 

plan. Most probably this similarity culminated due to being compelled with the 

topographical and climatic constraints. However the simple structural style of 

the temple was also influenced b}' ancient tradition of temples. The temples 

attained a substantial height.' Each side of the enclosure wall is about three 

hundred and fifty meters long. Inside this enclosure, there were pillars and the 

top of these pillars were adorned with square capitals. Most of the upper parts 

were chiseled out of a single block of stone. The supports of the arches are 

fixed on the pillars. Each arch on the pillars was three to four meters wide. 

Under the arches there used to be a huge hall and a gate. The pillars having a 

height of forty to fifty feet, are found both inside and outside of the arch, 

having capitals of a huge monolith block. 

The most outstanding thing in the construction of Kashmiri temple was 

that the stones were piled up without use of any cementing material. There is 

no space for motrar between the stones." 

During Sultanate and Mughal periods a slow progress in temple 

construction can clearly be envisaged. During Sultanate period the temples 

were also destroyed and over some of the destroyed temple's plinth mosques or 

shrine were constructed. One such example is the mausoleum of the mother of 

Sultan Zainul-Abdin. Sultan Sikander Butshikan (destroyer of idols) caused 

the destruction of various temples during his reeime in the vallev. 

During the Mughal Emperors of Kashmir the materials of the destroyed 

temples was reused for the construction of buildings and gardens. The pillars 

of temple at Avantipor were removed by Shahjahan and used for his 

summerhouses and gardens."' In spite of it. during Mughals the temple 

construction went on thoush on a verv small scale. 
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V^ • - ' v*' 

The Do2ra rulers were keeir5Ni«V,re\ive and'r^ponstruct the old 

monumenls especially forts and temples throughouTtlie state. Maharaja Gulab 

Singh repaired the forts and also built new temples. The temples at Jammu 

pro\ince are found in greater numbers than Kashmir. 

The Dogra temples are almost all in the same style with minor variations 

in outer members of Shikhara and constructional embellishment. The temples 

ha\e been built almost in the similar Nagar st\ie of the nineteenth centur\-

which was popular in northern India at that time. In nineteenth centur\' tine 

sandstone was used in the construction of temples and dharamshalas. It has 

been noticed that the art of handling of traditional stone architecture had almost 

disappeared from Jammu region b\- this time. In Kashmir region the stone 

work alongwith the prolific use of embellished timberwork had gradually 

established. In nineteenth century almost all the temples in Kashmir were 

constructed in modern style using stones and cement instead of wood. (See 

plan-17) 

Hanuman Temple: 

It is situated in Srinagar Cit}'. The temple was built by Maharaja 

Rambir Singh in 1916 A.D.'̂  and dedicated to Hanuman. The main structure 

has been raised on the octagonal plinth made of stones, which is treated with 

white paints. On a small platform raised in the middle of the temple the idol of 

Hanuman is installed. This central portion serves as the Garbhgriha. The 

height of Hanuman"s idol is about five feet. The face of idol is towards a small 

door, which opens towards ri\er (.Ihelum) side. 

.lusi oxer the Garbhagriha there is a small place in a corner, which is 

used b\ a prohit. A black stone slab bearing a Sanskrit inscription has been 

fixed in the wall in the right side of the idol. 

A large chamber around the octagonal structure (Garbhagriha) is 

constructed for the worshiper" to be used as pradakshina path. It is provided 
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with a roof of concrete and cement. The temple built in the north Indian st\ie 

which is often characterized b\' a spire which is conical, curvilinear and convex 

in form and is usually crowed by a \ase-shaped member, known as Kalasa. It 

is referred to as Nagara. and sometimes, as Indo-Ar\'an too by some historians. 

(See plan-18. plate-15) 

Temple at the samadhi of Maharaja Gulab Singh 

A lofty temple built by the son and successor Maharaja Rambir Singh at 

the site of smadhi of Maharaja at Ram Bagh. Srinagar. A singular square 

structure on the raised square platform has a single entrance. The remains of 

Maharaja enshrined at the centre of the temple, which is enclosed with a 

separate platform, which also has a single entrance. A gap in between the 

shrine and the outer walls serving as Pradakshina Path is also there for the 

moxement of worshipers. The walls after attaining the height of about 20 feet 

slighth lilts towards the spire which ends with the decorated crown, of golden 

colour'' enhancing the beaut\- of entire structure. (See plan-19. plate-14) 

Temple at Rambagh: 

The temple was raised on the smadhi of Maharaja Rambir Singh at Ram 

Bagh Srinagar some two hundred meters awa)' from the smadhi of Maharaja 

Gulab Singh. It is dedicated to god Shi\a and is an imposing edifice raised on 

a loft\ square platform. The whole establishment is marked by simple design, 

though the temple itself is planned quite temple in the Srinagar city. The cell 

housing huge h'ngiim. about eight feet in height and in usual black colours, is 

encloses all around by a verandah. 

The walls of garbhgriha go on to a considerable height till they end in 

the cornice from which the curvilinear Shikara grows. The top of the Shikaras 

has bright amalaka and a lofty glittering Kalasa. (See plan-20. plates-17 and 

18). 
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Temple of Shri Gadadharji 

The temple was constructed by Maharaja Rambir Singh and dedicated to 

Shri Gadaharji. The temple has been built in same Nagar and nineteenth 

centur\' north Indian st>ie. The main shrine is in the centre of the single square 

structure and the entire building has been erected on the walls ends in a cornice 

and fmalh' a Kolasa or crown in Placed on the top enhancing the beaut}' of the 

temple. 

Sri Raghiinath temple in Kashmir : 

The temple was built b)' Maharaja Rambir Singh, almost in same st\le 

with minor change in constructional embellishments. The Raghunath temple is 

a square edifice containing central shrine housing the Raghunath idol. The 

walls after attaining the height of about 20 - 25 feet end into cornices and 

spires fmishcd with pointed end over which the crown Kalasa of metal is 

placed. 

The adorned walls have been constructed with local sandstone and 

plastered with cement. 

Shri Sharika and Jwalaji temple : 

Maharaja Rambir Singh constructed this temple and dedicated to Sri 

Sharika and .lawalaji. The shrine has the same characters and style as the other 

temples in Jammu and Kashmir. The main shrine housing with Hindu deities is 

surrounded b)' a chamber for pujaris and pilgrims over the raised square 

platform. The crowned and adorned structure looks quite beautiful. 

Khir Bhawani : 

The temple was built b>' Maharaja Rambir Singh in Srinagar. It is said 

that in ancient time people of Hindu communit)' \isited there to offer khir (the 

cooked rice with milk) whene\er their pra\er v̂as granted. 
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Temple at Anantnag : 

Temple is situated in the Anantnag district of Kashmir. It was 

reconstructed or buih afresh b\- Maharaja F<ambir Singh in the same st}le but 

with minor change. He made use of stones and bricks in construction of temple. 

The square plinth was raised on the concrete platform and walls over it finished 

into a cornice after attaining the height of about 28 feet. All the sides of the 

spire culminated into minor Shikaras over which a golden crown has been 

placed. The upper portion is simply embellished by architectural devices. The 

outer walls of the chamber are also decorated above the verandah level. 

Temple at Bijbihara : 

The entire structure is in singular form, attaining the height of about 45 

feet was reconstructed afresh b>' Maharaja Rambir Singh at Bijbihara. The 

temple is almost in same style with minor variations in constructional 

embellishments. It is a small edifice containing a central shrine dedicated to 

the Hindu deit}'. A small seat near the deity was raised forpiijari performing 

the rituals. The idols is surrounded by walls around it. A chamber around the 

main shrine, is built for pilgrims and pujaris executed in a very simple style. 

The loft)' spire is crow-ned with metal motif. 

Temple at Rajouri : 

A loft}' temple is situated on the right bank of the Tawi river (at district 

Rajouri). The temple is in traditional style. But it is said that it was built in the 

first half of nineteenth centur\'. The temple was constructed on a raised 

platform of about 10 feet constructed over a cliff The elevation of the temple 

plinth was undertaken due to the fear of fiood of mini Tawi river which could 

ha\e damaged it otherwise 

The temple is a squire building di\'ided into two parts, the main shrine, 

and the \erandah. It is dedicated to some Hindu dekx installed near the 
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northwestern wall. The three archwa\s of equal size in the front \erandah and 

remams open all the time for the conxeniencc of pilgrims. It is in the similar 

Nagar st\le of the nineteenth centurv which was popular in Northern India at 

that time. After attaining sufficient height all the four walls taper towards each 

other forming a Shikhara. Instead of Kalasa. a flag of white colour is placed a 

top. The localh available sandstone has been used for the erection of temple. 

Temple at Tlianamandi: 

A small temple situated at purana Thanna. some 300 meters north to a 

Mughal period sarai. The temple is a single roomed square structure in which 

an idol has been installed in the centre for worship. The walls end in a cornice 

and further meet at the top making a dome like structure. Over the top is 

installed a flag. It was once the propert\ of state under Dogra rule. 

Temple at Poonch : 

It was also a small structure in singular form having a square room 

containing the idol, and an arched gatewa\. The structure is similar to that of 

Thanamandi. It was also the state propert) under Dogra rule.*̂  
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CHAPTER- III 

ROYAL BUILDINGS: 

a) Forts 

b) Gardens 

c) Palaces 



Forts 

The construction of fortress has got a very long history. There are 

references of fortification of towns as early as Regvedic period' but they were 

of primiti\e type and were not so strong. There were erected to protect from 

external dangers, which included invasions. With the expansion of empires, the 

political stronghold also expanded. Now large armies and checkposts were 

necessary to protect the vast territory in control of a king or an Emperor. 

Contingents of troops with their war equipments were kept inside the fortress to 

control and check the advances of an enem}' whether external or internal. Loft\' 

gates and bastion were erected to provide \'isibilit}' for the vigil. The emperors 

or kings used to protect not only their capitals but also some of their other 

important cities serving as power centres occupied b\' their go\'ernors and 

siihcclcirs Within the fortification some limes, big cities alongwith the ro>al 

buildings of kings or Emperors were alive. The enclosure also had residences 

for arm}', sheds for elephants and horses etc. In the course of time the 

construction of fort also changed. Now the\' had all the luxurious provisions 

designed for the comfort and convenience of the Emperor who stayed in these 

forts for months during difficult weather conditions. In India it was Babur who 

first introduced the idea of constructing terraced gardens in forts. The e\idence 

of such gardens is Shalimar garden of Delhi, which was laid out there after 

consolidation of his empire in India after the Battle of Panipat in 1525 A.D. His 

successors continued the monumental style of constructing the forts, which 

reached its climax during the period of Shahjahan. The Kashmiri forts resemble 

with the forts of contemporary India. The fort of Hari Parbat. was built b\-

Akbar. on the model of fort at Agra. 

Fort on Hari Parbat: 

Among the earliest Mughal buildings in Kashmir is the citadel on the 

hill of Koh-i-Miran' or Hari Parbat. 
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The fort has got a palace a small garden and other buildings, which were 

used b\ Akbar and his successors for transaction of day to day state businesses. 

The hill is crowned with profuse trees, which makes the whole area look ver\' 

pleasant and green. That is wh\' it is generalh' called as Hari Parbat. The 

retaining walls around its gatcwa\- commands the entire city."' 

The fortress occupies an elevated position, which is ver\' conspicuous in 

the cit_\ of Srinagar. The fort is 250 feet on the summit of hill and is surrounded 

b\- two lakes Dal and Anchar. It is enclosed b}- a stone wall which is about 

three miles long. 28 feet in height and 13 feet thick. Large columns and block 

of stones form many ruined ancient temples of Kashmir have been used in its 

construction. The Kathi Darwaza and Sangeen Danvaza are the standing lofty 

and dignified specimen of Mughal period"̂  but there is originally, nothing left 

on the hill's summit on which the fortress was built by Akbar̂ '. Akbar during 

his first \isit to Kashmir in 1589 A.D. conceived the idea of raising a protective 

fortress around the Koh-i-Maran. He ordered Yusuf Khan Rizvi to build the 

residential quarters for the soldiers of his arm}'. They were not allowed to 

occup\- the private houses .He obe\ed his order and b}' 1597 A.D. all the 

quarter for soldiers were completed. 

The foundation of the Nagar Nagar fort was laid in 1597 A.D, and it was 

completed at the cost of 1.10.00.000 rupees in around 1606 A.D.^ b>' Jahangir. 

In Kashmir the skill of handling the art of stone building was forgotten 

oxer the centuries. It was Akbar who first introduced this art into Kashmir 

region, which was flourishing in all over India at that time. There are three 

stone buildings which were built b\- Mughals in Kashmir, the Pathar Masjid or 

new mosque (stone mosque). Mosque of Akhun Mullah Shah and Fort of Hari 

Parbat . For the construction of fort of Hari Parbat Akbar used 200 master 

builders'" who were selected from different parts of India. The work was 

undertaken in the supervision of Mohammad Quli Khan, the go\'ernor of 
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Kashmir, [t was started in 1597 A.D. Me was ordered to dismantle the mud wall 

and construct a stone fortress . 

In 1810 A.D the walls were enlarged b> Atta Mohammed Khan an 

Afghan go\ernor. Akbar as well as his son and grandson (Jahangir and 

Shahjahan) always selected the sites themsehes for buildings and gardens 

keeping in view the environmental condition alongwith aesthetics. The hill 

(Hari Parbat) has always been a center of communal harmony. On the hill there 

existed a Hindu shrine of Shri Chakra while the Muslims used to pray at the 

ziarat of a famous saint. Makhdum Sheikh Mamza'' The ziarat lies on the south 

of the hill. Dara Shukoh and .lahanara Begum erected two gardens. Chashma-i-

Shahi and Chashma-i-qulta in the fortress. Thc\' were of religious Inclination'"', 

and built a khanqah for their spiritual preceptor Akhun Mullah Shah. Mullali 

Shah held the opinion that these buildings wci-c superior to all other building in 

Kashmir. fhe fort resembles with other contemporary forts of the countr\' 

with only few exceptions. 

The fort was an immediate construction to check the uprising of the 

Kashmiri rebels and Chak rulers. In the later days a number of additions were 

made including the steps leading to the interior of the fort through two huge 

\̂•ooden doors having protruded pointed iron spikes. Huge bastions were also 

provided to the fortress at some inter^'al. 

The circumference of the rampart is fi\e kms.'"'' Three arched gates are 

proxided to the fortress for entrance. The main entrance is Kathi Darwaza"̂ " 

which opens towards southeast. It was used b\' nobles'^. It is about 30 feet high 

roofed structure. The interior of either sides of the gate is provided with raised 

chambers (or watchtowers) which are about eight feet high. The roofed 

chambers are meant for the guards who were suppose to keep constant \igil. 

The facade of the gate is adorned with dressed grey limestone. On the top ol^ 

the arched entrance a stone slab is inscribed in Persian language which gives 

the date of construction of fort alonawith other valuable informations. The 
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most important information is about the abolition o\' begar system, whicli was 

prcxailing in Kashmir before Akbar. A series of stairs has been attached to 

reach the roof. 

The other entrance is on the same side of hills but on the western end of 

the fortress. The Sangeen Darwaza is more expensive and ornate . It presents 

iiiagniflcent skill of handling the art of stone building. Two small \\indo\\s are 

there on either sides of the arched gate. Two small rooms on both the sides 

were used b>' the guards. The flights of steps from Sangeen Darwaza and Kathi 

Darwaza reach up to the Ziarat of Sheikh Makhdoom Hamza and Mosque of 

Akhun Mulla Shah. From where the\' further reach up to the summit of Hari 

Parbat where the strong buildings are standing. 

The fort has a pathway, which is decorated with strong battlements 

running along the interior side of the wall. Each corner has strong loft}' 

watchtowers overlooking the cit}' of Srinagar. There are also three masonr}' 

tanks which are connected with Dal Lake through a canal. Recenth' (after 

1975) goxernment has taken \arious steps to restore and renoxale the Mughal 

rampart. The Kathi Darwaza and Sangeen Darwaza" were restored to their 

original' condition. The flights of steps arc reconstructed" with dressed gra> 

limestone. (See plates- 29and liO) 

Fort at Rajouri : 

Rajouri"' is situated to the south of the Pir Panjal mountain range. Punch 

is in its" west while Bhimber lies in the south. Being on the Imperial route it 

was the halting place of Mughal Emperors during their visit to Kashmir. 

Rajouri. remained a subsidiary of the siibah of Kashmir. The fort was strongh' 

built by the Mughals with the help of stone blocks and baked bricks. There 

were mosques, gardens, rooms, assembh' halls and hammams. All the 

structures, except the ruins of a small mosque in the market' (Gujar Mandi) 

are now occupied by the cixil Hospital and forest department. Therefore it was 
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not possible to trace out and prepare plans of the structures. Only the fortress 

wall towards riverside is standing there perhaps due to strongK' built of huge 

stone blocks and bricks. These could have been part of a ri^'erside summer 

palace which used to be a common feature of the Mughal buildings on imperial 

route leading to Kashmir. 

Nowshera Fort: 

Nowshera is about 102 km from jammu.. Being on the Imperial route 

leading to Kashmir valley it ser\'ed as a halting place for the Mughal Emperors. 

Near the fort there is another Mughal building which is a sarai built b\' 

Jahanair durina his wav to Kashmir. The .SV7/-(7/-cum-fort was built bv Akbar 

during his first visit to Kashmir"'. The ruins of rampart are still surviving and 

are standing on the tableland of Nowshera. The fortress was constructed with 

local block of stones. The wall is pro\'ided with brick battlements at inler\'als. 

Each hexagonal bastion has strong battlements. The series of battlements 

contributes to the beauty of structure. There were two gateways in entire 

fortress one of which is an arched main entrance having a vaulted roof. The 

interiors of each side there are small room like structures which might have 

been used b> guards. On each corners of fortress there are bulky watchtowers 

with small canopied chamber for the use of security guards. Besides summer 

houses, traces of small rooms, hamniom. assembh' hall and garden could be 

seen. There is a tank inside the fortress most probabh' to fulfill the water 

requirements of men and animals. Now the area inside the fortress is under 

culti\ation. 

Khamboh Fort (Rajouri) 

The ruined fort is situated on the summit of an isolated hill in Khamboh. 

''' in the district Rajouri. The fortress was built b}' Diwan Singh some times in 

19''̂  centur\'.~ The fortification wall is decorated with semi circular 
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battlements. Each corner has octagonal bastions ser\'ing as watchtow ers used 

b\ guards to keep vigil during twenty-four fours. Each of them is 

communicated by a flight of stairs. A small chamber was erected at the top of 

each tower used by guards. The fortress has an irregular plan perhaps due to 

paucit} of a\ailable space. It measures about 200 \ 120 meters. The wall varies 

in its thickness ranging from 1 to 2 meters. The fortress and all the inner 

buildings are made of local stones. There arc two gates for entering into the 

fort. The main gate is in the southern wall. It was well built and has arched 

roof At the middle of either sides of the gate are small kiosks for guards. The 

other gate is comparatively smaller and simple. Perhaps it was meant for an 

emergencN exit. A very deep well inside the fort used to serve as source of 

water supply. Now it is not in working condition and is filled with stones and 

mud. The ro\'al residential quarters, comprising of rooms and halls were built 

in the middle. However some of ihcm arc also with the inner wall of the 

fortress. Now all are in ruins. Some of the dressed stones have been pilfered b}' 

the local people for the construction of their residences. 

Shergarhi Fort: 

The rampart of the fort is about three miles from the Nagar Nagar fort. It 

was built by Amir AH Jawan Sher" an Afghan governor professing sunni faith. 

Now the area is occupied b}' Old Secretariat. Deputy Commissioner's Office, 

and part of it is also occupied by High Court building. The fort was built in 

1770-76 A.D. 

The name Shergarh is derived from Shia" but not from Sher (lion). The 

Afghans ruled over Kashmir for a period of sixt\-six years after the Mughal 

decline in 1753 A.D. The\' could not continue the building interest as their 

ancestors (Mughals ) had. Afghan rulers were quite oppressive. The Shia-Suni 

conflict and the rapidly declining econom\ were some of the strong factors 

di\ertin2 their attention from constructiNC works. 



Built b\ the stone blocks the fortress has a height of 22 feet. It is not as 

strong as Ilari Parbat. The fort was rectangular in shape. The fort was defended 

b\ towers erected all over the wall at intcr\als. The ditch was also made about 

30 feet wide and deep as compared to the southern and western side. The 

northern side was protected b\' Kut-i-kul canaT . 

The inner wall of the fort is made up of the usual material. The inner 

wall was erected for double protection. In between the outer and the inner wall 

there is passage. Along the interior wall there is a palace in the southeast 

corner alongwith other buildings and shops. A tower on the north of the fort 

was built. The upper stor}' of the tower has enough space to accommodate a 

building co\ered with Chinese roof having an angular drop of its" edges. 

Fort at Novvshera (Rajouri) : 

On the Imperial route leading to Kashmir \ia Pir Panjal range there is a 

fort at Nowshera which is about 125 kms from Jammu. The fort is said to ha\c 

been built b\' Maharaja Gulab Singh founder of Jammu and Kashmir state. He 

was the first ruler in the line of Dogra d\'nast}' of Jammu. The fortress was 

rebuilt strongh by Maharaja Gulab Singh.'' On the remains of an old fort, 

within the fort complex a shrine of Mangla Devi"'' is situated, which is popular 

among people as Mangla Mata. Originally the fort was constructed during 

ancient period. It was his policy to renovate and reconstruct the age-old forts to 

consolidate his administration in the state. Reconstruction also used to be 

economical since the old debris was reused. 

Fort at Tel Bal : 

In the Parganah Bhag at the Tel Bal a strong fortress was built to protect 

the existing garden from four sides. The fort was built during the reign of 

Shahjahan by his governor. Ali Mardan Khan in 1651 A.D."'"' The garden 

which is surrounded by this fortress was also laid by him. There is also a canal. 
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which irrigates this garden. The fortress is not too high but has been buiit 

strong!) b\- bricks. There uas an arched gale in the wall for entrance. There 

were rooms, halls, and gardens ro>al residences inside the fort. The entire 

structure including many buildings are now in ruins. Maharaja Gulab Singh 

didn't take interest in building new forts after his sway over Jammu and 

Kashmir. His first attention w'as not to spend money lavishly but to consolidate 

his power. He developed arsenals' and reconstructed only the age-old forts'" 

ail over the states. The main forts among them were Fort of Mast Garh. Ram 

Nagar .lammu. Fort of Poonch. Fort of the Tarchohi.' Fort of Dhani Dhar 

(Rajouri) " and Fort of Reasi etc. 
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Gardens 

In India fragrant flowers and pleasing plants have been admired and 

culti\aied from very early time. The references to gardens are preserved in the 

old Buddhist literature and Sanskrit dramas. The secret groves around the 

Buddhist shrines were probably among the earliest forms of gardening. An 

elaborate garden tradition was also introduced in India by Muslim rulers 

coming from Central Asia and especially from the region of Persia. The 

tradition of laying out beautiful gardens around the raised pavilions having 

water channels running to keep the atmosphere humid and cool became popular 

in India because of its temperate climalc in most of the parts. This long 

tradition of planned gardens gave us the beautiful Kashmir Gardens built b)' the 

two great naturalists Jahangir and Nurjehan and their successor 

The Turks who buill man}' inassi\e forts and mosques ha\'e to their 

credit some of the most beautiful buildings in India. These buildings were 

beautified with the surrounding gardens nearly all of which have disappeared 

on account of neglect, deca}' and wars. The peaceful reign of Feroz Shah (1351 

to 1388 A.D.) gave Delhi about hundred gardens which were built around his 

capital. The earliest Mughal gardens in India is Arambagh at Agra which was 

built b\' Babur on the banks of the Jamuna. 

In Persia and Turkistan the art of building irrigated gardens at the time 

was \er>' de\eloped and had behind it an ancient histor}' revealing a long and 

unbroken tradition. 

The Sultans of Kashmir laid out \er}' beautiful gardens. In the valle}' of 

Kashmir wealth}' merchants and nobles also used to la\'OUt gardens around 

their houses". 

The gardens of Mughal Kashmir are generally rectangular or square in 

plan having their area divided into a series of smaller square are rectangular 

patterns.(See plan-23) The water runs in a limestone or brick -edged canal 
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down the whole length. falHng from one lc\'cl to another in the cascades, or 

rushing in a tumult of white foam over carved water chutes (sloping chaddars) 

(See plate-38) These waterfalls meet with a canal which flows into a large 

reser\oir or Ham. studded with a number of small fountains. In the centre of 

the largest of these sheets of \\ater is often placed the principal pavilion, which 

provides cool air in midday sun. The large shady trees planted at the corners 

each one had a central chinar surrounded b\ a raised platform of grass or 

masonr\. 

During the Mughal period, the gardens and villas were built throughout 

the \alle\. around the Dal Lake or on the banks of rivers. Man\' of them are on 

the banks of river .Ihelum in the foothills of mountains and on man> other 

suitable places too. The Mughals and their successors laid out hundreds of 

garden in Kashmir out of the whole lot some of the important gardens are 

studied as under 

Jarogah-i-Shahi : 

At the foot of Hari Parbat. Akbar got constructed buildings and a royal 

palace' with the help of his governor Khawaja Husain Kulibi. The buildings 

were made of black stones. Marble has been used in the floors of these 

constructions at man\' a places. The gems and precious stones were in laid for 

the decoration of galleries ha\ing a row of pillars. The galleries were adorned 

with murals showing ver\ attracti\'e pictures and landscapes. These scenes 

ha\e been created with deftness and care from there up to the bank of the Dal 

Lake, these gardens were planned with different t\pes of trees, flowers, marble 

sofas, pools of water etc. The date of the garden is "Bagh"""' = A.H. 1003 (A.D. 

1594) B( Be ) =2. A (Alif ) =1 and gh (Ghen )=1000. 

Dara Mahal : 

Dara Shukuh. son of Shahjahan. built massive buildings, beautiful 

houses, with domes and halls on the southern foot of Hari Parbat. In the 
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couruard. of this constructions lie built a garden with refreshing flowers and 

trees. A large pool was designed from where the canals and cascades flew. On 

the eastern side of the mosque of Akhun Mullah Shah is a public bath built in 

1059A H. ( = 1649 A.D.)-

Shalimar Bagh : 

The name of Shalimar has been inter|ireted in man\ wa\s one of the 

\ersions associate it with Kamadcxa since ifi Sanskrit shala means house and 

luar is the tittle of Kamadexa. It is popularh known as "abode of bliss" or light 

of moon. The word Shalimar is derived from Kashmiri language Shali (rice) 

and Mar (black loamx' soil). It. therefore meant an area W'here black loam\' soil 

is found for rice growing. There are three gardens of same name \iz. Shalimar 

garden at Srinagar. Shalimar garden at I,ahore and Shalimar garden at Delhi, 

but the gardens at Lahore and Delhi do not exist in their original form. The 

Shalimar bagh at Lahore is called as Versailles of Pakistan.^ It was built in the 

area of about 7500 square \ards. It is said that Pra\arasana II (6'̂  centur} A.D.) 

built "a decorated house" or "the house of Kamadeva" here which is now 

called it Shalimar. 

The Shalimar Bagh is located on the bank of Dal Lake. In the year 1029 

A.H =1619 A.D. Emperor .lahangir chose the beautiful site for the la}ing of a 

garden which he called as Farah Baksh.** 

The plan of Shalimar Bagh is simple (See plan-24). A broad canal is 

constructed which flows across the garden. It is connected with a river towards 

its upper end. which leads to a wide rectangular basin. In the centre of the basin 

a black marble pa\'ilion exists which is surrounded b\ a number of fountains. 

The stone pillars used in the pa\ilion weic hiought from ruined temples one ol 

which existed in Avantipur In the Zanana garden there is a big pa\ ilion winch 

attracts the attention of the visitors. Fhe pa\ ilion is the centre point from which 

four \istas open. The canal which runs below the Emperor garden has a 
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haminam of square shape in it's centre. Just before the hammam there is 

Di\van-i-Khas where the emperor and nobles used to sit(See plate-42). Diwan-

i-Am (the Hail of public Audience) situated at the end of Emperor's Garden, is 

little more sophisticated. Originall}- this part of the garden led directly to the 

canal. As in many of the other gardens, the approach today has been truncated 

b\' a modern road. 

The waterfall are cascades (See plale-43) was built b>' prince Khurram 

in 1620 A.D." On both the sides of the canal are trees of Chinar and C\press 

and a sprawling green turf. " Maharaja Rambir Singh made enough extension 

and rebuilt the garden. ' In 1917 the work of damaged part of extension wall 

was undertaken h\ Archcological Surxc} o[' India for reconstruction and two 

hradaries were re-roofed. 

Bagh-i-Faiz Baksh : 

In 1630 A.D. Shahjahan ordered Zafar Khan, the governor of Kashmir. 

to built the second floor of Farah Baksh ( a part of Shalimar Bagh) called 

Bagh-i-Faiz Baksh. ' He built a beautiful garden and flower bed in the centre 

and combined both Farah Baksh and Fai?: Baksh gardens."' The middle part of 

the Faiz Baksh was adorned with a stone pool pro\iding 132 fountains. In its 

front, he built a raised pavilion in black stones having pillars and beautiful 

galleries. Each of the two stories are 590 yards long and 307 >'ards wide. The 

wall is about six feet in height. Beneath the platform is a canal '\vhich is about 

15 -20 feet in width. It runs up to the bank of Dal Lake. The combination of 

high buildings, waterfalls and pleasant trees present a magnificent scene of 

the garden 

Nur Bagh : 

Nur Bagh was built b\' Nur .lahan near Idgah towards the w-estern bank 

of ri\er .Ihelum.''̂  A canal to irrigate the warden was taken out from another 
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canal. Shah kul."" A loft\- building existed in Ihe garden. The picture galler}' of 

Nur Bagh. was adorned b>' her with beautiful paintings' . The date of Nur Bagh 

or Nur Af/a garden"" is "piclure of the kings of Solomon like gIor\"' which is 

calculated as 1039 A.H. = 1620 A.D. 

Bagh-i-Ilahi: 

The garden was laid out b\ Yusuf Khan Rizvi during his subedari of 

Kashmir. It is in the vicinity of Batspora." He built a three yards wide canal 

to receive the water from Sindh river.' In the middle of it a reservoir alongwith 

a raised pa\ilion was built. It was also provided with fountains. Shahjahan 

added two more pa\ilions on either sides of Ihe canal known as Lajma Kul.""' 

The garden does not exist now. onl_\' some Chinar trees and dwellings are there 

on the site of old garden, 

Bagh-i-Pampore : 

It was built b\- Shahjahan. It is on the eastern side of the river .Ihlum. 

The garden does not exist toda\'. The place is now occupied b\' the local 

people. 

Nasini Bagh : 

The Nasim Bagh is laid out above the Dal Lake which is at a short 

distance from Hazarat Bal Mosque. Naseem means cool fragrant breeze. It was 

laid out b\- Akbar. The Bagh was improxed and extended by Azam Khan. Saif 

Khan and Afzal Khan. The garden was enclosed b\' a massive wall. To irrigate 

the garden a canal was dug out from Lar in the later days. Later on Ali Mardan 

Khan added more plants and trees to enhance the beaut)' of the garden. The 

most picturesque thing was a noble gro\e ofChinar.'' Some Chinar trees arc 

still in \er\ fine condition but other are destro\ed. 
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Bagli-i-Char Chinar : 

The garden located in the centre of Dal Lake was laid b> Prince Murad 

Baksh in opposite of Nasim Bagh. It is famous for the four huge Chinar trees. 

This garden was laid out on an Island called Rupa Lank or Zaina Lank. The 

Zaina Lank was originally built by Sultan Zainul Abidin." The foundation of 

garden was the idea of Nurjahan. The extent of Bagh-i-Char Chinar was about 

an acre.'*^ Out of the four huge chinar planted on the four corners of the garden 

onh' one is standing now. In the middle of them was a raised pavilion now 

which is in ruins.' ( See plate-45). 

Bagh-i-Shahabad : 

It was built b\ Dara Shukuh on the bank of Dal Lake which was later 

known as Bagh-i-Shahabad. I he garden docs not exist toda\. 

Bagh Asafabad : 

Shahjahan ordered Asif Khan to build a garden. It is situated in the 

Parganah Matta on the Machi Bawan spring. Now it is in a bad state of 

preser\ation. 

Shahabad : 

By the order of Shahjahan. Haider Malik Chadura built a garden at 

Shahabad in 1036 A.H. (1626-27 A.D.). He constructed buildings, fountains 

and cascades outside Vernag spring. It is said that it was four storied structure. 

The garden had disappeared.' Raja Ranibir Singh repaired this garden but its 

old form has changed quite a lot. The garden has some Chinar trees around the 

constructions. 

Bagh-i-Chinar : 

In this garden about fixe hundred Cliinar trees were planted. So it was 

named as Bagh-i-Chinar. It was laid out ai the order of Shahjahan in Shadipura 

which is on the eastern bank of ri\er .Ihelum. ' The garden does not exist today. 
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Bagh-i-Safa: 

Safapura (lal. 34° 16'. Long 74°43' )" is situated on the nortiiern bank of 

Mansbal lake. The garden was planned to ha\c large buildings.'"* It was built 

b\' Nurjahan Begum. Later it was extended during Shehjahan's rule in 1634. Pir 

Hassan Shah has gi\'en the name as '"Mansar" which is incorrect. The correct 

name is Mansbal Lake which is situated in Pir î angal range. 

Bagh-i-Aishabad : 

The Bagh was laid out b>' Jahangir at the eastern bank of the Sodra 

Khun in the \ear 1032 A.H. (A.D. 1622).'' He constructed fountains and a 

cascade. For irrigation of the garden water was brought from Sindh with the 

help of Zukrah canal. Now the garden had trees of fruit alongwith some 

fruitless trees such as Chinar. Now there exists a restaurant exactly on the same 

location which is on the bank of Nagin Lake. It is now looked after b\' the 

go\ernment. 

Bagh-i-Vantipur : 

It was constructed by Shahjahan on the eastern bank of river Jhelum 

(Behat). The garden does not exist toda\'. 

Bagh-i- Daulatabad : 

The garden was constructed by Jahangir in Daulatabad Mohalla near 

Hazratbal. It is towards the southern bank of Dal Lake. It does not exist toda}-. 

The site is now being used for culti\ation. 

Bagh-i-Begumabad : 

It was laid out b\' Nurjahan Begum in Pargana Kothar abo\'e the 

Achhabal spring. The name of this beautiful garden having strong buildings is 

now changed and known as Sahibabad.'' There was a Mughal Hammam and a 
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ladies swimming pool in the middle ofilic garden. The decaxing garden was 

reconstructed b\' Gulab Singh. He repaired Mughal Hamnuun and ladies 

sw imming pool too. 

Bagh-i-Bijbhara: 

Dara Shukuh had built this garden in honour of his father's suggestion. 

It is also called a 'Wazir Bagh". It was built on the bank of X'WQX Jhelum 

(Beha!). The garden has loft} buildings alongwith a canal and a pavih'on in the 

centre. The site is adorned with beautiful green grass and chinar trees. 

Bagh-i-Jahanara: 

Dara Shukuh had constructed a beautiful Island in the middle of Dal 

Lake o\er the island he laid out a beautiful garden called Bagh-i-,Iahanara. 

Later a summerhouse was also added lo it as advised b}- Shahjahan.'^ The 

garden there does not e.xist any more. 

Bagh-i-Pari Mahal : 

At the request of his spiritual preceptor. Mullah Shah. Dara Shukuh built 

a pleasant garden on the slope of Zabanwan Mill. It is about three kms above 

the Chashma Shahi. It is also known as Kuntilun. It has three beautiful 

segments and seven terraces. In the middle of the upper segment is a spring 

with clean water. There are also small rooms . One of them was the library 

room of Akhun Mullah Shah.'' It"s damaged parts were repaired in 1986. The 

wall of terrace was rebuilt in random rubble masonr}- haxing slate stone. The 

tank and horadari have also been repaired. 

Bagh-i-Gulshan : 

Zafar Khan laid out the garden extending from Buta Kadal upto Ahmed 

Kadal. in the south of the river .Thelum. It was built in 1044 A.H. ( 1634 A.D.) 
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Now it does not exist. Now the whole site between the Buta Kada Ahmed 

Kadal is populated. 

Bagh-i-Aurangabad : 

It was built by the order of Aurang/eb Alamgir above the spring of Lokh 

Baran. The garden could never got completed. It does not exist now. At the 

same site of the garden there are some private dwellings and a part of it is 

under cuIti\ation too. 

Bagh-i-Haiderabad : 

h is situated at Nowshera near the garden of Sultan Zainul Abidin. AH 

Murdan Khan built his own residence in the form of a Hmveh of stone with 

fountains and cascades. Today the area of garden is being used for industries 

and garden has vanished. 

Bagh-i-Zafarabad : 

It is situated at Braiwan. Mohalla /unimar on the bank of Akcharsar. It 

was built b\ Zafar Khan Ahsan. the gON'crnor of Kashmir, by the order of 

Shahjahan. in 1043 A.H. (1633 A.D.) " Three lacks of rupees were spent on it's 

construction. ' Once it consisted of 3 feet deep canal through the centre of the 

garden to irrigate the flowering plants and trees. It also had a pavilion in the 

middle which was surrounded b} fountains presenting a picturesque scene. 

The garden does not exist todax'. but the whole area is under cultivation except 

a few dwelling houses. 

Bagh-i-Aliabad : 

The garden was laid out b\ Ali Mardan Khan the governor of Kashmir 

in 1064 A.H. (1653 A.D.). He built it above moza Telbal. On the northern side 

of this larae aarden there are traces of a Muahal wall built with bricks in lime 
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SLirkhi mortar The foundation of garden building is on the pHnth of dressed 

stone about three feet deep below the existing ground level. Except foundation 

traces there exists no remains. The culti\ali(in of oil seed plants has occupied 

the site now. 

Bagh-i-Iradit Khan : 

It is situated at Sunti Butta-uhar to ihe cast of Nawapura. In 1030 A.11. 

(1620 A.D.) Iradit Khan had built this garden. On the southern side he 

constructed buildings, domes and staircases. The latticework was beautifully 

handled which had no match elsewhere.'*"' It is said that the carpenter who 

executed the lattice work was deprived of his hands, so that he may not be able 

to create a parallel of such excellence an\where else. Unfortunately the garden 

does not exist today. 

Bagh-i-Dilawar Khan : 

In 1027 A.H. (1617 A.D.) Dilawar Khan, who was the governor of 

Kashmir during the reign of .lahangir. built a garden on the western bank of 

Barari Nambal adjacent to mohalla Qalashpura. It's date is derised from the 

word "imarat-i-Shahi". At the time of lairopean travells it had a beautiful 

garden with all the essential parts. Toda\ there is no garden instead the site is 

occupied b> a Higher Secondar}' School. 

Bagh-i-Ahsanabad: 

The garden situated to the north of Naidyar was built b}' Zafar Khan. It 

has a strong building, a stone wall and an Imambarah. The garden does not 

exist today. Bagh-i-Hasanabad was also built by him in 1634.""' At present 

among the surviving structures there is an Imambarah. a grave\ard of Suftls 

and a small sarden called Lanser Baah. 
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Bagh-i-Inayat: 

It is situated to the north of the mausoleum of Sayyed Muhammad 

Madni. Once the Lehman canal used to pass \ia this garden. This garden was 

also built b\- Zafar Khan. 

Bagh-i-Qa\vamuddin Khan : 

The garden was built by Qawaniuddin during Aurangzeb's reign, in 

1080 A.H. (1669 A.D.) It was situated at moza Ratpura to the west of Idgah. 

But the garden has now disappeared. 

Bagh Sadarat Khan : 

Situated in moza Panchachh. Pargana Phak it was built b}' Sadarat Khan 

who was a minister of Shahjahan. 1 he garden does not exist an\' more. 

Bagh-i-Lashkar Khan : 

On the northern bank of the Dal lake in moza Batpura. pargana phak. 

Saif Khan built a garden and named it Bagh-i-Lashkar Khan. It was built by 

him in 1086 A.H. (1657 A.D.). A canal from Sindlr was dug for the irrigation 

of garden. In 1293 A.H. = A.D. 1876 Maharaja Rambir Singh established a 

silk factor}- there and also laid out a small garden. 

Bagh-i-Afzalabad : 

Bagh-i-Afzalabad was laid out b\ Al/.al Khan/^ who was a noble of 

Shahjahan. It is in the north of Hazratbal. The garden has disappeared now. 

Qazi Bagh : 

Situated on the eastern bank of Mansa Lake it was built by (^azi Abul 

Qasim. Qazi also built a dam known as Dangam dam but all these structures 

ha\e disappeared now. 
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Chandhri Bagh :""* 

It was built by Chandhri Mahesh. the acl\isor of Saif Khan (1668-71). Il 

was a garden with several terraces, fountains and cascades on the slope of 

Ishabari. 

Bagh-i-Afrasiyab Khan : 

Afrasi}'ab Khan built a garden n(;ar llazaratbal towards it's north, lie 

was go\ernor of Kashmir during Mohammad Shah. 

Bagh-i-Sadiaqabad : 

The mohalla is also known as lia/aratbal. where the hol\' relic of 

Prophet Mohammed is placed in a Khanqah. Sadiq Khan who was a noble of 

Shabhjahan. built a delightful garden on the western bank of Dal Lake. A canal 

from Lar used to irrigate the garden. Ihc garden does not exist any more 

instead the site is occupied b> the people for their residential purposes. 

Bagh-i-Angur (garden of grapes) : 

Since the ancient time, tendrils of grape wines brought from 

Daxarahlari mountain had been planted near Safapura. Later Chaghatai kings 

improved the garden. These grapes varieties were famous all over the world. 

The garden got destroyed to some extent but Maharaja Gulab Singh, the Dogra 

king of .lammu and Kashmir state, replanted there numerous grapes trees which 

was later named as Maharaja Bagh. In Sam\al 1877 A.H. his son and successor 

Maharaja Rambir Singh built a huge garden of grapes near moza Wundhamah 

which was called Rambir Bagh. He imported 1.22.000 saplings from France to 

increase the wine production."' 

Bagh-i-Kifayat Khan : 

In 1794-95 Kifayat Khan, the governor of Afghan, built a garden in 

Mohalla Khanyar. He constructed there buildings having trees and gardens 

around. Now the site is occupied b)' residential dwellings. 
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Bagh-i-Aqa Hussain : 

The garden was laid out to the south of Nishat Bagh by Aqa Hussain. an 

Afghan noble. 

Basgh-i-Sukh Ram : 

Sukh Ram was a noble of Kashmir, who built a garden at the foot of 

Soloman mountain. 

Shaikh Bagh : 

In 1259 A.H. (1843 A.D.). Sheikh Mohiuddin who was governor of 

Kashmir during Sikh reign, laid out a garden to the east of Amira Kadal. Later 

on Dogra ruler Maharaja Rambir Singh built a temple on that site. 

Bagh-i-Amrood : 

It was a garden of gua\a trees situated near the bridge connecting 

Tenkipura to Tantipura. It is said that the garden existed from time of Jahangir 

or Shahjahan. There were numerous varieties of guava. It existed down to Amir 

Khan's tenure who was a governor of Afghans. 

Bagh-i-Daulatabad : 

The garden spread from .logi Langer bridge up to Sura Teng. It was laid 

out b} Abdul Raina. son of Rawan Raina. Jahangir Raina. nephew of Abdul 

Raina dedicated the garden to the pupil of Baba Ismail. During his childhood. 

Sheikh Hamza used to super\ise this garden on the direction of his patron.'' 

Rambagh : 

It was constructed by Diwan Kirpa Ranr'" (1827-31). a Sikh governor. It 

u as near Natipura which is opposite to Shergarh on the bank of river Dudh 



Ganga. Maharaja Gulab Singh was cremated there in 1857 A.D. Later on. m 

1858 Maharaja Rambir Singh built a temple there.'' 

Aniinabad : 

Amir Khan .lawansher the Afghan ruler laid out a garden in Nandpura. 

He built it there after his marriage with the daughter of a Hamni. The garden 

\\as decorated b\ sofas, pools, cascades and fountains. \Nhich are said to be 

brought from Darshani Bagh near .laroga-i-Shahi."' 

Gulab Singh : 

It was situated to the west of Sher Garh near the bridge of Tenkipurah. 

The garden was built b} Maharaja Gulab Singh. 

Hazari Bagh : 

The garden was built b}' Maharaja Rambir Singh in 1871. It is situated 

near Bhaman Singh garden. He erected buildings, trees, and flowering plants 

inside the garden. Now-a-days. there is a large park. Besides park there are 

Tagore Hall and some other buildings on the site of the garden. 

Raghunath Bagh : 

It is situated near at Habba Kadal in Parghuali Phak which is near the 

garden of Saif Khan It was built b> Mahgaraja Rambir Singh.'' It does not 

exist now. 

Basant Bagh : 

It was built b_\ the Sikh goxernor Colonel Mian Singh The garden was 

situated on the eastern bank of the ri\cr .Ihelum near Shergarh fort below Sunt 

Kul. The bathing place and court}ard were built b> reusing ihc SUMICS of 
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mosque at Hasanabad.'^ Rambir Singh used lo hold his summer darbar in ihe 

oarden. 

Bagh-i-Hari Singh : 

It was situated near Sheikh Bagh. buih b>' Sardar liari Singh the 

governor of Sikh rule in Kashmir.' The garden has disappeared. 

Kothi Bagh : 

Built b\' Maharaja Rambir Singh in 1875 A.D. li was situated on the 

southern bank of ri\er .Ihelum. Adjacent to the garden, on the bank of ri\er he 

constructed a lofty building. The building was well decorated ha\ing chamber, 

halls, balconies opening towards ri\'er and beautiful furniture. The walls were 

adorned with beautiful!)' painted figures in different colours. It was damaged 

partly, in 1885 A.D. b\ an earthquake. The garden is now in ruin. On the place 

of garden, now there are government buildings such as Higher Secondar}' 

School. Red Cross Society and other offices. 

Munshi Bagh : 

Above the Bagh-i-Hari Singh. Munshi-Trilok Chand. an officer during 

Sikh reign built an orchard. Now it is a populated'area. 

Bagh-i-Doabgh: 

It was laid out by Maharaja Rambir Singh in 1876 A.D.'''' He planted 

there grapes trees lo get more wine. The wine distiller) was the slate 

monopol)' during Maharaja Rambir Singh rule o\er .lammu and Kashmir. 

Samander Bagh : 

Maharaja Rambir Singh built it at a place known as in M:i)ahuman. but 

the garden has disappeared now. 
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Sirkari Bagh : 

It is situated in Ananthnag near a pleasant Mughal garden. It contains a 

fountain from which a series of channels enter into a huge lank built of stone. 

A stone wall enclosed the entire garden ha\ing sacred place for worship of 

Hindu. 

Bagh-i-Sagib Ram : 

It was situated on the confluence of two stream. Dudhganga and 

Shabibiganga. 

Bagh-i-Nishat: 

It is situated on the eastern end of Dal Lake. Srinagar. It is. ff course, the 

most beautiful garden in its !a>out. plan and st^le of Architecture.' It was 

constructed by Asif Khan, a go\ernor. b\' the order of Emperor Jahangir. In 

1635. during his visit to Kashmir. Shahjahan was highly impressed by the 

layout of the Bagh.*'̂  

The Nishat Bagh comprised of nine terraces. The upper most was 

reserx'ed for females named as Zenana. This part of garden separate from 

other parts b}' an eighteen feet high arched wall. A canal about 12 feet wide 

runs across the garden flowing down from one terrace to the other in the shape 

of water chutes. A monolithic octagonal seat o\er looks the garden and Dal 

Lake. Each terrace has an octagonal seat or chabutras. which is the peculiar 

feature of Nishat garden. The water tanks and channels are pro\ided with 

beautiful fountains, which enhance the beauty of the site (see plan-25. plates-35 

to 39) 

In 1876. Rambir Singh, the Maharaja of .lammu and Kashmir ordered lo 

construct new buildings and repair of the older ones. In 1916 the enclosing wall 

was repaired b\' ASI as reported b\ .lohn Marshal. 
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Vernag : 

It is one of the beautiful spring gardens of Kashmir. Vernag garden is 

situated near Jawahir Tunnel in district Anantnag of Kashmir. During \isit with 

his father. Jahangir was attracted by the cr\stal clear water flowing and 

directed his nobles to build a beautiful residence for him.̂ '" The garden was 

not completed at that time. By 1622 the palace alongwith a beautiful garden 

were completed. Jahangir constructed an octagonal tank with localh' hewn 

stones. Each side of the tank is about 40 feet long and about 115 feet in 

diameter.'' When Shahjahan in 1636. \isited Kashmir, He wanted to see the 

beautiful spring, but he was not satisfed with the la\out of the garden.̂ "* He 

remodeled it under the supervision of Haider Malik Chadura.''' Two channels 

were divided equall\- from the canal lo irrigate the garden. A palace with a 

hammam in the centre was built. Later on the garden was named as Shahabad.̂ '̂ 

(see plan-26. plate-40) 

Chashnia Shahi : 

It is situated at the slope of Zabanwan Hill in the Phak parganah of 

Srinagar. It is a famous spring garden of Kashmir. Dara Shakoh was impressed 

b)' the natural beauty of the spot and then laid out garden around the spring. He 

brought a marble cistern from Lahore and fixed it o\er the source of spring.'''' 

the waterfalls, water chutes, and fountains present beaut}' of the terraced garden 

(see plan-27) 

Achhabal Garden : 

It is situated in Anantnag . Achhabal garden is one of the famous spring 

gardens of Kashmir. It was built b\- .lahangir m 16^3 A.D.*""̂  Later in 1636 .A.D. 

Shahjahan rebuilt the garden'''̂  with a pa\'ilion in the centre and a summerhouse 

in 1691 A.D. (see plan-28. plate-41) 
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Garden of Kashmir™ is di\ided into squares or rectangular parts. 1 he 

entire terraced garden is enclosed from all sides b\ high walls of brick 

masonr\. Each corner of enclosure is adorned with bastions. The walls ha\c 

beautiful gateways. The flowing of water in the shape of channels, wateifall 

(cascadces) water chutes, water tanks or miniature ponds monolithic seats and 

fountains present the real beaut\ of Kashmir. The regular water supph to feet 

these gardens, maintain a pleasant atmosphere. The pa\ilions. chiikkandns 

chhotns. boradaries and chbutras also contribute the natural beaut> and 

charms 
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Palaces 

Pari Mahal : 

The ruin of Pari Mahal or fair\ palace is situated on the Zabanwan hill 

to the south-east of Dal Lake. It was built by Prince Dara Shukoh who named 

it after his wife Pari Begum (her real name was Nadira Begum). He built it for 

his spiritual preceptor. Akhun Mulla Shah. It was the residential school of 

Sufism" where apart from tradition and Qaran astronomy- and astrolog}' was 

also used to be taught. Jahanara Begum belie\ed and said that out of all the 

descendants of Taimur she and her brother were to go on the spiritual path as 

[heir forefathers had chosen this path in searcli of God'\ The aforementioned 

architecmral specimen was built b\ Jahanara Begum and her brother Dara 

Shakoh. They carried on with the construction of these buildings for their tutor 

w ith the blessing of their father. 

The structural remains and the garden of Pari Mahal provide a perfect 

fusion of buildings and gardens. It is di\ided into six terraces. The garden in 

Pari Mahal is different from other Mughal gardens of Kashmir. It is devoid of 

an> waterfalls, water chutes cascades and the layout of canals, which used to be 

the general characteristic features of other building complexes found in the 

\alle}. There are ornamental fountain and lakes in fi\e ten-aces. The earthen 

(terracotta) pipes have been used for collecting water into tanks on \'arious 

terraces. 

The top most terrace has reser\oir and a pa\'ilion. The pa\ilion is built 

of local ruble stones. The two small arches ha\e been pro\ided to its fa(̂ ade. 

The reser\'oir is connected to the terrace, which UnalK is connected to a canal 

with the help of earthen pipes. The canal is fed b\ a spring, which is about half 

kilometer away in the hills. Each terrace is connected with the lower one b\ a 

few steps on the corner to descend down. The facade of the retaining wall of 

the first terrace is adorned with arches to beautif\ its front cle\ation. It is 
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pro\ided with a series of Manteca recessed arch There arc two more arches on 

either side of the stairs. Each of them is surmounted b> a niche. 

The second terrace is connected with the first b\ stairs. \n the middle of 

former is a rectangular tank, which recei\es water from first terrace through 

water chute. The third terrace is elegant and distincti\e part of the garden. It 

can easiK be approached through a brick arch gate on the east. There are ro\'al 

residential quarters along the gate. A hammam is situated in the north of the 

ro>al residential quarters. It is connected with a room said to be designed for 

heating water with the help of earthen pipes, to pro\ ide hot water in winter or 

cold weather. On the southern and western half of retaining walls there are 

similar rooms or chambers. The retaining wall of south side has a pavilion. The 

water flows down in the tank of the next terrace through the eanhen pipe. The 

water flowing into the canals in this terrace presents a picturesque scene. These 

three higher terraces were meant for the ro>al use. The remains of earthen pipes 

and a tank beyond the retaining wall are visible at the fourth terrace. 

The next terrace like other terraces has a pa\ilion and a tank whole 

upper portion of the wall is provided with perforated square holes. The 

retaining wall of pavilion has a double row of arches. The opinion of certain 

persons that the perforated square holes were made for the use of pigeons is 

quite wrong . It may be said to be a peculiar feature of the monument. In the 

last terrace of Pari Mahal a water tank is in the middle which is usualh fed 

through earthen pipes. Finalh- the water falls in Da! Lake. The entire building 

is enclosed with retaining wall. On the ends of the retaining walls octagonal 

bastion are located to support and beautif\ the structure. 

The government undertook a project of rcno\ation of Pari Mahal. Under 

this project of conser\'ation which started m 197n's' ruined stone masonr} of 

arches of boradan , retaining wall of terraces, bastion steps', tanksl roofs gale 

parts and rooms of the ro>al residential apartments and some other structures 

were restored to their original shape. 



Palace of Amir Khan : 

The palace was erected by Amir Khan'" an Afghan goxernor of 

Kashmir, on the eastern side of the Dal Lake. The palace was fortified b} a 

massi\e stone wall of about a meter width. It is difficult to guess the height of 

the fortress. The royal residential apartment had all the characteristics of a 

palace. The garden attached to it is a typical specimen of Kashmir architecture. 

The building material of palace would have been of inferior quality, as it 

could not survive even after onl>' eight }ears ahead of its completion . It was 

completed destroyed and no attempt of its. reno\ation has been enxisaged 

during the successive periods. The palace and the garden does not exist toda\. 

Rani Mahal : 

Magnificently situated, the structural remains of Rani Mahal provide a 

glimpse of the perfection and skill of the artisans regarding the construction 

based on Mughal architecture. It is the unique structure on the imperial route 

from Lahore to Srinagar. situated on the eastern end of a sarai built during 

Mughal period at Nowshera ' (Rajouri). The architectural specimen is a double 

storied building constructed with dressed gray limestone. It lies on the side of 

the river (Tawi) providing picturesque scene. (See-plates 20and 21) 

During their visit to Kashmir. .lahangir and his consort Nurjahan ordered 

to build a royal residence meant for their sta\'. It was named after her as Rani 

Mahal. The upper story of this palacial complex had been used b\ them as it 

had all the essential amenities needed b}- the ro\alt>'. A decorated haraciari 

provides a charming and beautiful scene of the ri\er Tawi and bc\ond the ri\er 

the green refreshing breeze of Pir Pangal range keeps the palace cool during 

hot weather. 

Deodar wood has been used in the ceiling of the palace. The existence of 

wood in its" original form displays its log-lasting characters. The wooden doors 

of the palace open towards south. To approach the decorated upper portion 



there is a flight of steps constructed with gra\' hmestone. A features of palace is 

it mural painting on the external surface of the western wall. It needs 

immediate preservation steps to be taken to sa\-e it from deca}\ The paintings 

seem to be based on the real event showing a queen walking in the garden. Red 

and green colours dominate the mural. The depiction of beaut}' of nature which 

attained the highest degree of interest during the period of Jahangir is quite 

apparent in the obser\'ation of the murals. Such type of natural beaut\ 

manifestations have been the characteristic feature of Jahangir (or Mughal) 

paintings. The Rani Mahal is still in good condition but it needs regular 

preservation measures to save them for the posterit)'. 

Palace at Shahabad : 

It was built b>' Nurjahan "' the famous and worthy queen of Emperor 

Jahangir. It lies at Shahabad in Anantnag district of Kashmir. It was originalK 

the royal residence of Akbar's nobles till the period of Samad Khan'"*. The 

elegant monumental square building had been constructed with dressed 

limestones "\ The baradari or widows opens towards riverside, which keep the 

ro\al building cool and fresh during summers. The decorated wooden doors 

and roof have enhanced the eleganc}' of palace quite considerabh'. The wooden 

architecture is of typical Kashmiri st\le of architecture. The main reason for 

use of wood was it abundance in Kashmir. Fine wood car\ing of Kashmiri 

artisans is well known since very earl}- times. The}' attained an unmatched skill 

because of the ro}'al patronage during Mughal period.. 

Palace of Vernag : 

Vernag is famous for its Mughal garden. Mughal Emperor Jahangir and 

his empress Nurjhan ' built a beautiful garden, which is irrigated and kepi cool 

b} the soft water of Chashma-i-Vernag. Within the garden a beautiful palace 

was also erected b}' him during his time. It is provided with octagonal water 
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lank, which used to be full of fishes. Empress Nurjahan once pul an inscribed 

gold ring in the nostril of a fish The tank is connected with the fountainhead b\ 

small channels. The adorned palace o\erlooks the other building. The palace is 

d nice specimen of construction skill as well as interior decoration. The canal 

alongwith its fresh breeze passing through the palace is a perfect wa\ of 

cooling it in warm weather. The fine woodwork is e\idence of the deft hands in 

carxing of t\ pica! Kashmiri style of interior decoration. 

Dogra Palace at Rambagh Srinagar : 

!t was built b) one of the Dogra rulers of Kashmir in Rambagh Srinagar. 

The palace was used b) them during their sta\ in Kashmir in summer season 

Therefore it is also called as summ.er palace The double storied building has 

been constructed keeping in mind the t}pical Kashmiri wooden architectural 

style. Most of its parts were built b\ using finely car\ed wooden structural 

members. 

Palace of Ali Murdan Khan : 

Aii Murdan Khan.a Mughal go\ernor of Kashmir was a great builder, 

who ma} be credited to ha\e built a ro\al abode in Nowshera '''(Srinagar). A 

beautiful garden having canals fountains and cascades were attached to it. The 

palace is now in dilapidated condition 

Jharogah-i -Shahi "*: 

The palace is situated in the Nagar Nagar fortress, which was built b\ 

Emperor Akbar. Entire monumental specimen is constructed b} the gre} 

limestone. The stone work was handled b\ the master builders from all parts of 

the countrx . It is an open building which pro\ idcs a picturesque scene The 

entire cit\ of Srinagar can be easih seen from this palace The s\stem of canals 



full of clean water and ambient greener) enhance the beaut\ of this ro>al 

abode. 

Royal palace at Achhabal garden: 

It was built b\ Jahangir in the middle of 1612-19 A.D."" Achhabal 

garden is in Anantnag district. The elegant building was erected for the sta} 

during their visit to Kashmir in summer. The water flows through a canal 

passing through the summerhouse where a monolithic seat is placed in the 

middle. 

Palace at Zaina Lank 

A palace was built b) Akbar in 1591 A.D. on the Zaina Lank which was 

originally built b> Sultan Zainul Abdin "'(1420-70). The limestone building 

does not exist todaN. 
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CHAPTER- IV 

BUILDINGS OF PUBLIC UTILITY: 

a) Sarais (inns) 

b) Canals 

c) Bridges 



Sarais 

The construction o( sai-als or rest houses was not a novel creation of the 

kings or Emperors of inedie\al period. It was a necessity for the highly 

centralized go\ernrnents to keep their control and communication intact with 

remote regions of their \'ast empires. The go\'crnments had to erect and 

maintain structures in the form of rest-houses or sarais in their own interest as 

well as the interest of their subject. The earliest references to the construction 

of sarais or rest houses comes from the period of Chandragupta Maur}'a apart 

from the mentioned in the seventh pillar Edict of Ashoka." The sarais built by 

Sher-Shah and Akbar on the Imperial routes at the interval of tw-o and five kros 

respecti\'el\\ The construction of sarais b\' Sher Shah and Akbar were to a 

great extent similar nature construction. Thus the tradition survived from the 

earliest period down to the sixteenth centur\- and onwards. 

The sorais were erected by Mughals at intervals on the wa)- from Agra 

to to Srinagar. These were situated at Bhimber Noushera. Chigas. Rajouri. 

Thana. Bheramgala. Sadabad and Chinar Saral the last one on the road from 

Bhimber to Kashmir." The successor of the Mughal in Kashmir, the Afghans. 

Sikhs and Dogras had not constructed new saral but they maintained the old 

existing structures by renovating them and maintaining them in working 

condition. 

The sarais had almost a uniform plan. They were generally single 

storied buildings, enclosed by a strong wall from all sides. Two gatewa}'s in 

entire enclosed wall laid in the opposite direction were normally large enough 

to pro\ide entrance or exit of heavily loaded camels elephants or carts. One of 

the gates had the residence of a supervisor. The small dwelling rooms or 

koiharls were constructed on the raised platforms. Each room was provided 

with a small window for light and ventilation and had a small dalan verandah 

which opened on a chabutarah about (1.22m) above the ground level. The 
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chabutrah was provided with shady trees in rows. For the convenience of 

animals and burdens of solders and tra\-ellers a big platform was made. Wells 

or baolis were the important part of the sarais to full fill the water requirements 

of dwellers (travellers) and animals. (See general plan -8) 

Chingus Snrai: 

Chingus is about 23 km,from Noushera. Chingus sarai is situated on the 

fiat tableland on the right bank of Tawi river. It lies between Nowshera and 

Rajouri.'' A bungalow meant for travellers accommodation is some ?>{){) metres 

awa\' from the village Chingus. The sarai is situated near the bungalow--. There 

is a forest of fur trees above the sarai on western side while there is a grazing 

ground towards the river. 

The Chingus is famous for the grave of entombing entrails of Jahangir 

who died on his wa)' to Lahore on 28'̂  October 1627. while returning from 

Kashmir.' The sarai at Chingus existing must below the road from Rajouri to 

Noushera is a well planed residential structure. The walls of sereai enclose the 

dwelling quarters as well as a large open court}'ard. The tomb of mortal 

remains of .lahangir and the residential complex both ha\'e their own gatewaNs 

but the\- are inter connected with each other. The dwelling quarters are well 

built and enclosed by a wall meant for protection. The enclosure wall has 

number of gate openings. Besides a number of cells have been made along the 

wall which have their openings inside the enclosure. In the centre of the 

dwelling quarters lies a small mosque. The mosque is simple and has three-

arched gate and a dome like structure.(See plan-10. plate-32) 

Sarai at Nadpur 

Nadpur is a small village in between Rajouri and Nawshera. which is 38 

km. from Rajouri town and 10 km from Nowshera. The sarai^xs, situated on the 

western side of the road. The .swo/-cum-fort is of typical Mughal style having 



t\\o main gates opposite each other one is the northern wall while the other one 

in the southern wall of the square building. There are also traces of a well in the 

centre of the Sarai. The gates are about 12 feet in high and eight feet in wide. 

On the western side of it is dense mountain forest of pine trees and on the other 

side a ri\er Tawi flows. The height of wall is 8 feet at some places because of 

being damaged but wherever it is intact it has a height of 10 feet. The building 

is not preserved. A dense jungle of grass and weeds is developing inside. 

Building material used is large local stone that mud mortar having thatch has 

been used as cementing material. This type of mortar is a general feature, 

which ma>' be witnessed in almost all the sarais on the way leading to Kashmir 

through Pir Panjal mountain range. (See plan-11). 

Sarai at Novvshera : 

Nowshera is situated on the bank of the river Tawi and is 48 kms awa\' 

from Rajouri. The sarai and other buildings \\ere originalh' built during the 

time of Emperor Akbar. This sarai is unique in its construction and is \\orth\-

of attention. It is spacious and different from O\\\QX sarais in their general la\out 

and composition. The sarai has got double enclosure walls. The outer wall has 

double storied bastions at the corners. Each bastion is crowned by strong and 

massi\e battlements. The sarai also has rows of alcoves. The entrance of the 

sarai is in the middle of the west wall. It consists of arched cells facing a 

common courtyard looking similar to other sarais of the region. A mosque is 

standing on the opposite side of the main entrance of the sarai. This was also 

built b>' the Mughals. The mosque has all the architectural characters of the 

period. The inosque is still being used by the Muslims of locality. 

There is another sarai in Nowshera some three to four km. Apart from 

the abo\e-mentioned sarai. It is not in good condition. It has a single enclosure 

wall. It has two entrance points in the middle of the opposite walls. There have 
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been the residential areas lying towards the southwest corner of the enclosure 

wall. (See plan-9. plates-22. 23. 24 and 25) 

Sarai at Naryan : 

The Nar\an Sarai is onl\' a few kms aw a)' from the famous sarai at 

Chingus which lies at a distance of (23 kms from Nowshera). The sarai has the 

same features of the period on the imperial route leading to Kashmir while 

coming from Lahore. The remains of the sarai bear the same characteristic 

features of a Mughal (inn) sarai}^ The-enclosure wall of the sarai is about 

three feet in width in which local stone boulders have been used. The building 

is in a dilapidated condition. It has its main gate in the middle of the western 

wall. On each of the corners there are well build bastions. The whole complex 

has single storied buildings. 

Sarai of Dharamsaia : 

A few kilometers from Nar}'an on the same line there is another sarai 

belonging to Mughal period. The structure is standing on the right bank of the 

river Tawi flowing from Rajouri tow'ards south crossing the Noushera Tehsil 

on the western table land. West to the sareai is a road, w'hich runs from .lammu 

cit\- to Poonch via Rajouri town. Dharmshala is the name of the village. It is 

said that once it was famous for Hindu worship. Later on during Mughal 

period a sarai was constructed to serve as a halting place to the Emperor and 

traxellers going to Kashmir. Now it is being used by the local people. It is not 

of the size of O{\\QX sarais but small structure having double-storied building. 

The main entrance is in the middle of the western wall. There are four bastions 

on the four corners of the building. The walls of the residences in the sarai arc 

broken down at many a places. A Jungle of weed has grown o\er the top of the 

wall and roofs of the rooms. Wall construction is same as in other sorais. The 

building material used is local stone boulders, bricks and at some places mud 
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plaster has been used. It also contains the samadhi of Baba Lai Chand. " There 

is also a Hindu temple inside the enclosure of the saroi. which is dedicated to 

Vishnu. It is a centre of \\orship of the local people. It is said that the temple 

was built during the Dogra Raj in Jammu and Kashmir. 

Sarai of Muradpur : 

The structural complex of sarai of Muradpur'' is seven kilometers from 

Rajouri and fort\'-one kms from Noushera on Chingus Road. It has been 

constructed on the high table land and over looks the green field around the 

banks of Chingus Tawi river. On the front of the sarai is Dangri hill which 

picturesque scene. The structure is not in good state of preservation due to lack 

of maintenance of monuments. It is an interesting structural complex having a 

mosque, with all its features. There is a big Assembh' Hall, which would ha\'e 

been Di^van-i-khas during Mughals 

The structure is in dilapidated condition having its. roof in the form of 

debris. The enclosure wall is in good condition. Each corner of the sarai has 

bulbous bastions but the upper portion is damaged. The thickness of the 

enclosures wall is not uniform ranging from one to two meters. It is built by 

rubble stones with lime surkhi mortar. The structure includes a number of 

rooms. Each room measures about 6.30 x 6.30 m.''̂  It is now under the use of 

local population as their dwellings. 

Sarai of Andarkot (Rajouri) 

Andrakot ' is in the southern portion of the Rajouri town situated on the 

lop of table land near the contluence of the 'faui river and Kotli nalla. There is 

no complete structure except the mosque of Mughal period. These structure 

remains noticed earlier by ASI tell us that once there stood a fort, palace, 

compartment (cells), hammams. Assembly hall and gardens. The sarai 

contained all these structures earlier but in a dilapidated condition. The sarai 
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traces show the beaut}' of the complex. The most important structure was 

palace which was used b} the Emperor during their visit to Kashmir through 

imperial route \'ia Pir Panjal range. These all are now occupied b}' a Post office 

and private residences. 

Mughal Sarai at Gajjar Market Rajouri : 

The sarai and other structural complexes''' are on the left bank of the 

ri\er Tawi on the end of the Julia Bridge at Rajouri. The sarai-cum-pa\acQ is 

an interesting structure. The sarai contains mosque. Assembly Hall. Hommam. 

dwelling compartments and gardens. The sorai is one of huge complexes on 

the imperial route to Kashmir. There are bastions known as Biirj on each corner 

of the sarai. The Western Wall is still existing. The building material used 

comprises of rubble stones and bricks with lime surkhi mortar. The wall is 

approximateh' 2 meter wide. All the surviving structures are now occupied b\' 

District Hospital and Higher Secondary School. All these have been repaired 

and renovated except the western wall of a mosque on the western end of 

Higher Secondary School. The wall contain mehrab in the middle and arches 

on both the ends. The mosque is not in use for prayers and lying un cared for 

and not preserved. (See plan-12) 

Sarai at Kheora : 

The sarai is situated at Kheora on the Darhal route. It is not situated on 

the Mughal routes and perhaps abandoned due to inconvenience of the route. It 

is an enclosure wall built by. local stone boulders and lime surkhi. brick zeera 

mortar. The entire building is now completely damaged and the interior of the 

enclosure is now being used h\ the farmers for their crops. 

Sarai at Darhali More : 

The sarai is situated on the left bank of Behrot river flowing from 

Thanamandi. It is six kilometers from Rajouri town in the noilh of 



Thanamandi. The soral has a strong enclosure, which is still existing. There are 

two gates in the entire structure existing in the opposite walls of North-south 

direction, The gate of the southern wall is larger than the northern gate w'hich 

was perhaps the main entrance of scurii. The western wall is stronger than 

others and is about three feet in thickness. The interior enclosure is about 60 x 

45 metres. In front of the main entrance there is a structure resembling with a 

pound below. The structure is measured about 15x15 feet. Perhaps it was used 

for supphing water for animals only. The saroi bears the features of the 

Mughal period. (See plan-13. plate-34) 

Sarai of Fatehpur : 

Fatehpur village is seven kilometers from Rajouri town and the sarai is 

one and half kilometers from the sarai at Darheli mode. Towards the west ol~ 

saroi is a state's resin factory. The remains of the sarai comprise of an 

enclosed wall with two entrance gatewa\s one in the southern wall and other in 

the northern wall. The structure is rectangular with bastion on each corner. The 

walls are built of local stones having lime and surkhi mortar. 

Saj Sarai: 

Saj''̂  is a village, twelve kilometers from Rajouri situated on the 

Rajouri-Thanamandi road. The sarai is 150m above the roadside on the hillock. 

It is a rectangular structure with a magnificent view. The sarai contains 

damaged structure inside enclosure walls that seem to be of apartment. 

luimmam and well. It has also two gatewa\s. The single-storied complex has 

bastions on corners. Some of the structural remains of this sarai resemble with 

Rajouri sarai. The elaborate arrangements reveal that perhaps it had a palace 

complex used by Emperors during their stay. (See plan-14) 

Thanamandi Sarai: 

Thanamandi is 21 km from Rajouri proper. It is perhaps last halting place 
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of Mughal before the Rattan Shah Fir mountain range." It is surrounded b> 

mountains from all sides except south. In the middle of Thanamandi Tehsil. the 

sarai shows its magnificent view. The interesting structural complex has extra 

ordinar>- construction. There are two enclosure walls, built one after the other. 

These walls infuse a new brilliance to the complex. The technique of double 

wall shows an extra protection device introduced by the Mughals. The sarals 

contains residential rooms, hanimam, and garden in the centre of the enclosure. 

The doors of all the rooms around open towards centre. There are tw-o gateways 

on opposite walls, one opens towards west and the other main entrance exists 

towards east. The sarai is in good condition. The sarai is now occupied b}' the 

Arm}' after the commencement of confusion and chaos in the valley. Before 

occupation of the arm\' it was maintained b\' a private Educational Institution. 

(Sec plan-16) 

Hirapur sarai: 

It is situated on the Imperial route at Hirapur after crossing Pir Panjal 

range. The sarai contains two gateway's on the opposite walls. The rectangular 

structure is enclosed by four w-alls. Each wall is about five meters high and 

two meters wide. The sarai provided with bastions and battlements. (See 

plan-15) 

The sarais on the Imperial route from Bhimber to Shupiyan are similar 

with only marginal differences in their architecture and construction. Mosth 

the sarais are square or rectangular' and surrounded by single" or double"' 

enclosure walls. Rectangular or square enclosures of smaller size have also 

been found to be attached with the main structure in some of the sarais.'^ 

These are most probably the extensions which were made later to increase the 

accommodation capacity of the existing sarais. On the riversides the royal 

residence"' is a striking feature of these sarais. Mosques'^' are found usualh' in 
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the bigger pari of the sarai enclosure but in some cases it is outside in the 

opposite of the eastern entrance." The arched rooms with arched verandah 

has been built against the interior of fortress with masonry work or backed 

bricks."^ The arched gateways are wide and high with masonry roofs." Both 

sides of the gateways are provided with small decorated chamber for guards to 

keep their eyes on the incoming and outgoing movements. The larger size of 

gateways is one of the features noticed till the end of Jahangir's reign"' (1627 

A.D.) later they are found to be much smaller. 

With the political affairs the beauty and charming Kashmir has always 

been the attraction of Emperors, kings or nobles. So the sarois on the Imperial 

route trom Lahore to Kashmir are mostly constructed on the tableland near the 

either bank of ri\-ers to enioN' the natural beautx' also."'' 
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Canals 

It is true that the canai system has greatly contributed to the beauty of 

the Kashmir region. The canals look quite beautiful when they are full of clean 

water. The process of construction of canals was not the new idea but it has 

been going on since ancient time. One of the canals of ver}' early time in 

Kashmir is now called Noru. which was constructed for Navigation. It crosses 

the Wular lake through which flows the main stream of Jhelum to connect 

Sopure with Srinagar after leaving the left bank of Jhelum river below 

Shadipur. The canal runs southward where it further bifurcates into a small and 

a big branch. The smaller branch continues straight on through the marshes to 

Patan and Palhallan. while big one turns towards right and finally enters Wular 

lake from south. 

Canals system in Kashmir may be divided into three categories -

Belonging to the first categor\' are the canals, which were dug out for 

na\igation purposes. Before the construction of roads in Kashmir the ri\cr 

.Ihelum and its tributaries have been a chief source of a network of navigation 

transport. The Srinagar city is connected with Anantnag from south and 

Barahmula from North through the Jhelum river and canals dug out of it. 

Second catesorv of canals was used onlv for irriaatins the cultivated fields. 

The last category of canal had been dug for the purpose of watering the trees, 

fountains, flowering plants, hammams etc contained by a garden. 

The Emperors, kings, nobles and also common people have always been 

the loxer of beauty of Kashmir. They used to design beautiful gardens to add to 

the beaut)- of valley. The main feature of these gardens is water stream flowing 

through these canals. 

The main gardens of this period with prolific networks of canals haNe 

mosth- been constructed by Mughal Emperors and their successors. These 

gardens are Shalimar garden. Nishat garden. Achhabal aarden. Vernaa aarden. 



Bagh-i-Asif Khan. Bagh-i-Faiz Buksh. Jarogah-i-Shahi. Nur Bagh. Bagh-i-

Safa. Bagh-i-Pampur. Bagh-i-Dilwar Khan. Chandhri Bagh. Ram Bagh and 

Bagh-i-Bahman Singh etc. 

The construction of canals was undertaken on the basis of necessity. 

There is variation in their shape and size. The navigable canals are usually \er)-

wide and deep while the canals, which irrigate the lands, are comparati\'el>' 

smaller and shallow. The navigable canals were also used for irrigation quite 

often. Normal!}' the canals running through the gardens are not much deeper. 

Their depth is range between 1 to 2 feet. 

Lachhnia Kul': The canal was taken out from Shah Kul (another canal) 

b\ the order of Lachhma Khatoon. wife of .lalal Thakur. It runs from Shah Kul 

and reaches up to .lami Masjid of Nohala. Srinagar. where it feeds the fountains 

and bathrooms. 

During the Mughal rule in Kashmir, it was repaired and widened. There 

are also a few small canals taken out from Lachma Kul to feed the gardens: 

Bagh-i-Ilahi. Bagh-i-Bahrara. Bagh-i-Gulshan. Darshani Bagh. Bagh-i-Ina\at 

and Zafarabad. 

A canal from Shah Kul: A canal was dug out by Saif Khan, the 

Mughal governor of Kashmir, which is next to Shah Kul". The canal is broad 

and the embankments are built of stones. It was designed specificalK- to supply 

water to a garden known as Bagh-i-Saifabad. It was christened after the name 

of the Go\'ernor. It does not exist toda}'. 

Another canal from Shah Kul : Akhun Mulla Shah, the spiritual 

preceptor of prince Dara Shakoh. dug out a canal from Shah Kull which 

reaches up to Moza Darind. The canal was broad and strengthened with 

stonework. Unfortunately it does not exist todav. 
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Lar Kul"*: It was dug out b\ Raja Larak Chand from river Sindlar. It 

initiates from the river at Moza Wasan and irrigates the field of villages at Lar 

reaching up to Tawand Hamah. 

The Lar canal was extended further from Tawand Hamah b>' Raja 

JaNapid. It had been dug up to Badmpura where it used to irrigate the padd\ 

fields. The canal was repaired during the period of subsequent rulers. 

Lari CanaP: The canal runs through the foot of the Dayarahlari 

mountain and irrigates the village of Safapore. The canal was dug by Sultan 

ZainulAbidin (1420-70 AD). 

Arab Kul̂ ' : It was taken out from the Sindler river which separates 

from Moza Prang at the foot of the southern mountains. The fields of Parang 

were irrigated by this canal. The canal is wide and the banks are strengthened 

with masonr}' work to save it from soil erosion of the contiguous area. Laskhar 

Khan, a Mughal governor of Kashmir, repaired the canal during his tenure. 

Dab Kul : It irrigates the fields at Moza Maigam and moza Dab. It 

initiates from river Sindlar having a broad and deep-water stream. The stones 

ha\e been used for its construction. 

Shab Kul : The canal initiates from river Sindler at moza Wailur. It was 

dug during the Sultanate period by Sultan Zainul Abidin for the benefit of the 

inhabitants of Pargana Arvi. It also feeds the gardens of the royal palace of 

Sultan Zainulabdin at Nowshera in Srinagar. Now the gardens and the palaces 

are in dilapidated condition. The canal used to irrigate the fields of Parganal 

Ar\-i. 

Zukri kur-*: It separates from Sindh at moza Wailu and meets Arkut 

(another canal) irrigating the fields of villages in Phak. It was dug by a ruler. 
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known as Raja Zishik. It was named as Zukri Kul because it flows through the 

moza of Zukrah. Before the Mughal period it used to flow through gardens of 

Aishabad. Daulatabad and Afzalabad etc. 

Maharaja Rambir Singh, a Dogra ruler united both Zukrikul and Shato 

Kul for the factors- of Shall and abresham. It also feeds Saidabad garden. 

A canal from Hanvan river: . It supplies water to beautiful garden at 

Nishat Bagh. After flowing through garden it falls into the Dal Lake. It was 

dug b\' Asaf .fah Khan during the period of Jahangir. The canal is short in 

length but well built b>' applying stones to its" raised embankments to save it 

from soil erosion. 

Khavvaja Shaharyar Naqshbandi canal: He was a saint, dug a canal 

abo\'e the \illage of Harwan at the foot of mountain. It was name after him as 

Khawaja Shahar>'ar Naqshbandi Canal. It irrigates the fields of moza Barin 

and IS still in good condition. 

Sultan Zainul Abdin (1420-70) dug a canal for the irrigation of 

culti\ation of moza Achhar. It flows through the northern part of Srinagar cit\. 

It is said that it irrigates Achhar for about eight months in a >'ear. 

Syyad Buzurg Shah Canal: It was dug by Say}'ad Buzurg Shah Qadri. 

a Sufi saint of Kashmir. It initiates from the Budshah canal and passes through 

KhaniN'a w ith its w'ater stream. 

Daulat Kul": The canal was dug in the period of Daulat Shah Chak. He 

designed it to flow through the courtyards of his residence. The residence 

alongwith the canal was destroyed due to flood. Kharjh Shah Niyar Naqshbandi 

repaired the canal at the cost of Rs. 7.000 for irrigation. 
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Kaodarah Canal'" ; Kaodarah canal emanates from Budshah canal and 

passes through Marjapura where it Joins with Khushal Sar. It was used both for 

na\igation as well as irrigation. 

Tarahbal Canal : It dug out from another canal and reaches Chunti Kul 

passing under Dra^jar Bridges. It finally enters the river Jhelum opposite Sher 

Garhi. It is wide and deep enough to suggest it's use for navigation which used 

to be a mean of transportation. 

Another canal: From Har\an river a canal was dug by the order of 

.lahangir. It feeds the flowering plants, chinar trees and fountains of Shalimar 

garden. It was specially made for Shalimar garden. Finally it fell into Dal lake. 

Maus Canal : It was dug b}' Raja Buler coming out of Flarwan ri\'er at 

Moza Nagar Pura. It was dug onh' for the purpose of irrigating the fields of 

Pakh parganah. It is a small channel built of stone having pakka plaster. 

Nandi Canal'^ : It was dug quite earl\- by a woman named Nandi. It 

w as named after her. It irrigates a wide area from Hablash to Anantnag before 

finalK- entering in the same river .Ihelum at Bijbahara. The canal was repaired 

and restored by the subsequent rulers for helping cultivation. It irrigates about 

7388 acres of land. 

Nuru Canal'"*: It was dug for irrigating the fields at Naidkhai. The canal 

remains full of water even during summer season. 

Sonahman Canal ""̂  : It was dug in ancient period b}' Raja Sudran for 

irrigating Arwins fields. The canal has been repaired time and again b\' the 

rulers of Kashmir. 
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Lajma Kul'^': It was dug out to irrigate the llowers and trees ofBagh-i-

llalii alongwith ro\'al residences. Its water finalh- fell in Dal Lake. 

Mar Canal'^: The canal runs through Srinagar city. Its embankments 

were lined and raised by using stones so that it is saved from soil erosion of the 

neighboring area. Now it does not exist an)'more. It has been filled up and a 

road is built over it. It was 6 -15 feet wide. 

1 Q 

Sunr-i-Kul : It is also called "apple-tree canal" which was especially 

dug out for irrigation of apple trees in Srinagar cit\'. It was taken out of r!̂ 'er 

.Ihelum. 

A canal was dug out b\' the go\crnor Ali Murdan Khan (1651 AD), 

initiating from Tel Bal pargana . The canal runs along the hill and fmalK' falls 

into Telbal stream after irrigating the garden laid b\' Ali Murdan Khan. 

At Anantnag a canal was dug from river Burengi during Mughal rule"". 

Quite a big area was irrigated by the canal. Till today it is being used as a 

source of irrigation. 

Canal at Achhabal : Achhabal garden use to receive water through a 

canal. The water flow-s through gardens by one hundred channels emanating 

from the canal''. 

Canal at Shopiyan : There exists a canal at Shupiyan which comes out 

from river Veshan. It irrigates the paddy fields of Kulgam and Shopayan in 

Anantnao district". 



Zainagir Canal: It was dug for the agricultural purpose and irrigates 

about 7538 acre of land in Kashmir. 

Martend Canal ^ : It is an ancient canal dug by one of the Hindu rulers 

of Kashmir. It irrigates about 7578 acres of land of Martand and adjoining 

areas. The repair and restoration work of the canal was taken up by subsequent 

rulers time and asain. 

Lai Kul : It irrigates about 3879 acres""* of land in Kashmir. 

Dadi Canal : Dadi canal irrigates about 1620 acres''̂  of land in 

Kashmir. It remains in its full flow throughout the year. 

A canal was dug from river Jhelum in Srinagar city. Emperor Jahangir 

ordered to plant shady trees'^ on both the sides of the canal. The canal was used 

for na\igational communications too. 

Zaffar Khan (1632-40 AD) dug a canal for his garden. Bagh-i-

Zaffarabad"''. The garden and canal does not exit today. 

Canal for wine distillery: Maharaja Rambir ordered to dug out a canal 

for his distiller)' of wine at Gupkar' . The canal is about 20 kilometers long 

running along the mountainside. 

Canal in Gilgit : It is a small canal, which was built by the order of 

Maharaja Rambir Singh" . The canal fed by Nala Bunji. was washed a\\a\ b}' 

the Hoods during rainy season. The work of repair was undertaken in 1883. to 

restore the canal. This arrangement of restoration proved very successful for 

the irrisation of the fields. This area is now under Pakistani administered. 



Canal from Nala Chamal : It is another canal which was dug b\ 

Maharaia Rambir Singh for irrigation It was dug for the benefit of the public 

as well as enhancement in the revenue The canal was brought from Nala 

Chamu to feed the area which prexioush was King unculti\ated' . 
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Bridges 

The rivers of Kashmir are spanned by bridges, only Jhelum ri\er in 

Kashmir is spanned by a number of bridge in its course. They are magnificent and 

unique constructions, called Kadals. The bridges, similar to that of Kadal of a 

single Span is called sanghas. These are usually built by wooden logs. 

In the construction of bridges, on either side of the river first of all rubble 

was placed to make the plinth strong and powerful, and laced with crossbeams of 

cedar trees.' Stout wooden poles were placed one over the other in successively 

projecting tiers, the interspaces between the latter were filled up with cross-beams. 

The length of the poles increased in size as they approached lo the upper platform 

ha\ing slight inclination upwards while their starting ends were firmly braced into 

the stonework. Befween the uppermost row of wood three or four stout and long 

logs arc placed, and earth is spread over them for path." Some time the\- are so 

strong!)' built that they losted upto hundred \'ears.'' The Himalyan cedar is durable 

than the common cedar. (See plans 29 for wooden piles and a bridge). 

There are many t\'pes of bridges found in Kashmir region known as Kanal. 

.Ihola. tangri and Chika (See plans 30-33 for bridges plate 48). 

Kanal bridge: 

It is formed by placing a single and strong stem of a tree across a stream. 

The\' are mosth' of limited length and dimension, only practicable for foot 

passengers. 

Jlwla Bridges:^ 

It is constructed b)- a strong rope, stretched between pier and strongK 

fastened on either banks of the river. On either side above the footway the guy-

rope is fastened, which is grasped by the passenger to enable him to retain his 
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footing on the bridges. The guy-ropes are kept in their place by being attached at 

inter\als to the ends of forked branches. 

Tangri bridge: 

This type of bridge is formed by applying wooden logs to the either banks 

of ri\er where small wooden pieces are placed at regular interval at right angle of 

the logs. The upper surface of logs makes platform after being covered with 

brushwood and stones. 

Chika bridge: 

This type of bridge is formed b\' using ropes. Six to nine stout ropes close 

to each t)lhcr. extended between the piers are placed on either bank of the stream. 

A wooden rings of about three feet in length and a foot in diameter is applied to 

these ropes. It is held forward and backward by a rope attached to it and 

connected with the group of six to nine ropes at intervals of about 15 to 18 feet b>' 

stout cane rings. 

A loop of ropes is secured, to slide, through which passengers inserts their 

legs and clasps his hands round the rope to retain himself in sitting position. Then 

he crosses the stream or river by sliding through rope. 

Kashmir is spanned b}' several important bridges. There is a bridge known 

as Amirkadal which is a purely wooden bridge at Srinagar on .Ihelum river, this 

large bridge was built by Amir Khan, a governor of Kashmir in Timur Shah"s 

reign.' Later it was rebuilt by a Sikh governor. Mian Singh after it was washed 

out b>- floods. The bridge was in the same Kashmiri st)ie as described in 

introduction of bridges. It was about two hundred feet in length. Habba Kadal. 

the second bridge on .Ihelum river, perhaps built after the name of great Kashmiri 

poetess. Habba Khatoon. It was constructed on the same manner like other 



bridges on Jhelum which has been compared b\' Wakefield to old London bridge. 

It was formed of trunks of cedar driven into the bed of Jhelum with stone and 

rocks placed around them. These formed the supports for the bridge foundation, 

made up of alternative stones layers and cedar's trunk. On the uppermost portion 

a platform was formed by applying the cedar logs one after the other and earth was 

rammed o\er it. It was burnt to ashes and has never been reconstructed 

afterwards. 

The third cit>' bridge. Fateh Kadal. is situated above the Pathar mosque, 

built b> Nurjahan. It was formed b\' apphing Himalayan cedar and stones in 

alicrnaic la\ers. in the same plan, like other bridges commonly constructed on 

.Ihelum ri\er. But now. construction of a new bridge is undertaken b\' the 

go\ernment. 

Zaina Kadal. the next bridge on the same river. .Ihelum. was built by Zaiul-

Abdin (1423-1487 A.D.). a Kashmir Sultan. The bridge was named after him. It 

is situated near the tomb of Sultan Zainul-Abdin in Srinagar. The old bridge exists 

but new next it is under construction. 

Next to the Zaina Kadal is Ali Kadal in same plane. It was in dilapidated 

condition. Old destroyed in fire new concrete bridge exists at the cite. It washed 

awa\- b}- floods and reconstructed aftenvards man\- times. Now it is not usable. 

Nawa Kadal. is the sixth bridge on the same river connecting the two half 

of Srinagar cit>' formed of cedar stems and stones, spanned by pillars at equal 

interxal. It \\as reconstructed after ever}' destruction either by flood or fire. On 

the cite the new concrete bridge is undertaken b)' Government. 

The last bridge. Saffa Kadal. on river .Ihelum in the cit>-. had the same stxie 

of construction like other bridges in Srinagar formed of cedar stems, stones and 

rocks. Some of the above bridges were constructed'" and rebuilt" by .lahangir 

durine his \'isit to Kashmir. 
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A bridge was constructed by Shahjahan in 1640 A.D.'". formed of stems 

oni\. The construction was simple, unlike other strong and durable bridges. The 

bridge formed of one or two logs, having a small span. Such t\'pe of bridge is 

called Kanal bridge. ' 

After leaving Srinagar cit\' there were six bridges on the .Thelum upto 

Baramulla.'"' All the bridges were almost constructed on the same plan and 

constructed with equal interval of spanned pillars, built either b}' timber on)}' or 

composition of both timer (the Himalayan cedar) and stones placing in alternate 

rows. Some of these bridge were repaired after floods'"' and fires while others 

were destro>ed leaving behind their traces. 

A bridge at Bijbahara formed of timber is called Kathal bridge, with 

spanned wooden pillars, ll was thrown across the river .Ihclum. During his \'isit to 

Kashmir in 1634 A.D. Shahjahan also crossed this bridge and enjoyed picturesque 

scenes of valle\'. " 

A bridge was formed by Dilawar Khan'̂ ' the Mughal governor of Kashmir 

on Chanab. It was for crossina the river bv fastening both ends of rope on either 

bank of the river with rocks. Two other ropes were also attached to it. for hand 

clasp. These used to be about one to two meters above the rope, tied for footing of 

passengers. The so called bridges were temporarily formed for crossing the ri\ers 

in mountains area. Near the Gond. a bridge was formed for the passengers, on 

Sindh ri\er. Moorcraft has not gi\en the description of the formation of bridge. 

He says that he had crossed the Sindh river by a bridge.'^ But it could be of 

similar stN le and material used in other bridse in Kashmir. 

Al Poshiana. a bridee similar in construction to all met with in Kash mir. 
- I R 

lormed of strong stems of local cedar wood, placed across the river stretched 

from bank to bank. Over them brushwood and earth was applied to form the 

platform for public to cross the river. The original bridge does not exist toda\'. 
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Perhaps it has been washed away b>' floods.''̂  There were some bridges of two or 

three logs, but it is difficuU to walk over. Perhaps it is later work of local public 

and ma\' be in same st}ie that prevails in that area. 

0\er the Sunt-Kul or apple tree canal. Dal-gate Srinagar. a bridge was built 

h\ cedar wood. It was spanned with the help of wooden logs similar in plan to 

others."" It was spanned with the help of wooden pillars in the canal. Over them 

the logs were placed and secured strongly and the platformed was formed by 

placing brushwood and earth. The bridge is still there but not in its original 

condition since improvement has been made for making it moterable. 

A bridge connecting the two parts of Pampore area formed of wooden logs 

applied on the strong plinth of stones and rocks on both the banks of the river 

.Ihelum. It was spanned by the wooden piers strongly built giving arch like 

appearance."' The bridge shows that it was reconstructed after floods."' 

A similar spanned bridge was constructed at Bijabbihara. The arched piers 

resemble with the bridge at Pampore.'"' This bridge does not exist today. 
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CHAPTER- V 

NUMISMATICS 



Numismatics 

The coins introduced by Kanishka in Kashmir in 78 A.D.. remained 

unchanged down to the conquest of MusHm in 1339 A.D. But after the 

estabHshment of Muslim rule the old s\'stem of coinage change to some extent 

as for as its legend and metrology is concerned. Moreover major changes 

noticed in the Muslim coinage was renouncement of figures on the obverse or 

rex'erse of the coins 

The ancient coins were struck in square or round shape having s\mbols 

of fiora or fauna and some times Devanagri legend. The Sultan coins have also 

been struck in round and square shape. But now the legend as well as other 

depictions were substantially changed except the metrology and the shape of 

the coin. The oldest coin, of Muslims ruler, available in S.P.S. Museum. 

Srinagar is of Shah Mir (1339-42 A.D.) Shah Mir coins bears the legend in 

Persian scripts giving the name of the Sultan alongwith his title and the place of 

minting of the coin such as "As'Sultanul Azam Shams Shah" and Zarb-i -

Kashmir. The later Sultans continued the process of minting coins with minor 

variation in legends. The copper coins of Sultans are round, having average 

diameters as 0.8 inches. The silver coins are square in shape having average 

weight of 9.0 gms. In his article C. J. Rodgers has criticized the Muslim 

coinage on two counts. First of all the}' were obser\'ed to have little artistic 

\alue and secondly some mistakes have been found in striking the dates in 

some pieces which according to him is quite confusing. 

The coins which were issued by the Sultans were of copper, called 

Pantsu or Kasera. The actual monetar)' unit was the cowre. \\'hich was used for 

fractional payment or minor purchases.' 

This sNstem of coinage continued by the latter rulers with minor changes 

in the shape, size and weight. 
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Mughal Coins : 

Though the Mughal coins were minted at Srinagar. but the inscriptions 

bear the name of Kashmir. Before the annexation of Kashmir by Akbar in 1586 

A.D.. there are some coins bearing the name of Islam Shah Sur. There are also 

some coins bearing Huma)un"s name, minted under orders of Mirza Haider 

Dughlat. Akbar"s coins were struck in Kashmir as early as 1557 A.D. and one 

of his coins bear the date 1579 A.D;' 

Akbar had issued fmd currenc}' of gold and silver and copper coins. 

Under Akbar and his successors Srinagar remained as mint-town. 

The xalue of local smaller coins, with that of the Mughal's standard 

coins as given b)' Abul Fa/.al was 

1 Hath (Hundreder) = 1 copper dam of Akbar 

1 Sasitn (Thousander) = 10 Hath. 

1 Lakh = 100 Sasam (represent the value of 1000 Dams) 

The coins have been inscribed in Persian script. The obverse of the coins 

bear the name of Emperor while reverse mentions the name of the place where 

these were minted. One of the coins (no. 368) of Akbar minted in Kashmir 

bears the following inscription." 

Obverse Reverse 

>/ 

O^Ol^ 

^ ^ . ^ 

'.'A' C 

The silver coins other than those minted at Kashmir were also in 

circulation during Akbar regime. One of them is the old Akbar Shahi round 

rupee weighing 11 mosha 4 ratisf 
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Akbar 

The coins in circulation during the period of Akbar minted by him in 

the cities outside Kashmir are in the custod>' of S.P.S Museum. Srinagar. Their 

selected details inscribed on the obverse as well as reverse are provided in the 

tabular form 

Siher Coins :-

Coin No. 

394 

396 

397 

398 

399 

402 

403 

404 

405 

i 406 

408 

409 

411 

412 

413 

Weight 

(in gms) 

11.63 

11.31 

11.37 

11.37 

11.31 

11.63 

11.57 

11.31 

5.65 

5.65 

11.57 

11.55 

11.55 

11.44 

11.24 

Descr 

Date of coin 

985 

985. but year 992 H. 

985. but year 995 H. 

985. but year 996 H. 

985. but year 997 H. 

39th Ilahi. Bahman month. 

39th Ilahi. Bahman month. 

46"' Ilahi. Ardibihisht month 

42"' or 43th Ilahi. No month 

48"' Ilahi. Bahman month 

Year doubtful. Di month. 

No year. 

Probably 48" Ilahi and. 

Amardad month 

Year smudged. 

A forgery of Akbar" s Rupee. 

ption 

Mint name 

Missing 

Missing 

Missing 

Missing 

Missing 

Ahmadabad. 

Ahmadabad. 

Patna 

Not visible 

Lahore 

Ahmadabad. 

Ahmadabad. 

Ahmadabad. 

missing. 
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Copper Coins :-

The coins issued b\' Akbar bearing the mint name Srinagar are present in 
Sri Pratap Singh Museum at Srinagar.Kashmir. Their details are being 
furnished below 

Coin No. 

549 

550 

Weight 

(in gms) 

9.88 

20T5 

Date of coin 

_I lahi 

40"\ Ilahi 

Description 

Mint name 

Srinagar 

Srinagar 

The details of the coin issued b\' Akbar minted at places other than 

Kashmir are being given as under: 

Copper Coins 

Coin No. 

533 

534 

535 

Weight 

(in gms) 

8.84 

8.97 

8.77 

Description 

Date of coin 

97 H 

982 AH. 

1000 AH 

Mint Name 

Lahore 

Lahore 

Camp 

Jahangir Coin 

The coins issued by Akbar bearing the mint name other than Kashmir 

are also present in Sri Pratap Singh Museum at Srinagar.Kashmir. One of the 

coins with its detail in tabular fonn as under 
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SiKer coins 

Coin No. 

414 

Weight 

(in gms) 

11.55 

Description 

Date of minting 

9"̂  Ilahi. Mihr month. 

Mint name 

Kandahar. 

Shahjahan : 

The coins minted by Shahjahan belonging to the mints other then 

Kashmir which are present in Sri Pratap Singh Museum. Srinagar are give blow 

with their description 

Siher coins: -

Coin No. 

417 

418 

421 

4T) 

424 

427 

428 

429 

Weight 

(in gms) 

11.55 

11.55 

11.57 

11.57 

11.44 

11.55 

11.55 

11.55 

Description 

Date of minting 

No date visible. 

1042 A.H..6"Vegnal year 

1046 A.H.. 10"'regnal year 

Hijri year deleted. 11"' 

regnal year. 

Hijri \car deleted. 17'̂  regnal 

\ear. 

Hijri year missing. 17" 

regnal year. 

Hijri year missing, 17''̂  

regnal year. 

1054 A.H.. regnal year 

Mint name 

Surat. 

Lahore. 

Lahore. 

Multan. 

Thatta 

Missing. 

Missing. 

Missing. 
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430 

431 

432 

433 

11.55 

11.55 

11.57 

11.55 

1055 A.H.. regnal year 

Both years uncertain. 

A poor coin without mint or 

date. 

Not visible 

Ahmadabad. 

Ilahi. Ahmadabad. 

Aurangzeb: 

One of the Aurangzeb"s silver coin (no. 452) in Maharaja Paratap 

Singh Museum Srinagar bears the Emperor's name on obverse^ and mint name 

on re\erse. The legend on the coin is in Persian script. The obverse is bordered 

with dots. 

Obverse 

^ ^ u ^ ; . 

Reverse 

/y i 

:L' 

-^rr 

^^? 

d^.\^-\ 

The above cited coin was minted in the thirty second regnal \'ear 

corresponding to 1100 AH 

The are some coins of Aurangzeb in Sri Pratap Singh Museum. Srinagar 

which are minted at Kashmir. The coins bear followine details:-
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Sil\er coin :-

Coin No. 

452 

Weight 

(in gms) 

11.55 

Description 

Date of minting 

1100 A.H. 32nd regnal 

Near 

Mint name 

Kashmir 

The coins minted by Aurangzeb belonging to the mints other then Kashmir which are 

present in Sri Pratap Singh Meuseum. Srinagar .have following details. 

Silver coins :-

Coin No. 

436 

437 

439 

1 440 

42.66 

443 

444 

446 

447 

448 

1 449 

Weight 

(in gms) 

11.44 

11,44 

11,57 

11,57 

11,55 

11.55 

11.55 

11.55 

11.57 

11.57 

11.55 

Description 

Date of minting 

Hijri year wanting. 1 7'̂  regnal year 

1088 A.H.. 21" regnal year 

Hijri \ear absent: 21" regnal \'ear 

1091 A.H.. 23'%-egnal year 

1096 A.H..29"' regnal year 

1097 A.H..30"'regnal year 

1098 A.H.. 30"'regnal year 

1098 A.H..30"'regnal year 

1098 A.H.. 31" regnal year 

1098 A.H.. 31" regnal year 

1098 A.H,. 31" regnal year 

Mint name 

Surat, 

Multan, 

Lahore, 

Sural, 

Lahore, 

probably Bareilh', 

Tatta, 

Shahjehanabad, 

Lahore, 

Lahore, 

Not visible. 
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450 

453 

454 

455 

460 

461 

462 

465 

467 

472 

473 

11.44 

11.57 

11.55 

11.55 

11.44 

11.37 

11.57 

11.57 

11.63 

11.55 

11.57 

1099 A.H.. 3 r ' regnal year 

1101 A.M.. 33'^•egnal year 

1102 A.H..34'%egnal year 

1106 A.H..34' \egnalyear 

1106 A.H..39' \egnal year 

1107 A.H..39' \egnalyear 

1107 A.H.. 39"'regnal year 

1107 A.H.. 3"* regnal year 

1108 A.H.. 2.66" regnal year 

1111 A.H.. 4"' regnal year 

n i 2 A . H . . 44"'regnal year 

Lahore. 

Lahore. 

Shahjehanabad. 

Shahjehanabad. 

Ettawah. 

Etlawah. 

Patna. 

Not visible. 

Not \isible. 

Patna. 

Surat. 

Later Mughals : 

After the death of Aurangzeb the decline of Mughal Empire started. The 

later weak and remained bus\' with their internal intrigues and strife and hence 

could not pa\' much attention to the construction of new buildings. Whatever 

the\ inherited from their ancestors the>' remained contented with that. However 

their swa\' o\er Kashmir continued till later period. They continued almost the 

same coinage system of their ancestors prevalent in Kashmir. The\- used to 

strike coins at Srinagar mint mentioning the name of Kashmir as earlier. 

The shape and size of the coins remain almost same with minor 

\ariation in legends. One of the coins (no. 503) of Shah Alam gives the mint 

name and name of Emperor and the date of striking on its obverse. 

The coin bears the followins lesend in Persian. 
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Obverse Reverse 

. 7 1 ^ : -

^ 

- > • 

The coin has flower\' backsround. 

Jahandar Shah: 

The coins issued b>' himas under bearing the mint name other than 

Kashmir are also present in Sri Pratap Singh Museum at Srinagar.Kashmir. 

Their details are 

Siher Coins :-

Coin No. 

504 

505 

Weight 

(in gms) 

11.55 

11,44 

11 H. 

No Hi 

Description 

Date of coin 

. r ' regnal >'ear Lahore. 

ri year. T' regnal \ear. Lahore. 

Farrukh Siyar : 

The coins issued b\' Farrukh Siyar bearing the mint name other than 

Kashmir are also present in Sri Pratap Singh Museum at Srinagar. Kashmir. 

Their details are beins furnished below: 
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SiKer coins 
1 

Coin No. 

506 

507 

' 508 

510 

511 

513 

516 

520 

522 

524 

525 

1 528 

Weight 

(in gm) 

11.11 

11.55 

n.37 

11.31 

11.37 

11.37 

11.37 

11.57 

11.37 

11.44 

11.37 

11.44 

Description 

Date of Coin 

No Hijri year. P'regnal \ear 

No Hijri year. T" regnal year 

No Hijri year. 2'̂  regnal year 

No Hijri year. 2" regnal year 

1126 A.H.. 3"* regnal year 

1127 A.H.. 4"̂  regnal year 

No Hijri year. 4'̂  regnal \ear 

1128 A.H.. 5"'regnal year 

1129 A.H.. 6"'regnal year 

1129 A.H..6'\egnalyear 

1130 A.H.. 7"^-egnal}ear 

No date 

Minit name 

Azimabad. 

Akbarabad. 

Ettawah. 

Azimabad. 

Lahore. 

Shahjehanabad. 

Shahjehanabad. 

Lahore. 

Bareilly 

Akbarabad. 

Akbarabad. 

Arkat. 

Mohammad Shah : 

The coins in circulation during the period minted in the cities outside 

Kashmir are in the custody of S.P.S Museum. Srinagar. Their selected details 

inscribed on the obverse as well as reverse are provided in the tabular form 



SiKer Coins 

Coin No. 

I 

530 

536 

538 

541 

544 

546 

548 

551 

553 

556 

558 

i 559 

561 

563 

565 

566 

569 

572 

574 

576 

Weight 

(in gm) 

11.37 

11.44 

11.44 

11.44 

11.44 

11.44 

11.37 

11.37 

11.37 

11.37 

11.44 

11.31 

11.37 

11.55 

11.44 

11.37 

11.44 

11.37 

11.63 

11.37 

Description 

Date of coin 

No Hijri \'ear. P' regnal year 

113 A.H.. 3 '̂' P'regnal year 

11 A.H.. 4'̂  regnal year 

113 A.H.. 5"'regnal year 

113 A.H.. 7'̂  regnal year 

113 A.H.. 8'\egnalyear 

113 A.H.. 8'" regnal year 

11 A.H.. 9'' regnal year 

11 A.H..10"'regnal year 

114 A.H.. 10"̂  regnal year 

114_A.H.. ll"^-egnalyear 

114_ A.H.. 12"'regnal year 

1142 A.H.. 13'%egnalyear 

114_ A.H.. 13'" regnal year 

11_A.H.. 14"'regnal year 

114 A.H.. 14"'regnal year 

114_ A.H.. 16"'regnal year 

1 1 _ A.H.. 16"'regnal year 

114_ A.H.. 17"'regnal year 

114_ A.H.. 18"'regnal year 

Mint name 

Shahjehanabad 

Lahore. 

Ettawah. 

Shahjehanabad. 

Shahjehanabad. 

Shahjehanabad. 

Shahjehanabad. 

Akbarabad. 

Akbarabad. 

Shahjehanabad. 

Ettawah. 

Shahjehanabad. 

Not clear. 

Lahore. 

Ettawah. 

Shahjehanabad. 

Shahjehanabad. 

Lahore. 

Lahore. 

Shahjehanabad. 
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578 11.44 

1 
580 • 11.31 

581 

584 

585 

588 

589 

1593 

594 

596 

i 597 

598 

605 

609 

611 

617 

618 
1 

619 

620 

621 

1623 

624 

625 

626 

11.24 

11.44 

11.37 

11.37 

11.31 

11.37 

11.31 

11.44 

11.37. 

11.37 

11.44 

11.37 

11.24 

11.44 

11.11 

11.44 

11.24 

11.37 

11.37 

11.44 

11.37 

10.98 

115 A.H.. 20'" recnal year 

1__ A.H.. 20"'regnal year 

1151 A.H.. 21" regnal year 

115 A. H.. 21" regnal year 

11 A.H.. 21'' regnal year 

11 _ A.H.. 23"'regnal year 

115_ A. H.. 23'Vegnal year 

1 1 _ A.H.. 24"'regnal year 

No Hijri year. 24" regnal year 

115 A.H.. 25"' regnal year 

115 A.H.. 25''' regnal year 

114 A.M.. 25"' regnal year 

115 A.H.. 26'" reenal vear 

1 1 _ A.H.. 26"'regnal year 

115 A.H.. 26"' regnal year 

1 1 _ A.H.. 27'" regnal year 

115 A.H.. 27'" reenal vear 

1 1 _ A.H.. 27'" regnal year 

115_ A.H.. 28'" regnal year 

115_ A.M.. 29'" regnal year 

11 A.H.. 30" regnal year 

11 A.H.. 30'" reenal \'ear 

116 A.H.. 30" regnal year 

Date is missing 

Ettawah. 

Ettawah. 

Lahore. 

Ettawah. 

Shahjehanabad. 

Lahore. 

Shahjehanabad. 

Ettawah. 

Shahjehanabad. 

Shahjehanabad. 

Ettawah. 

Probably Gwalior. 

Farrakabad. 

Farrakabad. 

Farrakabad. 

Lahore. 

Ettawah. 

Lahore. 

Kora. 

Lahore. 

Lahore. 

Akbarabad. 

Shahjehanabad. 

Patna. 
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Coin minted b\' Mohammad Shah at Kashmir or Srinagar mint . Some 

important details of the coins are being laid down: 

Copper Coins: -

Coin No. 

560 

Weight 

(in gms) 

18.59 

561 18.59 

562 

564 

18.52 

19.56 

Description 

Date of coin 

1150 A.H.. 19'%egnalyear 

1150 A.H.. no regnal \'ear 

1150 A.H.. no regnal year 

1 150 A.Il.. no regnal \car 

Mint name 

Kashmir 

Kashmir 

Kashmir 

Kashmir 

Ahmad Shah Bahadur : 

The coins in circulation during the period minted by him in the cities 

outside Kashmir are in the custody of S.P.S Museum. Srinagar. Their selected 

details inscribed on the obverse as well as reverse are provided in the tabular 

form as below. 

Siher coins :-

Coin No. 

627 

628 

629 

630 

Weight 

(in gms) 

11.37 

11.37 

11.44 

11.37 

Description 

Date of coin 

11 A.M.. r ' regnal \ear 

11 A.H.. r ' regnal year 

r ' regnal year 

1161 A.H.. r ' regnal year 

Mint name 

Farrukhabad. 

Farrukhabad. 

Farrukhabad 

Farrukhabad. 
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631 

632 

634 

636 

637 

638 

640 

641 

643 

644 

645 

647 

648 

649 

11.31 

11.31 

11.55 

11.44 

11.37 

11.31 

11.44 

11.44 

11.44 

11.44 

11.55 

11.55 

11.44 

11.55 

11 A.H.. 2"' regnal year 

1162 A. H.. 2"''regnal Near 

1162 A. H.. 2"^ regnal year 

II 6 2 _ A . H . . 2"''regnal year 

1162 A.H.. 2"%egnal year 

3 A. H.. 3"* regnal year 

4 A.H.. 4"' regnal year 

1164 A.H.. 4"Vegnal year 

65 A.H.. 5"̂  regnal year 

165 A. H.. 5"' regnal \ear 

11 A.H.. 5"' regnal year 

] 1 A.H.. 5''' regnal year 

65 A.H.. 5''̂  regnal year 

No Hijri year. 5''̂  regnal year 

Farrukhabad. 

Farrukhabad. 

Lahore. 

Lahore. 

Lahore. 

mint name doubtful. 

Shahjehanabad. 

Lahore. 

probably Patna. 

Shahjehanabad. 

Lahore. 

Lahore. 

Akbarabad. 

Lahore. 

Alamgir II : 

The coins minted b\ Alamgir II other then Kashmir mint which are 

present in Sri Pratap Singh Museum. Srinagar are given blow with their details 

in the tabular form. 
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Sih'er coins: -

Coin No. 

652 

653 

655 

657 

Weight 

(in gms) 

11.44 

11.44 

11.37 

11.44 

Description 

Date of coin 

116 A. H.. 2"\egnal year 

No Hijri year. 2" regnal \ear 

No Hijri year. 2'"̂  regnal \ear 

11 A.M.. 3'̂ '̂  regnal year 

Mint name 

Lahore. 

Shahjehanabad. 

Shahjehanabad. •• 

Akbarabad. i 
1 

Sliali-Alani II: 

A coin of Shah Alam II (no. 667) bears the mint name as. Zarb-i-Jammu 

..lammu was also by the Mughal king Shah Alam II as Daral-ul-Aman (Islamic 

rule). The coins were struck in the name of Shah Alam's 11 whose territon,' had 

shrunk and only the area of Jammu lying the north of Sutlej remained under his 

control. The coin bears the date in Hijri 1194 and 21" regnal year of Shah 

Alam II. 

The coins minted by Shah Alam II other then Kashmir mint which are 

present in Sri Pratap Singh Museum. Srinagar are given blow with their details 

in the tabular form. 

Siher Coins :-

Coin No. 

661 

664 

Weight 

(in gms) 

11.57 

11.44 

666 11.31 

Description 

Date of coin 

No Hijri year. 2"'' regnal xear 

No Hijri year. 5''' regnal \ear 

A.H.. 13"Vegnalyear 

Mint name 

1 

Tatta. 
1 

Akbarabad. 

Moradabad. 
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The coins minted by Shah Alam II at .lammu mint which are present in Sri 

Pratap Singh Museum. Srinagar are given blow with their details in the tabular 

form. 

Silver coins 

1 
Coin No. 

667 

668 

669 

670 

671 

672 

1 

673 

674 

675 

676 

677 

678 

i 
679 

680 

681 

i 682 

684 

Weight 

(in gms) 

11.37 

11.37 

11.55 

11.44 

11.44 

11.44 

11.37 

11.44 

11.37 

11,44 

11.44 

11.44 

11.37 

11.31 

11.31 

11.44 

1 
11.31 

Description 

Date of coin 

1194 A. H.. 21''regnal) ear 

1194 A.H..22"'^ regnal year 

1194 A.H.. 22"" regnal year 

1194 A.H.. 22'"̂  regnal) ear 

94 A.H.. 22nd regnal \ear 

4 A.H.. 22"''regnal \ear 

1195 A.H.. 23'^ regnal year 

1195 H.. 23'''regnal year 

1195 A.H..23"'regnal) ear 

1195 A.H.. 23'" regnal )ear 

1195 A.H,. 23'" regnal year 

1195 A.H.. 23'" regnal )ear 

1195 A.H.. 23'" regnal year 

1195 A.H.. 23'" regnal )'ear 

1195 A.H.. 23'" regnal year 

1195 A.H.. 23'" regnal year 

1196 A.H.. 24'" regnal year 

Mint name 

1 
Jammu. 

Jammu. 

Jammu. 

Jammu. 

Jammu. 

Jammu. 

Jammu. 

Jammu. 

Jammu. 

Jammu. 

Jammu. 

Jammu. 

Jammu. 

Jammu. 

Jammu. 

Jammu. 

Jammu. 
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685 

686 

687 

688 

690 

690 

691 

692 

693 

694 

695 

696 

697 

698 

699 

^ 700 
! 

701 

702 

703 

704 

705 
1 

11.24 

11,24 

11.18 

1 1.37 

11.44 

11,18 

11.44 

11.37 

11.37 

11.37 

11.44 

11.37 

11.37 

11,24 

11.37 

11.37 

11.37 

11,31 

11.24 

11.37 

11.37 

1196A.H.. 24"Vegnal year 

1196 A.H.. 24'\egnal\ear 

1196 A.H.. 24"'regnal year 

1196 A.H.. 24'\egnal \ear 

1196 A.H,. 24"Vegnal\ear 

1196 A.H.. 24'\egnalyear 

1196 A.H.. 24"Vegnalyear 

1196 A.H..24"'regnal year 

No Hijri year. 24''̂  regnal year 

1197 A.H,. 25'\egnal\'ear 

1197 A.H.. 25"'regnal year 

1197 A.H.. 25"'regnal year 

1197 A.H.. 25"'regnal year 

1197 A.H.. 25"'regnal) ear 

1197 A,H.. 25"'regnal \ear 

1197 A,H,. 25"'regnal Near 

1197 A.H.. 25"'regnal year 

1197 A.H.. 25"'regnal year 

1197 A.H.. 25"'regnal \ear 

1197 A,H,. 25"'regnal year 

1197 A.H.. 25"'regnal \ear 

JamniLi, 

Jammu, 

Jammu. ; 

Jammu. 

Jammu, 

Jammu. , 

Jammu. 

1 
Jammu. 

Jammu. 
1 
1 

Jammu. 

Jammu. i 

Jammu. 

Jammu. 

Jammu. 

Jammu. 

Jammu. 

Jammu. 

Jammu. 

Jammu. 

Jammu. 

Jammu. 

Afghan coins : 

.Alter the decline of Mughal Empire the Afghans ruled over Kashmir, 

The\- also struck the coins in their names. The coins were minted in Srinaaar as 
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Zerb-i-Kashmir. These coins bear the legend in Persian giving on the obverse, 

the name of ruler and date of minting or striking of the coin while on reverse 

the mint name have been minted . They also inscribed the Persian couplets on 

the coins copying the tradition of their predecessors. Some of the coins which 

were struck during Afghan rulers have the following inscription. 

Coins of Taimur Shah Durrani 

Obverse Reverse 

:\^-ji<.>- .VI 

^.ri/.j-Jtti; 

v/y l j A,'IL!' 

Ji^ ^> 

r-
The couplet of coin is ^jJ^Z^^— 

; 1-7-:1L"^^J^ .: >•; f : I ,'> v̂ A" i ?/ ' ' ^^^^ ' ^ l^Z 

The coin has tlowen. background. It gives the 9'̂  regnal )ear but no 

Hijn \ear. The couplet was used on Taimur Shah"s own coinage as king. 

Ahmad Shah Durrani : 

The coins in circulation during the period minted in the cities outside 

Kashmir are present in S.P.S Museum. Srinagar. Their details inscribed on the 

obxerse as well as reverse are provided below in the tabular form 

Silver Coins :-

Coin No. 

712 

Weight 

(in gms) 

11.57 

Description 

Date of coins 

1170A. H.. 11 "'regnal year 

Mint name 

Shahjehanabad. 
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"714 44 1172 M\ . 14" reiinaUca! Moradabad 

Nolliiiixeai 14" legnal \eai i Aonala 

Taimur Shah Durrani : 

1 lis coins bears the following Persian legend 

Obverse Reverse 

^ 'A 

jk ^> 

The coins minted b\ Taimur Shah Durrani at Kashmir mint some of 

them are present in Sri Pratap Singh Museum. Srinagar. The selected details 

msciibed on the coins are piovided belo\N 

Sil\ei Coins -

Coin No. Wejoht Description 

• ^ 1 6 

71"? 

718 

719 

1 720 

(in gms) 

11 11 

11 05 

10 92 

11 05 

11 11 

Date of coins 

No Hiiii \ear. 9" regnal \eai 

No Hijii Ncai. 9" regnal \cai 

1199 A H . 12'" regnal}ear 

1199 A H . !2"Vegnal\ear 

No Hijn > eai.12'^ regnal} ear 

Mint name i 

Kashmir 

Kashmir 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 
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721 

722 

723 

724 

725 

726 

111 

728 

729 

730 

731 

732 

733 

734 

735 

736 

! 737 

; 738 

739 

740 

741 

742 

10.55 

10.72 

11.05 

11.05 

11.18 

11.18 

11.18 

11.18 

11.18 

11.11 

11 05 

11.05 

11.11 

1 1.11 

11.18 

11.18 

11,18 

11.18 

11.11 

11.18 

11.11 

11.24 

No Hijri \ear. 12" regnal \ear 

_ 9 9 A.H.. 12"'regnal) ear 

1200 A.H.. 13"'regnal year 

1200 A.H.. 13"'regnal year 

1200 A.H.. n"'regnal year 

1201 A.H.. 13"Vegnalyear 

1201 A.H.. 13"'regnal year 

1201 A.H. 13"'regnal Near 

1201 A.H. 13"'regnal year 

JOOA.R. 13"'regnal year 

1201 A.H.. 13"'regnal Near 

1200 A.H.. n"'regnal Near 

1201 A.H.. 13"'regnal year 

1201 A.H.. 14"'regnal year 

1201 A.H.. 14"'regnal year 

1202 A.H.. 14"'regnal Near 

1202 A.H.. 14"'regnal year 

1202 A.H.. 14"'regnal year 

1201 A.H.. 14"'regnal year 

1201 A.H.. 14"'regnal year 

1201 A.H.. 14"'regnal year 

1201 A.H.. 14"'regnal year 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. j 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 
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743 

744 

745 

746 

747 

748 

749 

750 

751 

752 

753 

754 

755 

756 

757 

758 

759 

760 

761 

762 

763 

764 

11.18 

11 18 

11.18 

10.92 

11.11 

11.18 

11.05 

11.1! 

11.11 

11.11 

1 1.11 

11.05 

11.18 

11.18 

11.18 

11.18 

11.18 

11.11 

11.18 

11.18 

11.11 

11.11 

1201 A.H.. 

1201 A.H.. 

1201 A.H.. 

1201 A.H.. 

1203 A.H.. 

1203 A.H.. 

1202 A.H.. 

1204 A.H.. 

1204 A.H.. 

1204 A.H. 

1204 A H. 

1204 A.H. 

1204 A.H. 

1204 A.H. 

1203 A.H. 

1203 A.H. 

1203 A.H. 

1205 A.H, 

1205 A.H. 

1205 A.H. 

1205 A.H. 

1204 A.H. 

14'̂  regnal \ear 

14'̂  regnal \ear 

14''̂  regnal year 

14''̂  regnal year 

15' regnal year 

15'^ regnal year 

15" reenal vear 

16'̂  regnal year 

16'̂  regnal }'ear 

16"' regnal year 

16" regnal >ear 

16" regnal >ear 

16" regnal year 

16" regnal year 

16" regnal \'ear 

16" regnal \ear 

16" regnal \ear 

1 Till 1 

17 regnal \ear 

17" regnal }'ear 

17" regnal \'ear 

17'' regnal year 

1 ?"' regnal year 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. I 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 
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765 

766 

767 

768 

769 

770 

771 

772 

773 

774 

775 

776 

111 

11% 

779 

780 

781 

782 

783 

784 

786 

787 

11.18 

11.11 

11.05 

11.18 

11.18 

11.18 

11.18 

11.11 

11.11 

11.05 

11.05 

11.18 

11.05 

11.05 

11.11 

11.05 

11.11 

11.05 

11.11 

11.11 

11.11 

11.11 

1205 A.H.. 1 7"Vegnal year 

1204 A.H.. 1 7'N-egnal year 

1205 A.H.. 17"'regnal year 

1206 A.H.. 19'%egnalyear 

1206 A.H.. 19'Vegnalyear 

1206 A.H.. 19'Vegnalyear 

1206 A.H.. 19'Vegnal year 

1207 A.H..20'Vegnal year 

1207 A.H.. 19'Vegnalyear 

1207AH..20"Vegnalyear 

1207 A.H.. 20"'regnal > ear 

1207 A.H.. 20"'regnal year 

1207 A.H..20"'regnal year 

1207 A.H..20"'regnal year 

1207 A.H.. 20"'regnal year 

1207 A.H.. 20"'regnal year 

1207 A.H.. 20"'regnal year 

1207 A.H.. 20"'regnal year 

1207 A.H.. 20"'regnal year 

1207 A.H.. 20"'regnal year 

1208 A.H.. 20"'regnal year 

1208 A.H.. 20"'regnal year 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir, 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 
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788 

789 

790 

791 

792 

793 

794 

795 

796 

797 

798 

799 

800 

801 

802 

11.18 

11.11 

11.05 

11.11 

11.11 

10.98 

10.98 

10.92 

11.31 

10.98 

15.52 

11.05 

11.05 

11.05 

11.05 

1208 A.H. 

1208 A.H. 

1208 A.H. 

1208 A.H. 

1208 A.H. 

1208 A.H. 

1208 A.H. 

1208 A.H. 

1208 A.H. 

1208 A.H. 

1208 A.H. 

1208 A.H. 

!208 A.H. 

1208 A.H. 

1208 A.H. 

20" regnal N'ear 

20'̂  regnal \ear 

20" regnal >ear 

20" regnal year 

20" regnal year 

20" regnal year 

20" regnal year 

20" regnal >ear 

20" regnal >ear 

20" regnal \car 

20" regnal \'ear 

20" regnal \ear 

20" regnal >ear 

20'' regnal year 

20"̂  regnal year 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Copper Coins of Zarb-e- Kashmir: -

Coin No. 

602 

Weight 

(in gms) 

1 

Description 

Date of coin 

17.87 ! Date is missing 

Mint name 

Kashmir 
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Coins of Zaniman Shah Durrani : 

The com gives Hijri date. 1208 with the name of Zamman Shah on the 

ob\erse The reverse inscribed the mint name. Kashmir and the regnal \-ear. 

The com bears the following inscription. 

()b\erse Reverse 

'\ .\^ / / I 

ir«A U r . . 'v^r 

;:l^,-i;:^-'-

Sil\ er Coins :-

Coin .No. Weight 

(in gnis) 

Description 

1 

^ 804 

1 805 

1 1.05 

Date of coin 

1208 A.H..2"^egnalyear 

11.05 1209 A.H..2"Vegna! year 

' 807 : 10.98 1212 A.H.. 3'''regnal year 
1 

808 11.05 ! 121 1 & 12 12 A.H,. 5'" regnal year 

' 818 l l . i l • 1212 & 1213 A.H..6'N-egnal year 

828 

82̂ ) 

11.05 ^ 12_A.H. .7 'Vegnalyear 

11.18 ' 1213 A H.. 7"'regnal) car 

Mint name 

Kashmir. 
j 

Kashmir. j 

Kashmir. i 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. { 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 
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830 

835 
J 

11.24 11213 A,H..7'Vegnalyear 
i 
1 

11.31 1215 A.H.. 8"'regnal year 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Copper Coins ;-

Coin No. 

598 

Weight 

(in gms) 

183 

Description 

Date of coin 

No clear date 

Mint name 

Multan 

Coins of Shah Shujah Durrani 

I he com has the [bllo\Mng text. 

Ob\ erse 

[JLv]>-

Reverse 

>t7 l 

P 
^ 

The coin was struck with flower.- background. 

The full couplet of coin as sighted below is -

The obverse of the coin eulogises Shah Shujah Durani as the ruler of 

land and sea while the gives simpK' bears the regnal \'ear and mini name. 
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The coins of Shah Shuja are well struck but no match of the coinage of 

Taimur Shah. 

The coins issued b\ Shah Shuja minted at Kashmir are in the custod}- of 

Sn Pratap Singh Museum. Srinagar. Their selected details are being furnished 

as under 

Silver Coins:-

Coin No. 

845 

846 

847 

848 

849 

550 

852 

863 

871 
1 

Weight 

(in gms) 

11.24 

11.70 

11.18 

11.18 

11.7 

11.18 

11.24 

11.24 

11.24 

Description 

Date of coin 

No Hijri year:all have the T' 

regnal year 

1219 A.H.. 2"̂  regnal year 

1220 A.H..2"%egnal year 

__20A.H.. 2'"'regnal\ear 

No Hijri year. 2"'' regnal \ear 

1219 A.H.. 2"" regnal year 

1220 A.H.. 3'" regnal year 

1221 A.H.. 4'%-egnal year 

1222 A.H..5'%egnal year 

Mint name 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmiur. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir 
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Mohammed Shah Durrani : 

The coins have following Persian text. 

Oh\ ersc Reverse 

^"Jlr-

7 . I I , > - , 

J J/.: J ^ ^ 

The obverse has ven' flower)' background along with the circular 

boarder while the of reverse has got dots enclosed b}' a set of parallel circles 

in 1 educing order mentioning the mint name. Almost all the coins of 

Mohammad Shah had been found to be of rear metal 

The coins issued by him bearing the mint name Kashmir are present in 

Sri Pratap Singh Museum at Srinagar. Kashmir. Their details are being 

furnished below 

Coin No. j Weight ; 

' (in gms) i 

Description 

884 

887 

913 

920-

924 

10.85 

11.31 

11.24 

11.24 

1 1.18 

Date of coin 

No Hajri \'ear. V'^ regnal year 

1220 A.H.. 1230 A.H. and 1 2 _ 

H.. 7'̂  regnal year 

1230 H..8"Vegnal year 

1232 A.H.. 10'" regnal year 

1233 H.. ll"'regnal year 

Mint name 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 
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SiKci coins of Mohammed Shah Duiiani minted at other places 

Coin No. 

9 " i 

934 

94S 

946 

96 3 

Weight 

(in gms) 

11 57 

11 18 

11 57 

11 57 

HM 

Description 

Date of coin 

1219 H No legnal \eai 

1220 n . No legnal >eai 

1221 H , No regnal >ear 

1222 H No legnal >ear 

1242 G (') no legnal \eai 

Mint name 

Heart 

Heart 

Heart. 

Heart 

Deiaiat 

C oppci Coins -

Minted m Kashmir or Srinacar 

Com No. 

599 

Weight 

(in gms) 

15 65 

Description 

Date of coin 

1128 A H . 3' regnal \ear 

1 

1 
[ 

Mint name 

Multan 

Coins of Ayub Shah Durrani : 

The ob\erse and the ie\erse of the coin bears the following Persian 

legend ^, ^ Reverse 
Obverse 

iA. 

jj" 
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The coins minted at Kashmir have tlowep,' background in which reverse 

is inscribed with regnal year and mint name as Kashmir while obverse gives 

the name of king and Hijri year as usual. 

In this coin its regnal year and 1333 Hijri year is mention. 

The full couplet of the coin is as below. 

There are more then fift> coins"* of Ayub Shah Durrani in the Mahraja 

Pratap Singh Museum Srinagar. Kashmir. Some of them were minted in 

Kashmir while rest of them bear the name of Peshawar mint. The coins of 

Peshawar mint are lighter in weight than those of Kashmir mint. 

Coin No. 

966 

971 

Weight 

(in gms) 

1 1.05 

11.1 1 

975 ! 1 1.1 I 

976 ! 11.18 
1 

993 11.18 

Description 

Date of coin 

1233 A H.. 1st regnal year 

1234 A.H.. 1st regnal year 

No Hijri }-ear. 1st regnal year 

1234 A.H.. 2nd regnal year 

Hijri year incomplete. 2nd regnal 

year 

1 

Mint name 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Coins of Nuru-Ud-Din : 

One of the silver coins of Nuruddin has the followina Persian text. 
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Obverse Reverse 

i^ 

X 

The coin has flowen.' background and dotted border. " Obverse displays 

first the name of the king alongwith his title and the Hijri year. On the reverse 

the regnal \'ear and mint name are inscribed. 

The full Persian couplet is as below 

fhe shape and weight of coins of Nuruddin is similar to those of A>'ub 

Shah which were minted in Kashmir The weight of coins ranges from 11.05 -

1118 cms 

Coin No. ' Weisht Description 

1010 

1012 

1013 

1014 

(in gms) 

11.18 

11.05 

11.18 

11.11 

Date of coin 

1224 A. H.. 2"̂  regnal year 

_224 A.H.. 2"" regnal year 

No Hijri year. 3̂  regnal year 

No Hijri >-ear. 4''̂  regnal year 

Mint name 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

There are some Afghan rulers who did not issue any coin in their name 

either minted at Kashmir or outside. It seems that during their rule the earlier 

coins remained in circulation 
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Sikh Coins : 

The coins struck by the Sikhs in Kashmir were alloyed. The meaning of 

the legend on early Sikh coins is as under: 

Ob\ erse - These coins have been struck in both the worlds with the 

gratitude of Guru Nanak's sword or guaranteed b)' him under his sword's 

power The victors' of Guru Gobind Singh the greatest king or the emperor of 

Emperor is achieved with the grace of Almight}'. 

The Sikhs have alwa\s been believers one God. Their ten gurus who 

told them the right path leading to the Almight}' were from Guru Nanak to 

Go\ md Singh. 

Rc\erse: The reverse bears the name of mint alongwith Samvat year. 

The word Zihot should rightl}' be linked to shahr but not aliakhat, the tlirown'"' 

Obverse Reverse 

L> ^ 

The ob\ erse of the com has a flower) background while rex'erse shows 

bcicl leaf ON er Sanwat. The full couplet is: -

:J^.C^/^ l^i'^i. )wl,' 

u-

The Sikh introduced the abo\e cited couplet on the coins of Kashmir to. 

riic gold mohar of Ranjit Singh the onh' gold coin was struck at Lahore. The 

other coin was Nanak Shahi Rupaiya ' and it was minted at Amritsar. The 

\ancik Sluihi Rupaiva was also circulated in Srinagar in 1819, The coin is 

17.̂  
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inscribed with the Persian legend on both the sides. On the reverse the mint 

name and date in Bikrnii year is gi\'en while the reverse bears a couplet 

inscribed in Persian. 

In 1821 A.D. another coin was struck by Hari Singh at Kashmir mint 

which is known as the Hari Singh nipaiya} It was an alloy of silver and 

copper.'^ The coin bear the legend in Persian.' 

Obverse 

j ^ J ^ LS . ^ 

Reverse 

Prince Sher Singh (1832-34 A.D.) started a silver nipaiya with Gobind 

Shahi legend on the obverse and a figure o'i tiger on reverse. The coin gives 

date in SV (Samvat Vikarmi). The tiger meaning Sher represents Sher 

Sinch,-" It was also minted in Amritsar." 

Man Singh. Governor of Kashmir (1835-A.D.) discontinued the existing 

Han Singly nipaiya and introduced a new Hari Singhi nipaiya. The new coin 

was de\'alued by an anna" 

Some coins minted in (Srinagar) Kashmir present in Sri Pratap Singh 

Museum at Srinagar. Coins which were not minted at Kashmir also remained in 

circulation. 

Coin No. 

1028 

1030 

1036 

Weight 

(in gms) 

11.44 

11.44 

11.55 

Date of coin 

Samvat 1827 

Samvat 1828 

Samvat 1829 

Description 

Mint name 

Lahore. 

Lahore. 

Lahore. 
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1037 

1039 

1040 

1098 

1109 
1 

; 1120 

1127 

1128 

11-44 

1148 

1160 

1167 

1176 

1180 

1190 

1210 

1213 

1215 

1217 

1250 

1260 

1261 

11.44 

11.55 

11.37 

11.31 

11.24 

11.24 

11.31 

11.24 

11.05 

11.05 

10.98 

10.92 

10.5 

10.72 

10.90 

11.18 

11.18 

11,18 

11.18 

11.37 

11.18 

11.18 

Samvat 1830 

Samvat 1831 

Samvat 1832 

Samvat 1835 

Samvat 1836 

Samvat 1836 

Samvat 1837 

Samvat 1837 

Samvat 1842 

Samvat 1844 

Samvat 1846 

Samvat 1859 

Samvat 1862 

Samvat 1863 

Samvat 1864 

Samvat 1876 

Samvat 1876 

Samvat 1876 

Samvat 1876 

Samvat 1893 

Samvat 1895 

Samvat 1895 

Lahore. 

Lahore. 

Lahore. 

Amrilsar. 

Lahore. 

Amritsar. 

Lahore. 

Amritsar 

Amritsar. 

Anandgarh. 

Anandgarh. 

Amritsar. 

Amritsar. 

Amritsar. 

Amritsar. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 
1 

Kashmir. 
1 

Kashmir. 
1 
1 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 

Kashmir. 
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161 11.05 Samvatl899 Kashmir. 

Dogra Monetary System or the Coins of Jammu and Kashmir state 

The circulation of various coins in Kashmir created confusion and 

difficult}' among the trading sectors when Maharaja Gulab Singh became the 

ruler. There were more then five varieties of silver coins circulating in 

Kashmir.""' First the Nanak Shahi rupee which had the largest circulation in 

Jammu and Kashmir state had fixed value and ranged between 12 to 16 

annas. Secondly, there was old Havi Singh's rupee which was introduced in 

Kashmir b\' Sardar Hari Singh, a Sikh governor of Kashmir, during Sikh rule. 

It was equixalent to eight British annas." But it was more common than Hari 

Singlii nipaiya. Third variet>' was British rupee. It was the most common 

coinage and its circulation was tliroughout Jammu and Kashmir state."' the 

\alue oi this rupee was sixteen British annas.' It was also called dubbal 

rupees. A fourth variety of coin was jcni rupee. Its circulation was limited 

mostl\- within the area of Ladakh. its value was 25% of British rupee. The fifth 

and final variet}' of rupee was the old Chilka rupee. It was introduced b\-

Maharaja Gulab Singh himself soon after accession of Kashmir.'^ It was 

equi\alent to ten British annas. Consequently, the dishonest mint officials 

debased the Cliilka rupee and the Darbar forced to lower its value to eight 

annas. 

The qualit}' of alloy also differed to the original rupee.' Maharaja 

Gulab Singh struck this old Cliilka rupee from Srinagar mint also. The silver 

smiths of Kashmir also used to mint their own coins same as old Cliilkis h\ 

mixing copper with silver. These rupees remained in circulation in the valle\' 

and were the medium of local trade." 

In 1860 A.D. Maharaja Rambir Singh, the son and successor of 

Maharaja Gulab Singh, started a new Chilki rupee which was in pure metal 
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(SIKLI) li was niintcd at Siinagai lo discDuiage tiaud ot siKeismilh he 

piomul^aiLd stiict laws against ihem These measuic couldn t piexent the 

ti uids ot smiths and finalK Chilki rupee was replaced b\ a new siher eoin the 

khaiii lup^e It was introduced m the state and was coined at the Simagai mint 

li w is equnalent to eight Biitish annas The eailier coinage taced ma]0! set 

back and was replaced b\ British cunenc\ m the end 

The inscription ot Chilki coins "J H S lemained a part of discussion ot 

contio\eis\ Some hold the opinion that it was the device of a native Chiistan 

\nand Massih who took seiMce under Mahaiaia Gulab Singh While otheis 

beliL\L that M I S stands toi Jamniii Hon Sini^hi rupee that was equixalent to 

11111 Singhi coin minted at Si magai 

I he Ictteis I K S stand tor Jammu and Kashmii State The Chilki com 

was stiuck at lammu mint in Sam\at 1928 =1870 A D bearing the eailiei 

msciiption Besides Mahaiaia Rambir Singh also issued a benellcial coppei 

com liom lammu mint The ob\eise bears the name iSrinagar. mint and 

iL\Lisi. with thci stale 1 he toimei in Dogii characteis while the latei is 

Ptisian language 

Obxeisc Rexeise 

'^ ~ r 
— ̂ -j-^-'l^] In/anfr//< character 

J H S 

On othei com ( no 1302) the tollowing legend is insciibed 
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>'^>' 

( ^ U - ^ ^ - ' J V ) ^/ 

1901 (Sambat) 

i - l r J.H.S. Probably intended 

for J.K.S.(Jammu & 

Kashmir state) 

On the obverse Shiva"s trident is shown on the top and on reverse there 

is a betel-leaf with long stem placed verticalh. 

Paper currency in the form of notes, called Shriker were also issued. 

These notes ranged from Rupee 1 to Rs 1.000 but their use was limited. 

Coin No. Weight 

(in gms) 

1302 j 10 72 

1303 

1304 

1305 

1307 

1312 

1316 

1318 

1319 

1320 

1321 

1322 

1323 

10.72 

10.72 

10.72 

11.05 

il.24 

10.59 

10.92 

--

10.72 

10.72. 

10.72. 

--

Description 

Dafeofcoin.s Mint name 

Kham rupee 1901 Samvat Srinagar. 

1902 Samvat Kashmir. 

1902 Samvat 'Kashmir. 
1 

1902 Samvat • Kashmir. 

1903 Samvat Kashmir. 

1904 Samvat Kashmir. 

1902 Samvat i Kashmir. 

1 

1917 Samvat ' Kashmir. 

Chaiki 1917 Samvat Srinagar 

Khanil925 Samvat | Srinagar ( with J.H.S.) 

Khan->1926 Samvat Srinagar. (with J.H.S.) 

Khaml926 Samvat Srinagar. (with J.H.S.) 

Chaiki 1928 Samvat ' Srinagar. (w ith J.H.S.) 
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1324 

1325 

1326 

1327 

1328 

1329 

-

6.70 

6.70 

6.70 

6.70 

6.50 

Chalki 1928Samvat 

1929Samvat 

1937Samvat 

194_vat 

1946 Samvat 

1950 Samvat 

1 Srinagar. (with J.H.S.) 
1 

Srinagar mint, (with J.H.S.) 

1 Srinagar (with J.H.S.) 

: Srinagar (with J.H.S.) 

1 Srinagar (with J.H.S.) 

1 Srinagar (with J.H.S.) 
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CHAPTER- VI 

EPIGRAPHY 



Epigraphy 

Epigraphy is the study of inscriptions. These inscriptions are generally 

engraved on hard objects. These objects may be in the fonn of terracotta 

sealings. metallic, lithic. wooden terracotta pillars, bricks shells and pots etc. 

Inscription may be short or long. Sometime it contains only a single mark or 

symbol while other have a long text. The inscriptions on archeological work 

have played an important role in the reconstruction of a large part of Indian 

Histor}'. There was no text of Historiography among Indian down to the 

Muslim occupation of India. Most of the portion of Ancient Indian History is 

based on archeological remains and inscriptions. 

The epigraphy of Kashmir during the rule of Mughals and their 

successors provide a lot of historically significant information. For instance the 

inscription on Hari Parbat fort tells us that it was Mughal Emperor Akbar who 

had abolished the begar (forced labour) system from Kashmir. It also gives the 

date and cost of fort's construction. The inscription on Jami Masjid of Srinagar 

gives the details of history of its construction during Jahangir's period. He and 

his wife Nurjahan were personally interested in the welfare of the Kashmiri. 

There are many other epigraphs, rendering valuable informations. They are 

found on the forts, gardens, serais on the way leading to Kashmir and also 

epitaph. The text of some of the important inscriptions of the period are 

discussed as under: -

Source : the gate of Kathi Darwaza (Hari Parbat Fort Srinagar) 

Language : Persian 

Script : Persian (Nastaliq) 

Text (First) 
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4 ^ J>< Lfji:> />- ^̂  

/( J d^ ^^ JJ ^ 

Transliieralion: 

Bonai qelai Nagar-Nagar bud 

Ba-Ehad-i-Padshah-i-Dad-o-gustaar 

Shahi Shani alam Shahi Akbar 

Ta-ala Shana ha Allah ho Akbar 

Shahan Shah hi dad Alam mi Saalish 

No bud ast ^va na hahad bud degar 

Kar wa re dah lakh az Mahazanfarstad 

Do sad astadi Hindi jumla chakkr 

Na kard hak ks be ghar anga 

Tamam yaflondad maahuz nash zar 

Chahl-o-chahar azjalus-i-padshahi 

Hazar wa shas za Tarikh-i-panhatar 

Translation ; 

The foundation of the I'ort of Nagar Nagar was laid in the reign of the 

just so\ereign. king of kings, unique among sovereign of the world, past and 
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present. He sent one crore and ten lakh rupee from the central exchequer and 

two on begar (forced, unpaid labour and all received their justice in labour. In 

the fourth \ear of his (Akbar) accession corresponding to 1006 A.H. (= 1597 

A.D.) 

Text (Second) 

(0 ^' j^ J ^ ^[ 

t^i[ /^ L^\ BM j\^M ^ 

Transliteration: 

Banae qaloe bmron Illah 

Bahiikm-e-Shahjahan zil Allah Akbar Shah 

Base Mir Muhammad Hiisam Ghasht tamam 

Haqeer Bandae az banda hai Akbar Bodshah 

Daw an doiilaf-i-Aan Shah Ta a bad bad 

Ba haqi Shahdan la-E-La-ha-IIl-AlIah. 

Translation: 

The construction of the Fort of Nagar Nagar was completed by the grace of 

God. b\ the order of Akbar. the Sovereign of World and Shadow of God under 

the super\ision of Mir Mohammed Hussain. a servant of his majesty. Ma> the 

prospcrit) of the king lost upon us for ever. There is no but God. 

The inscription engra\ed on a stone slab has been fixed on one of the 

mam entrance (Kathi Darwaza) of Nagar Nagar Fort. This fort was built b\ 



Emperor Akbar soon after the annexation of Kashmir. It was completed in 

1597 A.D. Mir Mohammed Hussain was the supervisor of the construction of 

Nagar Nagar Fort. His name has also been inscribed on the second text of kathi 

Darwaza of Nagar Nasgar fort. 

The inscription gives us three important informations - First, it gives 

date of construction which is 1006 A.H. (= 1597 A.D.) Secondly the total 

amount spent over its construction which is given as one crore and ten lakh 

rupees '(Rs. 11 million). Finally, it gives us important information regarding 

abolition Q( begar (forced and unpaid labour). The begar system was prevailing 

in Kashmir before the annexation of Kashmir b}' Akbar. The labour was not 

paid of their work. The construction of fort pro\ided sufficient amount to the 

labour to combat the famine of 1593 A.D. (See plate-30) 

Source 

Language 

Script 

Text 

On the Southern gate of Jami Masjid Srinagar 

Persian 

Persian (Nastaliq) 

"•^^^h c^t 0 7 l / 

^A' jy, 
C ^ J V ^A 

Ju 
6vfe 

-J Jh C ^ ^ ,;^^ ^ 

^ J) JPl Jl 
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Transliteration : 

Nahusleyn Masjici Jomi Za Shahi Sikander sani 

Amarat yafat-o-augo sohat taqdeer subhani 

Degar bara Hasan Shah aanki badazfasli pakiyo 

Bashad bani eyn Masjid ham a: tofeeq rabani 

Walaikin az doojanab be saloon avst wabe saqafs 

Ze Ibrahim Magrey shiid avast fa dani 

Za hijrat nan sadono budaz dour-i-Mohd Shash. 

Kevan bnaai sana shud zeenat deen-i- Mushnaani 

Barooz lid Nooza sohatdar nabat sani 

Malik Haider Raaes-u-miilk dr Ehad-i-Jahangir 

Nahad az noe hanaish ba rozi-i-id-i-Qurbani 

dm tarikh Banaishjant. gufta hatfi Tabi 

Translation : 

Originally the Jami Masjid was built by Sultan Sikandar. but it was 

subsequenth' burnt down. It was rebuilt by the grace of Almighty by Sultan 

Hasan Shah, a descendent of Sultan Sikander. Then it was without pillar on its 

two wings, and without its roofs. These were completed by Ibrahim Magrey. In 

909 A.H. = 1503 A.D. in the reign of Mohammad Shah this blissful abode 

became the glorious tower of the strength of Islam. Yet again the mosque got 

burnt down in 1029 A.H. =1619-20 A.D. on the day of Eid. and was rebuilt by 

Malik Haider, the Rais-ul-Mulk in the reign of .lahangir on Eid-i-Qurban. 

The inscription throw \aluable light on the history of construction of 

.lami Masjid. It was originally built by Sultan Sikander later completed by 

Ibrahim Magrey. In the course of time subsequently rulers either rebuilt or 

reno\ated the mosque by adding \aluable parts to it. 
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The last part of iiiscripiion gives two valuable conclusions. First. 

UmpcrcM- Jaliangir and his consort. Nurjahan. were personally interested in the 

wcllare ofMaider Malik Chadura." Second, the Kashmiri nobles were growing 

economically well off during the Mughal rtile. The construction of .lami Masjid 

wa^ not dilTicult because there was enough mone\' for its construction. Malik 

Haider Chadura rebuilt it b}' his own expenses. b\' the order of .lahangir. w-hen 

it got burnt in 1619 A.D."* (See plates-3 and 28) 

Source : On one of the twent\-four arches of Vernag spring. 

Anantnag 

Language ; Persian 

Script ; Persian (Nastaliq) 

1 c\t of Inscription ' 

Transliteration: 

Padshah kift Kishwr ac/alal gustr 

A bill Zafar Niiriiddin Akbar Padshah Ghazi 

Baiarikh 15 san jahis daren sorchashina 

Faiz ayan naziil a/'lal farmudand 

Tarikh:- Az Jahangir Shah Akhar Shah 

Ayen bana sin Kasheeda ber aflak 

Bag I aql yaft taiikhish 

"Osraabad-o-Chashiiia Veruag" 
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Translation: 

The king of seven empires Abual Muzaffar Nuruddin Jahangir. the great 

Emperor constructed a building on spring of Vernag. The date of construction 

of spring is 15"' regnal year of Jahangir. 

The inscription (in Persian) gives us the date of construction of spring at 

Vernag. The raconning of the date according to the Abjad system is as 

gi\en below 

Ksrabad : k = (kaO 100. S (seen) = 90. 

R (Re) = 200. I (Alio- l.b(be) = 2 

A(Ae)= 1. d(dal) = 4. w (waa) = 6 

Chshmh : Ch (Che) =3. Sh (Sheen) = 300. m (Meem) = 40. h (kh^e) = 5 

Vernag : V (waa) = 6. r (re) = 200. n (nun) = 50. a (Alif) = 1. 

G(Ghaf) = 20. 

Total = 1021. 

Finally the date of construction of spring comes to bel021 AH 

Source : From Vernag spring 

Language : Persian 

Script : Persian (Nastaliq) 

Text of inscription: 

^^.ij^J J^' c>U S \j^ P 

^ J>/ ^ ^ ^ ^ r 'tjA 
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Transliteration: 

Haider ba In/km Shahjahan Bads hah Dehr 

Shukr khuda ke sakht chiinal abshar-o-jue 

Eyenjue dada ast zajue Bhehasht yad 

Zen abshar yaff aab roM'e 

Tarikh aab J lie bagufta saroosh ghaib 

"Az chashma Bhehasht" Bavoonamad astjue 

Translation: 

By the order of Emperor Shahjahan. Haider Malik Chadura built 

waterfall b\' the grace of God. It is like the haven's springs. The date of 

construction of waterfall is 1035 A.H. = 1627 A.D. 

The inscription shows the Emperors immense love for natural beauty 

and charm of Kashmir. Shahjahan ordered Haider Malik Chadura to construct a 

building around the waterfall to enhance the beauty of Kashmiir. The inscription 

also gives the date of its construction which is 1035 A.H. =1627 A.D.'' 

Source : A slab of black marbles 

Language : English 

Text of inscription: 

Three travellers 

Baron Carl Von Hugel. from Jammu 

John Henderson, from Ladakh 

God preys Thomas Vegne. from Iskardo. 

Who met in Srinagar on the 18''' November 1835 

Have caused the names of those Emperor Traveller who had. 

Previously visited the vale of Kashmir, to be have engraved 

Bernier 1663 

Forster 

Moorcraft. Trebeek and Guthrie. 1823 



Jaquemont 1831 

Wolff. 1823 

In 1835 A.D Foreign travellers had taken away a stone slab from the 

ruined Mosque of Akhun Mullah Shah and inscribed it in English Language. 

The inscribed stone slab was fixed at Island of Char Chinar. Later the travelers. 

Bron Corl Von Hugel. John Henderson and God Frey Thomas Vigne. sought 

permission of Ranjit Singh to fox it at suitable place. They were permitted to 

install the inscription at their desired place but the slab could not be fixed at the 

place the}' wanted because the nobles and later Maharaja Gulab Singh were 

against the instillation of an inscription bearing the names of European 

citizens. 

"Two only of all these (travellers), the first and the last, even return to 

their native country." 

The inscription does not any importance in the historv' of contemporar)' 

Kashmir. It gives only dates of visits of the European travelers who made their 

\isits to the valley of Kashmir. The important thing is their accounts which 

the\ produced during their tours in Himalayan region and Kashmir. Their travel 

accounts are valuable sources of history of Kashmir. 

Source : A tombstone from the shrine of Madani 

Language : Persian 

Script : Persian (Nastaliq) 

Text of inscription: 

J> ^ u }\ij) S fi j\^^ 
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Transliteration: 

Hazar shukr k danvaza bana shiid khush 

B 'ehad Shahjahan zeenat inulk. sipah 

Thousands of thanks to God for the construction of gate. It was built 

during the regime of Emperor Shahjahan. The black stone slab with inscription 

has been depicted on the tomb of Madni Sahib who was one of the saint and 

scholar of Kashmir. It has been inscribed that the gate was biiiJt b\' Emperor 

Shahjahan during his visit to Kashmir valley. The construction of gate shows 

that he had deep attachments with Sufi saints. Originally the tomb was built in 

1444 A.D. The tomb of saint is one of the most beautiful architectural 

specimens of Kashmir. 

Source 

Language 

Script 

One of the walls of chamber hall of Shalimar garden 

Persian 

Persian (Nastaliq) 

Text of inscription: 

Transliteration: 

Ghr Firdaus bani-e-Zameen ast 

Hameeu ast-o-Hameen ast-o-Hameen ast 

If there is Elysium on the earth, it is this, it is this, it is this. 

This inscription has been car\'ed at the Shalimar Bagh. which, of course. 

is one of the most delightful garden of Kashmir. The Shalimar garden is 

Elvsium on the earth but not elsewhere. 
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Source ; Gate of mosque of Akhun Mullah Shah 

Language : Arabic 

Script ; Persian 

Text of inscription; 

'fy.iii t i 't>i u^ j^i, ^, 

Transliteration: 

Wo man dakhalu ka 'ana aaminan 

Ya nmfathe Inil ahvab 

Translation 

The stone slab Arabic inscription has been depicted on the entrance of 

mosque of Akhun Mullah Shah. The mosque on Hari Parbat was built by prince 

Dara Shakoh for his spiritual preceptor Akhun Mullah Shah'" and named it 

after him. He was a famous saint and scholar of Kashmir. 

Source 

Language 

Script 

On The tomb of Mir Allahi 

Persian 

Persian (Nastaliq) 

'e\t of inscription: 

Transliteration : 

Mir Alohi nazm nazam bood dr oqleem siikhn be qureen 

Saal-o-nalish malidum Za aql giiftbagii "Bood Sukhn Afreen 
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The inscription has been engraved on the tomb's stone of the ziarat of 

Mir Ali. He was a great scholar and saint of Shahjahn period 

Bood sukhu afroen. gives date oof the death of saint which is calculated 

as 1063 A.H. corresponding to 1653 A.D. 

Source : A stone slab from Akhun Mulla Shah Mosque. 

Language : Persian 

Script : Persian (nastaliq) 

Text of inscription: 

»î  > / hi) / \j^, 'ijj\: 

Transliteration: 

Torikh-e-Hammam 

Wa masjid Sultan Dara Shakoh 

Hammam-o- masjidat even daiyan mar 

Karam eys yakey hymayat bardar 

Tarikh banai har doora koyet Shah 

Yakjoy woozo aamad -o-yakjox hammam 

Translation : 

Date of construction of hammam. which was built by Prince 

Dara Shakoh in the Akhun Mulla Shah mosque. The date of construction of the 
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haniiiiani is 1059 A.H. = 1649 A.D. At one place there is hanvuam and at other 

LS the mosque. 

Dara Shakoh constructed the mosque of Akhun Mulla Shah but there 

was no facilit}- of ablution in the mosque. He added a hammam in the mosque. 

An inscribed stone slab in Persian script was fixed by him at the top of the 

hcvunuim It gi\es the date of construction o{ hammam and other additions to 

the mosque as 1059 A.H. = 1649 A.D. 

Source : Farah Baksh 

Language ; Persian 

Script : Persian (nastaliq) 

Text of inscription: 

0 • I" 5 b C:^y ' \ ) y'>s ) 

Transl i tera t ion : 

Chu shiid arasia bagh-e-Farah Baksh 

Bahukm Hazarat Zill-e-llahi 

Shanshah Shahan Shah Jahangir 

K mash-hoor asf az ' m ta 'aahl 

Pe tarikh even giilzar dehyan 

Kha 'er -o- farmood. farghatgah-i-Shahi 



The Farah Baksh garden was built b> the order of Emperor Jahangir. It was 

constructed in 1030 A.H. = 1622 A.D. It is one part of the Shalimar garden. It 

is the uppermost beautiful terrace with Dhvon-e-khas which is surrounded b}-

water tank and beautifully carved fountains. The lower portion was added later 

on b\' the Mughal governor Zafar Khan Ahsan during the period of great 

builder Shahjahan. 

Source ; Shalimar Garden 

Language : Persian 

Script : Persian (nastaliq) 

Text of inscription: 

^'^ ~^(J\ lii 

cL 

Transliteration : 

CIni bagh-e- Faiz Baksh az hiikh Shahi 

Br-o-bagh erm giisht mahi 

Farah Baksh az kamal Iftakharash 

Chu gill brfarq khud dadafairsh 

Azyan roo Kashmir fakhr Jahan ast 

K da-rooe gulshan Shahjahan ast 

Pe tarikh salish sitbh gahi 

Khrdguftar musartgah-e- Shahi 

The Faiz Baksh garden and canals running across it. were built by Iftakhar 

Khan b> the order of Emperor Shahjahan. It is one of the beautiful gardens in 
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the valley. The date of laying out of this part is "Musaratgah-e- Shahi" which 

gi\es the date as 1042 A.H. = 1632 A.D. Farah Baksh and Faiz Baksh both 

combined by Ali Mardan Khan during his governorship. The result of 

combination of this terrace is Shalimar 

Source 

Language 

Script 

Hanuman temple 

: Hindi 

: De\ nagri 

Text of inscription: 

^0 ?^?^ m ^ ec:?^ ^ ^^i ?i^ti 

Transliteration: 

Pehle ghat banokar 

Zati toor per fouren manciev banaya 

Slvi Pratap Singh Maharaj ko 

Shri Hanuman khiishal ata karayan 

The inscription shows that the temple was built b\' Maharaja Pratap 

Singh and dedicated to Hanuman. It was built in 1913 according to the 

inscription. (See plate-26) 

Source : A stone slab lying on the shrine of Sheikh Makhdoom 

Hamza 

Language : Persian 

Script ; Persian (nastaliq) 
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The inscription shows perhaps the date of reconstruction of ziarat 

which IS 1262 A H (See plate-27) 
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CHAPTER- VII 

MISCELLANEOUS 



Miscellaneous 

Arts and Crafts 

Kashmir has always been a centre of arts and Industries. Since quite 

earh times Kashmir's handicraft has developed into an industry which became 

the source of livelihood for thousands of skilled workers and artisans. Natural 

beaut\ of Kashmir has developed an aesthetic sense in its inhabitants and their 

\earning to create something beautiful satisfied their innate sense of 

appreciating beauty. The cottage industry of Kashmir has a prolific variety. The 

unmatched deftness of Kashmiri hands in creating beauty blended with utilit}' 

has been a considerable source of revenue recognized and exploited by various 

rulers. In 15''̂  centuries Sultan Zainul Abidin introduced various industries in 

Srinagar'. Mughal Emperors developed these industries and liked the finished 

material of Kashmir industries. Afghan continued the processes the cottage 

indust!')' rolling on. During Sikh rule, there were about 85 arts and 

manufacturing units and about 37 percent population was engaged in these 

crafts". When Gulab Singh and his successors took possession of Kashmir 

there were 35 crafts"\ Apart from the ambience of Kashmir valley thousand of 

tourist and traveller were also attract to have man-made beauty of value which 

were renowned far wide 

Carpet Weaving 

Kashmiri craftsmanship is obvious in the manufacturing of carpets. 

Various t>pes of carpets such as woolen patchwork, woolen pile carpets and 

Namdas . The material (weft) used in carpets was imported from Yarkand'. 

The carpets were coloured and designed very carefully to finished them 

beautifullw 
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Blankets (Pattu) 

Blankets were often made of fine shawl wool but were woven from 

hand-spun wool in different areas in Kashmir such as Parganah Zaingir and 

Shopman' etc. The blankets were of different types but two types were very 

common among them such as Partii Ekbari (single breadth and Pattu Doban 

(Double breadth). These were not finished with \arious colours but wo\cn 

generalh in natural colours (black or white). Two designs were ver\ common 

either plain or with strips . 

Shawl industry 

This craft of Kashmir may be traced from the ancient period. The st}ie 

and techniques of weaving shawls in Kashmir were different from rest of India 

but were similar. to a large extent, to the techniques used in central Asia and 

Iran. Mughals. took keen interest in the shawl industry. The Doshalas were 

largeh sent to Mughal court." During the second half of eighteenth century 

shawl became very popular in Europe, especialh Western Europe. " 

Shwals were of different kinds and shades. These were man\ \'arieties 

but some of them were firstK the plain pashmina cloth embroidered with silk 

thread with \arious design was called shawl Amlikar. The second \ariet\ of 

shawl was called Tiliwal or Tilikar etc and these were loom woven. Ahvan was 

another \ariet\' of shawl. The cloth of Pashmina was used for readvmade 

garments gi\ ing it a beautiful finish with melt print and embroider}. 

Dogra rulers also paid attention towards shawl industry. They enhanced 

their production as there was demand of Kashmiri shawls. These (shawls) used 

to be \er\ fine in texture, very soft in colour, and of the most celebrated and 

graceful pattern, of apureK eastern st}le of the decoration.'' 

Some of the best specimens of shawls of 18'"' and 19''' centur\ are 

present in Sri Pratap Singh Museum Srinagar. Kashmir. 
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Leather Industry 

Leather was used for manufacturing the shoes, sword covers, saddles 

etc. Perhaps saddle industry was very significant for the maintenance of 

ca\alry. 

Shoes industry 

Shoes used in Kashmir during the period were of two types. First, the 

straw shoes commonly used by majority of people. Second the wooden shoes. 

Leather shoes were also in great demand by upper classes. Men and women 

used different type of shoes. 

Saddlary 

The saddles were manufactured from leather with beautiful embroideiy 

work quite similar to central Asian techniques. 

Paintings 

The Kashmiri art of painting has always been the point of controversy 

among the research scholars. It was not easy to arrive at some definite 

conclusion. ' In the 17'̂  centur)" it was concluded that it was Basoli art which 

was a branch of Pahari school of paintings. It attained some features of 

Mughal art of paintings."' It couldn't flourished during Afghan and Sikh rule 

o\er Kashmir. It attained a high degree during Dogra period as the\' were 

patrons of Pahari school of painting. There are some paintings of Pahari school 

which are brieflv mentioned and discussed as under : 

Theme : A papier-mashie painter at w'ork 

Source: Folio from an album of drawings of profession 

Size: 35.5 cm x 26 cm 

Locate: Indian Office Librar\-. London 

Ace. No. 1703 
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One of the leaf of paintings'^ having caption in Persian in rough 

nastaliq script. The painting shows the art of naqqashi. The tools used in 

painting ha\e been described and a painter is shown occupied in his craft. A 

man is wearing a long kwia under it a w'hite shirt with light fittings and tight 

sleeves, over the shoulders a shawl is shown. The man is bearded and his head 

is closed w ith white turban. The overall appearance may be said to be depiction 

of Muslim culture. The man (naqqash) is seated with left leg tucked under him. 

and the right raised, holding a brush in his right hand painting something in 

circular form. A box with some painting material is placed just in front of the 

naqqash. The lid of the box has shown open. The inscription on the box 

identifies it as sanduq brai asbab (box for goods). In between naqash and box 

lies a bowl of colour for paintings which is identified as 'Kasa-i-rang' (bowl 

for colour). To left of naqqash is another box. over it some brush is lying on a 

separate container. It is inscribed as sanduq (the box). 

The lower portion of the painting contains tools and implements used in 

paintings. All are spread and identified in Persian language. The tool and 

implements are: 

Kitchihai khiird wa kalan (brushes with thin and thick hairs) Qalam-ha ( three 

brushes). Rakabi barae tila (plater for painting gold leaf.). Kasa-i-rangha 

(bowl forcolours). Kitab barae M'araq-i- tila (for strolling gold leaf)-

Kalamdan bara-e- qalam ha (pen case/ Shisha- i-roghan (bottle for oil) 

A scraper, morter. (a stone vessel for grinding pigments), compass, and 

pincer are seen in the painting. 

Theme Swachhanda Bhairava form of Shiva 

Size 20.3 cm x 13.6 cm 

In the folio. "* Shiva is seated on the lotus petals extending his legs 

downwards. He has placed his arms on a man. The fire faced. 18 handed Siva 

wears a long mala of beads in his neck which hangs downwards up to his 
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knees. All the fire faces are in different colours except the topmost and lower 

one. which are white, and red. gold and blue. The groups of the fire faces are 

encircled with blue colour. He is holding weapons and some other things in 

each hand such as -a vajr. an exe. bows, arows. a trishul. a noose, a damani. a 

skull, a small banner, and a cup. The spandrels above and below are filled with 

fioral motifs. The miniature has borders that are reminiscent of late Kangra 

work. The five petal flowers in white and red with a thin stem is connected 

with each other. It is painted against a black background. 

The shiva"s Vahana. his three e}e. and a serpent around his neck having 

dressed in skin has been beautifully painted. The upper part of Vahana is 

shown parti) wrapped with leopard skin. He has been shown quite frequenth 

in Ardhanarishwara images in Kashmir in which the female half wears a choli 

like garments. On the waist he wears a tiger skinned garment. 

The third eyed in Siva image and the serpent encircling the neck and 

shoulders are exactly similar to those of on Sharda images. It has a very close 

connection that seems to be quite peculiar concerning Kashmir. 

Theme : The emergence of the Goddess as a pile of light 

Folio : From an illustrated manuscript of Devi Mahatm}a 

Size: 12.5cm x 19 cm 

Collection: Museum Rietberg. Zurich 

Ace No. 1633-1667. 

In the painting, great goddess stands in full of energy with thirty-two 

hands. Each elbow bears sixteen hands and carrying a weapon of destruction 

such as dagers. vijra. swords, spears, bows, arrows etc. She stands crossed leg 

in eas\ and non-violent mood. 

On the both sides, there is depiction of different scenes. To the left 

buffalo headed demon Mahishaswa is there who is full of menace. He is 

rushing down from mountain tops with sword and rocks holding in hands. 
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While on the right, there are gods; Vishnu. Shiva. Ganesh. Brahma. Narada and 

others. A tiger who has turned his head downward in homage to its mistress is 

also shown in painting. 

The figures of the gods and the great goddess were influenced by Pahari 

school of art. The treatment of multi armed goddess is greatly emphasized in 

Kashmiri paintings. 

Theme : The training of a falcon 

Folio : From an illustrated manuscript on falconr}' 

35cm X 27.5 cm 

Chandigarh Museum. Chandigarh 

Ace No: D-144. 

The pages of Persian text" are beautifulh' calligraphed in nastaliq script. 

Each page is bordered with illumination. The text is based on the work, the 

Baznama-i-Nasiri. The figural work alongwith the margins. cur\'ing cypress 

motif and neat calligraphy are enough to clearly link the work with Kashmir. A 

tight ' kammerband' is tied to the waist, a turban to their back. The dress of 

figures is influenced by Punjab paintings. The other figures in Afghan-

Kashmiri st\ie dress are found in folio: a long qaba. with turban. In one of the 

folios, suggest wooden architecture of Kashmir with car\'ed wooden pillar and 

fine latticework has been show-n. 

Houseboat 

These are boat like house structures which are fixed to stay on the 

waters with ropes. They are mostly used as houses. That is why they are called 

houseboat. These are the most attractive items catching the attention of the 

tourists. The)' are to stay there at day or night during their visit to valley. 
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Houseboats are usually built entirely by wood of deodar and other 

durable woods of Kashmir valley. Deodar (or Himalayan cedar) is found in 

abundance in Kashmir. It can"t be destroyed by in water up to 500 }ears. 

Houseboats are usually consisted of two or three rooms. Each room has 

its own varandah. Each varandah on the either ends of boat presents beautiful 

and charming scenes of the lakes. The rooms have windows opening the 

sidewalls. The carpets or namdas are spread on the floor of some of the 

houseboats and adorned interior portion is adorned with appropriate 

combination. Most of the houseboats are centuries old quietly staying on the 

waters of Kashmir valley. (See plate-47) 

Lattice Work 

There are various specimen of latticework of the 19''̂  centur}'. which are 

present in Sri Partap Singh Museum Srinagar. It presents famous woodwork of 

Kashmir which has always been liked b\' outsiders. It is mostly handled with 

walnut wood, which is most durable and is capable of good finishing. 

Latticework is one of the features of the Kashmiri wooden architecture. It was 

done b\ carving wood in small pieces according to necessity. These latices are 

drilled, dressed and finally attached with the man frame of wood. The lattice 

work is mostly seen in doors windows and ceiling etc of Kashmiri architecture. 

Apart from architectural members various decorated latticework is also 

executed over the furniture like tables, boxes chairs etc. (See plates-49and50) 

Calligraphy: 

The calligraphy is an art of wTiting and was treated with respect in 

Islamic world. In Kashmir it reached after the establishment of Muslim rule. 

Before reaching in Kashmir it had already attained a high degree of 

pertection.' Two types ot calligraphic styles were very popular i.e. Kitfic and 

Nasq. In the course of time Kashmiris evolved their own stvle." After the 



decline of Sultanate the artists retained their individuality.' ' The art of border 

decoration reached its peak during Akbar In the religious scripture floral 

designs were used '^ The art of caHigraph) was considered nobie profession 

During Mughal period and later on it was liked b\ Emperors and nobles 

J 
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PI an 7. Mosque of Shah Hamdan 



Plan 8. General plan of Sarai 



Plan 9_ Nowshera Sarai 
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Plan 15. HirpurSari 



Î lan 16. Thannamandi Sarai 



Plan 17 General plan of Temples 



Plan 18 Hanuman temple 



PI. in 19. Temple at Smadhi of Gulab Singh 
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Plan 20. Temple at Rambagh 
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Plan 22 Temple at Thannamandi 
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Ian 24 Shalimar aarden 
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Ian 25. Nishat Bagh 
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Plan 34 General plan of'Ziarals (Shrines) 



pi. 1 Jamia Masjid Srinagar: one of the four colonnades 

Pl 2 /We/7rab of Jamia Masjid Snnagar. 
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pi. 9 Rani Masjid Nowshera 

Pl- 10 Pathar Masjid Srinagar 
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pi. 23 Main entrance of Nowshera sarai 

pi. 24 A well (tank) at Nowshera sarai 
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pi. 26 Inscription on Hanuman temple, Srinagar 



pl. 27 Inscription on Monolith lying in Amir Hamza Shrine 

pl. 28 Inscription on Jamia Masjid, Srinagar 



pi. 29 Hariparbat fort, Srinagar 

pi 30 Kathi Darwaza of Hariparbat fort 
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pi. 34 Sarai at Darhali mode, District Rajouri 



pi. 35 Nishat Bagh 

pi, 36 Diwan-i-Khas of Nishat Bagh 
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pi. 39 One of tha fountains of Nishat Bagh 

pi. 40 Vernag garden, District Ananlnag 



pi. 41 Achhabal ga'den, District Anantnag 
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PI 46 CMagaft of Shah Hamadan, District Srinagar 



pi. 47 A view of a houseboat 
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pi. 49 A spacemen of latticework oi" 19th century present in SPS Museum, Srinagar 

pi. 50 Furniture handling ;vth Latticework, present in SPS Museum, Srinagar 


